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DINKY TOYS PERFECT
MINIATURES

MECCANO LTD,
LIVERPOOL

THE FASCINATING
COLLECTING HOBBY

MANUFACTURED BY

D inky  Toys owe the i r  popular i ty  to  the i r  scale propor-
tions, weal th  of  de ta i l ,  and attract ive finish. Ask your
dealer  for prices o r  wr i te  d i rect  to  Meccano L td . ,  Binns
Road,  Liverpool  13, for a copy of the  latest price list.

ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH
■’ENSIGN’' AIR LINER

FLYING BOAT "CLIPPER I I I ”

SIX-WHEELED WAGON

Dinky Toys No.  62p
Scale model of  the largest British air liner
Six models available named: "Ensign,”
"Elsinore." "Explorer , "  "Echo,"

“E t t r i ck / ’  and "Elysian."
Price 2/6 with Tax 3 / -

Dinky Toys No. 60w
Scale model of the Pan American Airways
flying boat tnat took part in the trans-
atlantic exoerimental flights in 1937.

Price 2/6 with Tax 3/-

Dinky Toys No. 2Ss
An interesting model of a modern three-

ton wagon. In  assorted colours.
Price 2 / -  with Tax 2 /6

Fined w i th  rubber tyres.
Price 1 / -  wi th  Tax 1 /3

18-POUNDER QUICK-FIRING FIELD GUN UNIT TAXI, WITH DRIVER

Dinky Toys No. 162
Comprises scale models of  an 18-pounder Quick-Firing Field Gun, Trailer

and "L igh t  Dragon" Motor Tractor.
162a "L igh t  Dragon" 162b Trailer Price 1 / -  wi th  Tax 1 /3
Tractor Price 3/3  wi th  Tax 4 / -  162c Gun „ 1 / -  „ 1 /3

Complete Set Price 5 /3  with Tax 6 /6

Dinky Toys No.  36g
Fitted wi th  detachable rubber tyres.

Price 1 /10  wi th  Tax 2 3

DOUGLAS DC-3 AIR LINER
A fine scale model of  the car i n  which Capt.
G. E. T. Eyston set up a wor ld land speed
record of 357.50 m.p.h. at Bonneville, Utah,

U.S.A.
Price 1 /10  with Tax 2 /3

MOTOR TRUCK STREAMLINED
RACING CAR

Dinky Toys No. 23s
Similar in  type to  the

"Thunderbol t ”
speed car.

Assorted colours.
Price 1 /7

wi th  Tax 1 /11

Dinky Toys No.  22c
Assorted colours. Fitted with

detachable rubber tyres.
Price 1 / -  with Tax 1 /3

POSTAL SET
Dinky Toys No. 60t

Scale model of  the Douglas DC-3 air l iner,
which is in regular service on many

American routes.
Price 1/10 wi th  Tax 2 /3

RAILWAY MECHANICAL HORSE
AND TRAILER VAN

Dinky Toys No
Pillar Box, G.P.O. . . .
Pillar Box, A i r  Mail , , .
Telephone Call Box .. .
Telegraph Messenger,..
Postman
Royal Mail Van
Price of complete Set 4/8 w i th  Tax 5/9

7d.  with Tax 8 |d .
7d, with Tax 81  d.
9d. with Tax l i d .
7d.  with Tax 81  d.
7d. with Tax 8 jd .
1/10 w i th  Tax 2/3

GARAGE

No.  12a
No.  12b
No.  12c
No .  12d
No.  12e
No .  34b

Dinky Toys No. 33R
No.  33Ra Railway Mechanical Horse.

Price 1 /3  wi th  Tax 1 /6
No.  33Rd Trailer Van. Price 1 /5  wi th  Tax 1 /9
Complete Set, L.M.S., L.N.E.R., G.W.R., o r  S.R.

Price 2 /8  wi th  Tax 3 /3

Dinky Toys No.  45
Fitted w i th  opening double doors. W i l l
accommodate any two Dinky Toys Motor

Cars.
Price 2/6 with Tax 3 /

SPECIAL NOTICE
Will readers of the“Meccano Magazine” please note that, due to pressure

of other work, we  have been compelled temporarily to discontinue our
Repairs Department, and no  further work of this kind can be  accepted.

When we  are able to resume work in our Repairs Department we  will
at  once make an  announcement in the “M.M.”  and to our dealers.

MECCANO LIMITED
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Worth
snapping up J
Selo Films are worth snapping up because
they are the best in the world, and they are
still available in limited quantities. You
may have to search for them but the effort
will be well worth while because Selo
Films give unsurpassed results.

PUT THAT IN  YOUR LETTERS
HOME!  GET  THE IDEA INTO GROWN-UP
HEADS SOMEHOW!

Of course, we’ve all got to realise that this Christmas
must mean fewer presents and more War  Savings—and that
holds good whether we’re giving presents o r  getting them.
(Hamlcys themselves can’t get nearly all the toys they want
to sell you—because many toys are made of war materials).

But that’s all the more reason for seeing what Hamleys
have got in order to be quite certain that the presents wc
do give o r  get are absolutely top-notch and exactly what
we want.

Hamlcys have a wonderful Christmas collection despite
war conditions. Whether it’s model aircraft you want, kit
sets, or  Galleon building sets, o r  trains, or  puzzles, o r
games, or  books, dolls, animals, or  mechanical toys,
Hamleys have the best selection available. Ask for what
you want. Tell Hamlcys how much you want to spend and
they’ll send you the nearest thing they have at your price.

*..... CHaAwfo#
OUR ONLY ADDRESS: ■M a11 YA-LLulUimai/j/
200 -202 ,  REGENT STREET,  LONDON W. l
Te l .  Resent  3161 Telegrams:  "Pleasingly ,  Pkcy . "

And when Ilford Limited can again devote all its energies to
your needs, British made Selo Films and other Ilford photo-
graphic products will once more be obtainable everywhere; and,
as before, they will be found to be the best in the wM.

BRIT ISH MADE BY ILFORD L IM ITED,  MAKERS OF  ALL  K INDS
nF  SENSIT ISED PHOTOGRAPHIC  MATERIALS.  ILFORD.  LONDON

ALL THE SAME PRICE

BRIGHT LJuHT
---------- Sewrint the BRIGHTEST LIGHT procurable with —

«17 littk t i tra flatter) mar t in

G245 = 1.5V. G257 - 2.5V. G258 3.5V.

i ’ ’ TgLvr ! *  EOHoinf; ’
Securing from each Batten the LIFE Of FIVE

and yet tiring a really bright l ight.

C125-  1.5V. G246 2.5V. G24S-3.5V.

• T2™. Y ™  BATTERY SAVER
-Securing from each Battery the Lift OF TER
and yet thfing ALL LICHT that is necesirr

124— 2.5V. G247 3.5V.

PRICE 7 |d .
Plus Purchase Tax, which is
1 Bulb 2d.; 2 = 3d.; 3 -5d .

BRIGHT LIGHT BULBS
Use with Large Batteries only

I jmm. Bl l looni  nd t r r  M.  £3 .  Capped ('
INDIVIDUAL fcVLDS SUPPLIID.

AU  h«T» 1
*KMD FOB CATALOGUE

VITALITY HULKS LTBI LONDON,
Send for Purchase Tax Leaflet. When replying please quote Reference 10.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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RUN YOUR LOCOMOTIVES
on our "Popular" scale model permanent way!

Excellent for indoor and outdoor use
HERE IS  your  oppor tun i ty  to  ge t  over  the  war t ime  dif f iculty in  obta in ing  steel  ra i l .
We  have  st i l l  i n  stock a l im i ted  quant i t y  o f  our  gauge "O ’ *  solid drawn bras* ra i l ,  both  for ord inary
and electr ic  t ract ion .
Our  i l l us t ra t ion  show*  this "Popu la r”  a l l  brass permanent  way w i th  keyed chairs and sleeper spacing*
of  IV  inch centres.
Here  is a l ist  of  some  o f  the  i t ems  in  s tock:—CURVES,  15" long,  3 ft. radius (16  piece* [■'/'
to the  circ le)  o rd inary  2 /6 ,  e lect r ic  3 / -  each. CURVES  4 ft .  radius (20 pieces) o rd i -
nary  2 /6 ,  e lect r ic  3/-  each. STRAIGHTS,  18" long,  o rd inary  2 /9 ,  e lect r ic  3 /3 ,
each. POINTS,  r igh t  o r  le f t  hand,  3 Ct. o r  4 ft. radius,  o rd inary  13 /6 ,  e lec t r ic

16 /6  each.  S tandard  Crossovers
3ft. radius,  o rd inary  32/6,
e lectr ic  39/6 each.  These
prices are pract ical ly  the
same as PRE - WAR
prices and  there  is
no  Purchase Tax .

CATALOGUES
NEW  GR/17 Gauge “O”  Railway
Equipment. 9d. post free.
WTC/17 Catalogue of Wartime
Supplies. I / -  post free.
TT/17 Gauge "OO  U Catalogue
of the Twin Trains. 3d. post free.

Send
postcard

for Leaflet
P P W / I 7

giving full de-
tails, and secure

some of this track
while supplies are

still available !

LONDON:
112,  High Holborn,  W.C.1

MANCHESTER:
28 ,  Corpora t ion  S t ree t

SOMETHING TO READ — instructive and interest ing!
The new Model Railway Handbook in 12 chapters deals with every phase of the
hobby from gauge ”OO ’ '  to  15 inch gauge. There are special chapters on Track,
Signalling and interlocking, and this attractive book contains no less than 160
half tone illustrations and 40 line diagrams. Bound in stiff covers—150 pages—

9x6  inches. Price 3s, 6d. Postage 4d.
STANDARD GAUGE **CT RA ILWAY D IAGRAM giving all rai lway dimensions i n  inches and
mi l l imetres,  as approved by  rhe Br i t ish  Railway Model l ing Standards Bureau for  commercial
scale models. Price 2/6d. post free.

BASSETT- LOWKE LTD.
• NORTHAMPTON

Christmas Cards w i th
the Personal Touch

out  tktL tftlack Ouf (Blu&b
fyjitk a Jfaihauy f

What about a set of tools and patterns to make galleons,
model ships, aeroplanes, locomotives? Sounds good. And
i t  is good. You’ll enjoy cutting out the bits wi th a fretsaw
and fitt ing them together with glue and nails in real carpentry
style. See you have a Hobbies Set for Christmas—you'l l  be

able to start r ight away with any of them.

Complete sets from 2 /6  to 28/6.

Every Photographer has many prints which can be made into
really pleasing Christmas Cards by adding colour to them.
Johnsons Tinting Set consists of nine of the most useful
colours. Every variety of shade can be produced by mixing.
The Tints are transparent and are simple to apply. No
previous experience is necessary. Get a set to-day—and send
a distinctive Christmas Card to each of your friends.
Set w i th  9 colours and brush ....................................................................... 3/-
Set w i t h  9 colours. 2 brushes. 2 china saucers, 1 tube each Frost
Tinsel. Go ld  Powder ,  Silver Powder ,  and 1 bot t le  o f  Medium............6/-

ObunnuMe from till Dealers and Photographic Ghemists.

PHOTO TINTSBRIT ISH FRETWORK OUTF ITS
FROM [ .FADING STORES,  IRONMONGERS AND HORH1F.S BRANCHES.  HY POST

JftOM HOHRIKS ITO,  (DEFT.  in iREIIAM,  NORFOLK JOHNSON & SONS Manufacturing Chemists LTD., HENDON, N.W.4
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ALL BRIT ISH  MADE
SCALE MODEL
AEROPLANES

MADE IN  ENGLAND BY INTERNATIONAL MODEL A IRCRAFT LTD
for fAe fait ConcessionaireUN ES BROTHERS LTD. TRI-  ANO WORKS. MORDEN ROAR MERTON LONDON,S.W.19.ENG.
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TRI-ANG
ALL BRITISH TOYS

•‘FAIRYCYCLE’* MODEL No.  2
Cycle tubular  frame and forks.  14 i n .  wheels, 1J  in .  jointless sponge-rubber
tyres. Ball-bearing pedals. Rol ler  lever brake. Two-co i l  saddle. Chain cover,

Stand. PLATED FITTINGS.

TRI -ANG TRICYCLE No .  E2
Cycle chain dr ive  w i t h  free-wheel. Frame and forks best qual i ty weldless
cycle tubing.  16  i n .  f ron t  and rear wheels. 1 |  in .  jointless sponge-rubber
tyres. Rol ler lever brake. Ball-bearings th roughout .  Co i l  spr ing saddle.

PLATED FITTINGS.

MINIC
STREAMLINE
Steel body w i th  opening side doo r ,  upholstered seat. Adjustable w ind
screen and d i rec t ion  indicators. 9 in .  new type easy-dean wheels w i t h
malleable hubs, j i n .  tyres.  Hand brake. Length 44 ins. Suitable for ages

4 to 7 .

ALL TO SCALE CLOCKWORK TOYS
Almost  every type of  road t ranspor t  is represented. Each mode l  is st rongly
constructed and fitted w i th  long-running mechanism and some are fitted

w i t h  electr ic l ights.

Obtainable In  camouflage colours.
MINIC  Tank.  Length

ins. Obtainable i n
camouflage colours. MINIC  Mechanical Horse and M i l k  Tanker .

MINIC  Mechanical Horse and Tra i ler  w i th  MINIC  Mechanical Horse and Lorry MINIC  Vauxhsil  Cabr io le t .  MINIC  Timber  Lo r ry .
Cases. Length 7j{ ins. w i t h  Barrels. Obtainable i n  camouflage colours. Length ins.

%A° e LINES BROS. LTD., Tri-ang Works, LONDON S.W.19
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CHRISTMAS GREETINGS TO ALL MY READERS! From the Editor

MECCANO
MAGAZINEEditorial Off ice:

Binns Road, Liverpool 13

England

Vol. XXVI. No. 12

December 1941

With the Editor
Leaders in the War

XXV.—Joseph V. Stalin
Joseph V. Dzhugashvili, or

Stalin, was born in 1879 at Gon,
Transcaucasia, his father being a
peasant who later became a shoe-
maker. He joined the revolution-
ary movement at  an early age, and
acquired the name Stalin, or
steel-like, on account of his courage
and coolness, He was repeatedly
arrested and banished, but escaped
every time. He organised the
Bolshevik Party in the first Duma
or Elective Council, 1906, and in
1917 became organising secretary
to the Central Executive Com-
mittee. After the death of Lenin
he attained chief power, and now
as Chairman of the Council of
People’s Commissars and General
Secretary of the Communist Party,
he occupies a position corres-
ponding to that of Premier. Since
the German attack he has assumed
the office of Minister of Defence.
He is well fitted for this post for
he has had a wide experience of
war. After the Revolution he was
largely responsible for organising
the campaigns in defence of the
Soviet Union, and his success led

to the name of the town of Tsaritsyn, one of the main
business centres on the Volga, being changed to Stalin-
grad. His prestige in Russia to-day may be compared
with that of Mr. Churchill in this country.

On 12th July 1941 was signed in Moscow by M. Molotov
and Sir Stafford Cripps, British Ambassador, the Anglo-
Soviet Pact that makes Russia officially our ally. Stalin
was present at the ceremony.

Stalin is described as of medium height, broad shouldered
and sturdily built, with thick black moustache and black
hair brushed straight back. He dresses simply in a tunic
and trousers thrust into knee-boots. He lives simply and
greatly dislikes publicity in regard to his private affairs.

In the past we have always felt that Stalin was in many
ways rather a mystery; but in recent months we have
come to realise something of his personal dignity, his great
determination and strength of character, and the
enormous influence he exerts over the one hundred and
eighty millions of Soviet Russia.

The 1942 “M.M.”
Since 1920 the “M.M.” has

appeared year after year with its
present size of page. This month
I have to tell my readers that the
January 1942 and subsequent
issues will have a page just half
this size. In other words the
"ALM." will have the "pocket"’
form that recently has been
adopted by so many magazines,
This change, which I make with
very great reluctance, has been
forced upon me by the shortage
of paper.

Although the Magazine will thus
change its size, it will remain the
same in every other respect. The
coloured covers, which arc unique
among the world’s periodicals,
will be continued, and except that
a certain amount of smaller type
will have to be used, the style
and arrangement of the inside
pages will remain unchanged. All
the regular features will be re-
tained and there wall be plenty of
room for special articles. My plans
for 1942 include some striking
articles on topics connected with
the war, and others dealing with
engineering developments, how
things are made, and lives of famous engineers and
inventors, beginning with Edison, in many respects the
most remarkable inventor in history.

So, readers all, when you open your January Magazine
you will find that it is just the same old "Af .My to  which
you have looked forward month by month.

Share Your With a Friend
The demand for the “MJMy has increased rapidly

during the war, but unfortunately the paper restrictions
have made it impossible to increase in proportion the
number of copies printed each month. As a result many
boys have been disappointed. I am doing my best to
meet the demands of local retailers, however, and as a
step in this direction I have decided that, for the
time being, I cannot accept any new direct mail
subscriptions,

During  the coming  year I ask every  reader  to  he lp  me  by
sharing h i s  “M.M.”  wi th  someone  who  is unab le  t o  buy  a copy.

Joseph V. Stalin.

365
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Short "Stirling" heavy bomber.

This Bombing Business
By C. G. Grey

(Founder of “The Aeroplane” in  1911 and Editor until  September 1939)

THIS bombing business somehow
reminds me of the story of the

small boy who, after his father had
given him a licking, with the usual
remark that it hurt him (father)
more than it hurt him (son) said:
"Did your father lick you when you
were a little boy, father?” And father
said: "Yes, of course he did.” And
the boy asked again: "And did his
father lick him?” And father said:
"Yes, of course.” And the boy asked
yet again: "And did his father lick
him, and his father lick him too?”
“Yes, of course,” said his father.

"Well,” said the small boy, "who
began this nonsense anyway?”

Actually there is a historical
difficulty in finding out who did begin
this bombing nonsense. But the
lamentable fact is that as soon as
people began to think about flying
they began to think about bombing.
Leonardo da Vinci, who invented
machine-guns and all sorts of weapons
in about the year 1500, had several
schemes for flying-machines and
dirigible balloons, although balloons
were not invented for 300 years after
that. And with them he set forth
the idea of dropping explosives on
people below. And Sir Alfred Tenny-
son, afterwards Lord Tennyson, Poet
Laureate of Queen Victoria’s time,
wrote of the "ghastly dew” falling
from "the world's aerial navies
grappling in the central blue.”

The first person to experiment
with bomb-dropping in this country
was Mr. Claude Grahame-White,
who in 1912 or thereabouts tied a
weight of 100-lb. underneath one of

his old box-kites, arranged it with a
slip-catch, and released it when flying
at a hundred feet or so above the
aerodrome at Hendon. We who were
watching him quite expected to see
the machine fall to pieces in the air,
because the theory was that with
100 lb. slung on one spot under-
neath, the wings and everything
would be deflected by the load, and
when the load was suddenly released
they would spring back with such a
slap that something would probably
break. Grahame-White told me when
he landed that he felt no difference
in the handling of the machine except
that it was lighter on the controls.
Which would be quite natural. But
it was a mighty brave thing to do

Balkan war in 1912-13 between the
Greeks and the Bulgars and the
Serbs on the one side and the Turks
on the other, an English pilot named
Snowdon Hedley who, with an
Italian and a Russian, formed the
Bulgars’ Air Force, dropped some-
thing which was supposed to be a
bomb on the City of Adrianople.
But so far as he could discover no
harm was done.

So bombing really began in the
War 1914-18. And it began pretty
soon. A German aviator told me
some years ago that he had dropped
a bomb on Peiris quite early in August
1914—war was declared on 4th
August 1914. I cannot recollect that
any of our aviators dropped bombs

The Avro 504 K, the famous British machine of the 1914-18 war. Photograph by courtesy of A. V. Roe and Co. Ltd.

anything like so e&rly as that.
The first of our people who did

any bombing were officers of a
contingent of the Royal Naval Air
Service, whom the Navy did not
want.

at the time.
During the war between Italy and

Turkey in 1912, by which Italy
acquired Tripoli, there were stories
that the Italian aviators had dropped
bombs on the Turks. And during the

meccanoindex.co.uk
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This raid was imagined, planned and
organised by Squadron Commander
Noel Pemberton-Billing, afterwards
M.P., and now again trying to get
into the House of Commons. He had
three of the old 504 K. Avro biplanes
which were arranged to carry bombs
underneath the fuselage with proper
bomb-release gear. They were taken
out to Belfort in the far East of
France and housed in the French
airship shed there, and were flown
straight off without any test-flying
at all. The three pilots, Squadron
Commander John Ba bington, Squad-
ron Commander Featherstone Briggs,
and Flight Lieut. S. V. Sippe, got the
D.S.O. and the French Legion of
Honour. Briggs was shot down and
was a prisoner in Germany for a
year before he escaped. The other
two got back. They did little damage,
but they scared the Germans so that
they had to keep 4,000 men per-
manently on duty to protect those
sheds.

There was a lot more bombing in
that war, about which one could
easily write a very big book.

In this present war there was
really no bombing until the Germans
attacked Norway in 1940. From the
declaration of war on 3rd September,
1939 until then the Germans tried to
bomb our convoys a t  sea, and they
sent reconnaissance machines, which
did carry a few light bombs, up to
the Shetlands and the Orkneys look-
ing for the British Fleet. Quite a lot
of them were shot down by our
fighters from aerodromes on shore.
But there was no serious bombing.
In fact the first casualty on British
soil happened when one of these
reconnaissance machines tried to
bomb a flying- boat on a loch in the
Orkneys, and landed his bomb on
shore where it killed a rabbit.

We on our part used to send our big
“Whitley” bombers on long journeys
across Germany at night, dropping

Commodore Murray Sue ter, R.N.,
now Rear-Admiral Sir Murray Sueter,
M.P., sent a detachment to Belgium
to try to help the Belgian Army
which was being forced back by the
first German attack while the British
Army was retreating from Mons.
One of these officers, Fit, Lieut.

of the piperack.
I t  was primitive, but it worked

quite well in the hands of people
who knew how to use it. In fact the
average accuracy of the bombing
was not far short of what it is to-day.
Bombing is rather like using a shot-
gun. Either you can do it  or you

A Consolidated ‘'Liberator” Bomber of the Royal Air Force. Photograph by courtesy of the Consolidated
Aircraft Corporation, U.S.A.

Reggie Marix, now Air Commodore
R. L. D. Marix, D.S.O., dropped a
bomb on top of the Zeppelin shed at
Dusseldorf. Fortunately there was
an airship inside and it  caught fire
and blew up. On the same day
Squadron Commander Spenser Grey
dropped a bomb on the railway
station at Cologne, and broke a lot
of glass, but did no great damage
to the railway. Our bombs were very
light in those days. Both of them
used Sopwith tractor biplanes, which
were the ancestors of the present
historic Hawker “Hurricanes" and
“Typhoons.”

The bombs of those days were
funny little things which weighed
about 20 lb. apiece. They were
carried tail upwards in a
kind of piperack which was
fixed to the outside of the
fuselage. The tail-spindle of
the bomb stuck up through
a hole in the piperack, and
was prevented from falling
through by a pin which was
stuck through the spindle
and was tied to a piece of
string or wire. When the
pilot was over his target, or
at a distance which he
judged was right—for we
had no bomb-sights in those
days—he pulled the string,
which pulled out the pin,
which let the bomb drop out

can’t. I have seen an Irish gardener
armed with a single-barrelled muzzle-
loading shot-gun wipe the eye of a
line of sportsmen armed with the
finest sports guns that money could
buy.

Another good effort in those early
days was that of Squadron Com-
mander  Bigsworth, R.N., who
dropped a bomb on the tail of a
Zeppelin several thousand feet up in
the air. For some funny reason it did
not catch fire, but it went out of
control and crashed on a house and
was destroyed.

Another fine performance of
those early days was the bombing
of the great Zeppelin works at
Friedrichshafen on Lake Constance.

Handley Page “Halifax,” one of the latest types of heavy bombers in service with the R.A.F. Photograph by courtesy of “The
Aeroplane.”
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millions of pamphlets to tell the German
people that we had no grievance against
them and that all we wanted to do was to
turn out their Nazi Government which
had run them into the war. For some
queer reason the wording of those leaflets
was not published in this country until
copies reached some of our newspapers in
a roundabout way, and then the wording
was found to be so futile that one could
not imagine the German people paying
any attention to them.

Still, these "bomphlet" raids, as they
were called by Mr. A. P. Herbert, in the
House of Commons, did provide a number
of our pilots and navigators with very
good practice in finding their way about
Germany at  night. But  whether the amount
of practice they got was worth the number
of machines which crashed and the num-
ber of people who were killed landing in
the dark on the way home, or in forced
landings in Germany, is open to argument.

The most serious work which the Bomber
Command did during this period was in
attacking German warships, mostly in the
Heligoland Bight , and round about Bremer-
haven and the Friesian Islands.

Our real bombing began when the
Germans attacked Norway. There are
some grand stories to be told of the work
of our bombers. The way they used to go
across the North Sea at night, knowing
that if they were shot down or if their
engines failed there would be very little
chance of being picked up, was magnificent.

But I think that the bravest men I have
ever seen were the pilots and observers of
a small detachment of the Fleet Air Arm
which was attached to our Coastal Com-
mand to lay mines round the coast of
Denmark and in the Skagerrak and The
Kattegat and in the Baltic Sea itself.
They were carried in old Fairey "Swordfish"
biplanes which had been designed as
torpedo-bomber-reconnaissance machines
for the Navy. An enormous cylindrical
mine with flat ends fore and aft, and a
huge parachute to let it down lightly in
the water, was carried where the stream-
lined torpedoes should have been, under-
neath; and to give them the range for the
distance they had great big tanks, also
cylindrical with flat ends, fixed on top of
the fuselage behind the pilot and in front
of the navigator, over the middle seat
where the navigator should have been
sitting, instead of in the aft gunner’s seat
where he was.

Their speed with full load could not
have been more than 80 m.p.h. And yet
with one engine they used to start out over
hundreds of miles of hostile country- to
lay those mines in the Baltic. And the
amazing thing was that nearly all of them
got home safely. It  is a remarkable proof
of the quality of their engines and
navigation.

I think that one of the best stories of
the "bomphlet" period is that  of a bomber
crew who took oil in fog, got up into clouds,
and flew for hours over Germany without
seeing anything at all, hoping all the time
that the weather would clear. At last the
skipper decided to come back. After some
more hours’ flying the navigator assured
him that they were not over Germany,
and that they were over France although
he could not tell where. Remember that
he was flying on dead -reckoning and had
no radio direction.

The pilot let the machine down gradually,
for by now daylight had come, and he
hoped to see ground. At 1,000 ft. he  decided
that he dared not come lower for fear of
hitting the top of a hill or a church spire.

Production, said at a big public lunch in
London that "to-day we are building
bigger and better bombers and fiercer and
faster fighters than anv nation in the
World."

We are deeply grateful to the United
States for sending us "Flying Fortresses/*
and still more so for sending us those
excellent high-speed four-engined bombers,
the "Liberators," and the "Catalina"
flying boats, which are themselves exceed-
ingly good. But there is no need to be
unduly modest about ourselves. The fact
is that in any category or class or type in
which British aeroplanes can be compared
with American, the British aeroplane has
greater value all round as a weapon.

The American "Flying Fortresses" are
built for very high level flying, in which
none of our machines compete. Some
idea of the accuracy needed in their bomb-

So he gave the crew orders, on the inter-
communication telephone, to bail out.

The member of the crew who told the
story to a friend of mine said that he got
out all right, hit the ground rather hard
and passed out. When he came to he found
himself surrounded by a creamy glow. At
first he thought it was the atmosphere of
Heaven; then he discovered that it was
only his parachute which had settled on
top of him as he landed in a flat calm.
He picked himself up and found that
another member of the crew had landed
up a few hundred yards away. In the next
field they found the skipper. But there
was no sign of the aeroplane or  of the
tail-gunner. So they went along until they
found a road, and they walked down it
until they found a village, and walked
along until they found an inn.

They had just settled down to drink to

Boeing B-17C “Flying Fortress” bomber. Photograph by courtesy of the Boeing Aircraft Company, U.S.A.
the soul of the departed air gunner, in
hot wine, when the door opened and in he
walked. And they fell on his neck and
asked him what had happened.

He said that he got the order to jump
all right and answered it, but then he
found that  cither the office window was
stuck or he was so frozen stiff that  he
could not open it. And anyhow he was so
cold that he didn’t care much whether he
lived or died. So he stopped where he was.

Presently there was a mighty crash and
he was thrown out on the ground. He lay
there for a bit, and then, ending the story,
he said: " I t  wasn’t so cold on the ground
as i t  was up aloft, but if the machine
hadn’t caught fire I should have been
frozen to death!"

I suppose everybody who reads these
notes will by now have seen that magnifi-
cent film “Target for To-Night." That gives
a better idea of what a real bomb-raid is
like than can anything that has appeared
up to this stage of the war.

In due course I suppose we shall have
similar pictures of raids in our great Short
"Stirlings" and Handley Page "Halifaxes”
and other tremendous machines which
are coming along. And of course we shall
be given pictures taken away up in the
stratosphere in the American "Flying
Fortresses." For its special job, the "Flying
Fortress," as i t  is called, although it is
by no means a fortress if attacked, is
interesting. But let us remember that the
Right Hon. Lieut. Col. J .  T. C. Moore-
Brabazon, M.C., M.P., Minister for Aircraft

ing may be grasped by the fact that at
a height between 30,000 and 40,000 ft.,
which is supposed to be their operating
height, they are about seven miles above
the ground. And to hit a target at that
height they must release their bombs at
least five miles before they get to their
target.

Those of you who know the 47th
proposition of Euclid will be able to calcu-
late that they have to release their bombs
about eight miles from the target.

Now just think of how much you could
see of anything eight miles away. Think of
standing on the top of the highest hill in
your district and looking at a town eight
miles away. And imagine what the accuracy
of the bomb-sights must be to hit the
town, let alone any particular target in it.
And remember that even the most won-
derful American gyroscopic sight cannot
foresee the deflection of the bombs as they
pass through layers of air which may move
in different directions a t  all sorts of
strengths between a breeze and a full gale.

Our "Halifaxes" and Short "Stirlings"
are much bigger than the "Fortresses/*
and they carry bigger bomb-loads. They
also operate from a much lower level, and
the fact that photographs of the "Stirling"
have been let out for publication by the
Air Ministry is proof that some of them
have been lost, because we never allow
the publication of photographs of aero-
planes until we know that specimens of
them are in the hands of the enemy.

These big bombers (Continued on page 394)
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The Usefulness of Bats
By Eric Hardy, F.Z.S.

WE are so familiar with propa-
ganda for the protection of

useful birds that we are apt to forget
that we have also some useful
mammals or furred creatures that
play an important part in agriculture,
forestry, and even game preservation.
Foremost among these creatures are
the bats, the most active of
the insect-eaters, and probably
more subject to persecution and
ignorance than any other
animals we have. My photo-
graph shows the biggest and
most useful of them all, the
great noctule or high-flying
bat, which is really quite com-
mon in our big woods, even
near the vicinity of towns. If
we bear in mind that the bats
continue at dusk the good work
of the daytime swallows, swifts
and martins, and aid the night-
jar to destroy the flying moths
and beetles that are the parents
of the farmers* cutworms, the
foresters’ timber- borers, the
wireworm and many of the
pests of our garden greens, we
shall better appreciate the plea
to protect the bat.

No British bat is in the least
way harmful. There is not the
slightest truth in the country
talk about blood-sucking bats
or biting bats. If you catch a
bat and squeeze it, naturally
its tiny teeth will be brought
into play to save its life; but
when a bat flies into the bed-
room through the open window,
there is nothing to fear and its
antics are only to find the
way out again. Aid its escape
with a wider window, or catch
it gently in a cloth and release
it outside.

We have some 15 bats on the
official British list, but about half
of these are too rare to be expected
in most districts. The others— the
little pipistrelle of the woods and the
town parks, the solitary whiskered
bat of the quarries and stone build-
ings, the long-cared bat of the woods
and hollow trees, Dau ben ton's water-
bat that glides like swallow or
sandpiper low over the lake or trout
pool, and the big noctule of the
woods—are all very common denizens
of the countryside, often abroad in
very mild winter spells or some
time before dusk reaches the open

malaria-carrying mosquitoes that
special bat-roosts were erected
in treeless districts, and laws were
passed for the creatures’ preservation.

I t  is often stated that British bats
are an uninteresting group of animals
because one cannot tell one from
the other without shooting it, stuffing

it and examining it with the
detail of a museum naturalist.
But this is not so. Many of
our bats may be difficult to
identify, even in the hand, but
most of the common ones are
quite easily picked out with a
little woodcraft. The solitary
whiskered bat is not nearly so
scarce as many a nature book
suggests, and often as it is met
on the wing, keen eyes will
find it as frequently resting on
the sun -warmed stone of its
roosting site in quarry or
belfry. The noctule bat flies
higher than most bats, and if
its larger size does not dis-
tinguish it, this high flight
above the trees before dark
should be a guide.

In summer activity the bats
not only have their favourite
roosting places, as have owls,
but also their favourite feeding
spots, for most of them prefer
not to eat their prey on the
wing, but to return to some
wall or resting place to munch
up their meal in comfort. In
a side-street in Market Har-
borough one cubbing season
we found that the shed-roof
in the little town yard was
used for this purpose. No
bats roosted here by day,
but each morning a litter of
broken moth wings lay on the

floor beneath, for a pipistrelle had
made a rendezvous of the place.

British bats arc only a small
proportion of the bats of the world,
however. In Java there are bats
which, like bees at home, pollenate
the flowers of certain trees they visit.
In India and Australia there are the
biggest of all the bats, the fruit-bats,
sometimes called “flying foxes” be-
cause of their long, fox-like faces;
some of them have a wing expanse of
four feet—our common pipistrelle
bat has a wing span of some four
inches. At the other end of the bat
tribe are the blood-sucking vampires,
of which there are only two species.

spaces. In Wales in mid-day sunshine
in spring and summer 1 have seen
the noctule bat flying on the wing
as actively as at dusk, catching the
day-flying beetles and grass moths
and coming back to the old barn-
wall at intervals to hang upside
down by its hind claws while it

Noctule Bat asleep. It hangs upside down.

uses its skinny fore-arms to help
crunch its meal.

In the limestone caves of Wales
and Yorkshire the curious horseshoe
bats, with sensitive skin above their
nostrils enabling them to fly in the
darkest places like pine woods, and
at the darkest hour of cloudy nights,
are tolerably numerous.

Bats render valuable services, not
only in the destruction of moths
and beetle pests at night, but also
in the daytime capture of disease-
carrying gnats or mosquitoes. In
Texas some years ago the medical
author i t ies  so respected their
impor t ance  a s  des t roye r s  of
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A Great United States Power Scheme
The Bonneville Dam on the Columbia River

WE have come to look upon the United
States as the home of enormous

dams, for the authorities there are straining
to make full use of the water power of their
great rivers for the production of electric
light and power. One of the most remark-
able of these structures is the Grand
Coulee Dam in the State of Washington.
This is probably the largest structure yet
built, and it was described and illustrated
in our issues for November and December
1937. It stretches for a length of 4,300 ft.
across the course of the Columbia River and
its height is 550 ft. above bedrock, giving
it a size three times that of the Great
Pyramid of Egypt. Its chief purpose is to
provide water for an area of more than a
million acres of land that was formerly
desert, but it also provides power.

The Grand Coulee Dam has already been

tending many miles upstream; on the other
it provides power and light on a large scale
at cheap rates for use in the homes, on the
farms and in the factories of the whole of
the North West Region.

The dam was constructed by the Corps
of Engineers of the United States Army,
and is in two sections. At the point chosen
for it there is an island, Bradford Island,
in the river, the main channel of which flows
north of it. Across this main channel has
been built a spillway dam, while a power-
house dam has been thrown across the
south channel, where a navigation canal
has been excavated and a ship lock con-
structed. The two parts of the structure
are connected across the separating island
by an earth dam.

The spillway dam across the north
channel is 1,090 ft. in length, with a height

special means. Efforts at  first were made to
take soundings by means of a wire cable
and sinker, but the water flowed so strongly
that the sinker was carried away down-
stream and accurate measurements were
impossible. Instead, therefore, a special
device consisting of vertical pipes ex-
tending downward nearly to the river
bottom was brought into use. This was
mounted on a barge, and steel rods passed
downward through the pipes allowed the
necessary measurements to be made at  all
positions to be occupied by cribs. Divers
afterwards went down to ensure that each
crib in turn was fitting well to its base.

This work proceeded smoothly while the
southern end of the dam was being con-
structed. The cribs were filled with rock
and protected in places by sheet steel
piling driven in by their outer faces, and
the water within the cofferdam was then
pumped out so that the dam could be built
up. The concrete for this was brought from
the mixing plants in buckets running on a
double cableway with a span of 2,020 ft.
This was carried on towers mounted on
tracks on which they could be moved side-
ways over a distance of 850 ft. so that every
corner of the site could be reached easily.

When work began on the remaining half,
the cribs that were not required were
removed by blasting. With this in mind
steel pipes had been built into them, and
charges of dynamite exploded in these
shattered the timbers sufficiently to allow
of the debris being removed by dredge and
dragline, which also extracted the material
with which the cribs had been loaded.

Then the construction of the second
cofferdam was begun, but while four cribs
yet remained to be placed in position the
river rose in flood, considerably in advance
of its normal time. The fill inside the cribs
was washed away, together with part- of
the banks, until a gap 130 ft. wide was
scoured out through which water rushed
at a speed of 20 ft. per second. Several cribs
that were nearly completed were carried
away, and the gap could not easily be
filled, for the stream flowed so quickly
that rocks dumped from barges were
carried too far down stream. In the end a
trestle had to be built at an angle from the
bank of the river to the nearest crib, and
from this blocks of stone from six tons to
30 tons in weight were dumped. In this
way a heavy rock bank was built up to
close the gap, after which the cribs could
be placed in position. The last of these was
sunk in water 60 ft. deep, and the stream
ran so quickly during this operation that
the pull on the anchor line rose at times to
800 tons.

The spillway is designed to allow the
passage over it of a flood heavier than the
greatest ever recorded. The minimum
depth of the river above it is now more
than 30 ft. for a distance of about 45 miles
upstream, and the gates give complete
control of the flow.

The powerhouse dam is 608 ft. long and
180 ft. in height. It too is of reinforced
concrete, with a greatest width of 207 ft.,
and on its upstream face are the great
openings that lead to the chambers in
which the water turbines are installed.
The dam is built to accommodate six

The Bonneville Dam on the Columbia River, in the United States, seen from the air. In the centre is the
powerhouse dam, with the ship lock and canal on the right. On the left is the spillway dam. The illustrations to

this article are reproduced by courtesy of the Bonneville Power Administration, Portland, Oregon.

completed and is in operation, but its
construction is only a part of a great scheme
that has been set on foot for making use of
the water power of the Columbia River.
This river rises in Canada, through which
it flows for 465 miles before it crosses the
border into the United States, to complete
its journey of 1,210 miles to the sea. In its
passage of 745 miles in the United States it
falls through some 1,300 ft., apd the aim of
the authorities concerned is to complete a
series of dams along its course to take
advantage of as much of its power as
possible. So far only three dams have been
built. These are the Grand Coulee Dam
already mentioned, a second at Rock Island
constructed for a private company, and the
Bonneville Dam, much lower down the
river and at  a point where its water is tidal,
although this is 140 miles from the sea. It
is with this last dam that this article is
concerned .

The purpose of the Bonneville Dam is
two-fold. On the one hand it improves the
waterway by eliminating dangerous rapids,
and making possible a deep channel ex-

above the lowest foundation of about 170
ft. At its base its width is 200 ft. Its giant
reinforced concrete piers are 60 ft. apart
and each is 10 ft. in width, leaving 18
openings 50 ft. wide between them. The
openings are closed by gates of riveted
steel divided horizontally into two sections,
so that either the upper half or the entire
gate can be lifted to allow the passage of
water. When this is necessary gantry cranes
travelling on the roadway on the crest of
the dam are brought into use, and these are
so powerful and smooth in action that the
gates, each of which weighs about 200 tons,
can be lifted by the action of one man.

The dam was built in two parts, that
projecting from the island being con-
structed first. The site was enclosed within
a gigantic cofferdam that was built on land
in sections, each of which was then launched
and sunk into its correct position. The
sections, or cribs as they were called, were
built of timber, and as the bed of the river
is irregular in form each was shaped to fit
well into fhe position it was to occupy.
The shape required was discovered by
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gate. These fish locks are built in pairs so
that one chamber is always open for the
entry of the fish, and each is drained when
the fish in it have been pursuaded to leave.
The entire process of filling a lock, clearing
it of fish and draining it takes about 15 min.

Even this generous provision was not
thought sufficient, and an entirely new
feature has been introduced in the
Bonneville Dam system. A large entrance
and a good flow of water are necessary in
order to attract the fish, and with this in
mind the fishways below the entrances to
the ladders* and locks have been widened
or deepened, or both, while under the
extended area diffusing chambers have
been built through which an additional
flow of water supplied by a conduit system
can be admitted at  any desired speed. The
result is to increase the flow of the fishway
from 10 to 15 times, making this the
equivalent of a good sized river and ensuring
adequate guidance for fish.

There are three sets of fishways, one at
each end of the dam and one across the
base of the power house, each fishway
comprising a collecting system, fish ladders
and a pair of fish locks. In addition a
special fish ladder intended for the use of
descending fish extends from the vicinity
of the lock to a creek half a mile below the
dam. Fish passing downward can follow
special by-passes constructed at the points
where they usually assemble, and many of
them actually are carried through the
turbines of the power-house without
injury. Fish-counting stations are installed
in the ladders, each consisting of a barrier
in which there are special openings 2 ft.
wide where the fish making their way
upstream pass over submerged white
platforms to allow them to be checked
and identified.

Experience has shown that there is very
little movement of fish at night. Counting
therefore is usually limited to the daylight
hours. While the run is at  its height two or

eggs laid in
the gravel
stream beds,
descend the
river to the
ocean, and
after matur-
ing there for
three or four
years return
to their nat-
ive stream
and  make
the i r  way
upward to
the spawn-
ing beds. A
great dam
across the
river would
have stop-
ped t hem
and ruined
the fishery,
so fishways
have been
installed to
give them
easy passage.

These include fish ladders, inclined water
passages 40 ft. in width that circle round
the ends of the dam from the lower to the
higher water level. At intervals of 16 ft.
along these passages there are cross part-
itions 6 ft. in height, each 1 ft. higher than
the one below it, and the water flowing
down the passages spills over the parti-
tions to form a series of pools. The salmon
are attracted by the flowing water and
readily climb from one pool to the next.
There are also submerged openings 2 ft.
square through which the fish can swim
without rising to the surface.

Locks similar in principle to those used
for ships are provided also for the fish.
Each consists of a large chamber with gate-
controlled openings on the downstream

A vessel approaching the ship lock at Bonneville Dam as the lower gales swing open.

generating units, together with a small
unit for supplying light and power for
internal use, and there is space at the north
end for four further units. So far two of
the main sets and the house unit have been
installed. Each of these main sets has a
capacity1, of 43,200 kw., but two further
units now under construction will have a
capacity of 54,000 kw. The 60,000-h.p.
turbines that drive the present generators
have five-bladed runners, and each re-
quires 12,000 cu. ft. of water per second
for operating at full load under a head of
50 ft. The pitch of the blades is automati-
cally controlled, so that as the gates open,
permitting more water to enter, the blades
move to a steeper angle. Each turbine
weighs 900 tons, its shaft being more than
3 ft. in diameter at its main bearing; and
the tube through which the water leaves
the turbine itself is 23 ft. across.

Alongside the power-house dam is the
lock built as part of a scheme for con-
verting the Columbia River into a channel
for ocean-going vessels. I t  is 500 ft, long
and 76 ft. wide, and at extreme low water
it gives a vertical lift of G6 ft., said to be
the greatest of all locks yet built. Normally
the lift is 59 ft., and at extreme high water
it is 30 ft. The excavation for the lock was
made in rock, the exposed wall surfaces
being faced with concrete, additional
height being given by the construction of
concrete walls.

In spite of its huge size the lock is filled
or emptied in about 15 min. Its great
lower gate, each leaf of which weighs 525
tons, is 102 ft. in height, and air chambers
are included in its lower half to give it
buoyancy and thus reduce the weight to
be raised. The upper gate is 45 ft. in height.
All the machinery for operating the lock is
electrically driven. A ship canal has been
constructed to lead up to it from the
downstream side, and thus is spanned by a
steel swing bridge to allow access to the
power house and to the island.

A very interesting feature of the dam is
the thought that has been given to the
welfare of the immense numbers of fish
that pass up and down the Columbia River
and its tributaries. These swarm with
salmon, trout and other migratory fish, on
which a fishing industry valued at more
than £2,000,000 annually depends. The
most important are the* salmon. Small
salmon called fingerlings, hatched from

The spillway dam in the main channel of the Columbia River at Bonneville. The gantry cranes on the crest are
used for raising the gates. In front of the dam the lower end of a fish ladder is seen.

tliree counting stations in each ladder are
operated at the same time. Counts are
recorded hourly, and each kind of fish i s
counted separately.

During an actual count extending over
six months more than 362,000 salmon.
106,000 steel head trout, 223,000 lamprey
and 382,000 other fish passed up the river.

For the information given in this article
we are indebted to the Bonneville Power
Administration, Portland, Oregon.

and upstream sides. The chambers are
filled through conduits, and when in action
the entrance gate on the downstream side
is first opened to admit water to the bottom
of the chamber. The fish enter with it,
after which the entrance gate is closed and
water is admitted until the chamber is
filled. Then the upstream gate, higher up
in the walls of the lock, is opened. The fish
escape, and they can be urged to move
out more quickly by raising a submerged
grille that slopes dowmward towards the
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Making Up Lost Time
Some enterprising examples of time

recovery by heavily loaded L.M.S. ex-
presses, were recorded during the past
summer. On one occasion the midday
"Scotsman," northbound with a 17-coach
train weighing 570 tons, left Crewe 10 min.
late hauled by a streamlined 4-6-2 engine.
Notwithstanding two signal checks, and a
severer slowing near Preston, the train
was 1} min. early past Oxenholme, and
after passing over Shap arrived at Carlisle
4 ;i min. before time. The schedule for the
141 miles was 182 min,, but this distance
start to stop was actually covered in
1671 min., or say 164 min. net. This was
equal to some of the best peacetime running
although the train was a very heavy one.

Another locomotive of the same class,
working the 8.30 a.m. from Euston weigh-
ing 585 tons gross, gained 22 min. on the
present timings to Crewe. Allowing for
delays, the 65} miles from Watford to
Rugby were covered in 66 min. and the
51 on to Stafford in 50} min., an average
of more than a mile a minute. A "Royal
Scot" 4-6-0 with 14 cars regained over
6 min. from London to Crewe on the same
train, her time from Watford to Rugby
being 69} min. These again were start to
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engines of the ’*1620" class were used
regularly between York and Edinburgh.
Nos. 1620 and 1621 shared in the working
of the final and fastest journey of that
astonishing series. With a load of 105 tons
No. 1621 once ran from York to Newcastle,
SOI, miles, in 78} min., and No. 1620 then
covered the 124 J miles on to Edinburgh
in the amazing time of approximately
1 13 min., start to stop in each case. From
contemporary accounts we gather that
scant attention was paid to service slacks,
and also that the engines steamed excel-
lently- In the L.N.E.R. classification they
are "DI  771."

The First Great Central 4-6-0 Engines
In 1904 Mr. J .  G. Robinson, Locomotive

Superintendent of the former Great Central
Railway, had decided that larger express
engines than the 4-4-0 classes so far in
service were necessary, and in order to
compare the merits of the 4-4-2 and 4-6-0
types decided to introduce two new loco-
motives of each wheel arrangement, similar
in dimensions and general design. One of
each had cylinders of 19} in. diameter and
the others of 19 in. The 4 6-0 illustrated
on this page is the one originally built with
the smaller cylinders. In both types driving
wheels were 6 ft. 9 in. in diameter, boiler
pressure ISO lb. per sq. in. and grate area
26 sq. ft. The "Atlantics" found greater
favour for the time, and the present well
known series of 4-4-2 engines were turned
out during the next few years before a
return was made to the gradual con-
struction of the 4-6-0 express and mixed
traffic types now classed B2-9.

The two pioneer 4-6-0s still constitute
a class by themselves in the L.N.E.R. lists,
with the lettering "Bl , "  and as now
appearing have a superheater boiler stan-
dard with the "C4 Atlan tics’* and similar
to that used on the ”04" G.C. 2-8 0
locomotives. They also have L.N.E.R.
chimneys, snifting valves and tenders.

L.N.E.R. Locomotive Veterans
Two 4-4-0 engines having typical

Worsdell single, long splashers covering
the upper portions of large driving wheels,
7 ft. 1 in. in diameter, may stilt be seen
at work*in the North Eastern area of the
L.N.E.R., bearing the numbers 1621 and
1629. They are two survivors of the
former N.E.R. "Ml"  class built at Gates-
head works in 1893, the class originally
consisting of 20 locomotives numbered
1620-39. In their early days they were in
the front rank of British coupled express
engines. They had a heating surface of
1,341 sq. ft., inside cylinders 19 in. in
diameter with 26 in. stroke, and boiler
pressure of 180 lb. per sq. in.

It is on record that all but one of the
class when built had the unusual arrange-
ment of slide valves working in outside
steam chests, operated by rocking shafts
from Stephenson's link motion, the eccen-
trics of which were between the cranks
on the driving axle. The exception was
No. 1639, which was provided with piston
valves. Round about 35 yearjs ago, how-
ever, though not destined to be super-
heated, all engines of the class were
equipped with piston valves placed nor-
mally under the smoke-box and actuated
by link motion placed between the frames,
as customary on many types of inside-
cylinder engines.

During the race to Aberdeen of )895,
when there was intense competition be-
tween the East and West Coast routes and
fresh records were being set up nightly,

L.N.E.R. No. 5196, a former C.C.R. locomotive. Originally its number was 196 and it was one of the two 4-6-0express engines built in 1904, as explained on Ibis page. Photograph by J.  Sturt.

stop runs, and the grading is compara-
tively easy.

Along the level or slightly falling stretch
of the Midland main line between Leicester
and Trent Junction standard "4F" 2-6 0
No. 2825 put up a most dashing perfor-
mance with a relief passenger train weighing
about 350 tons full. With No. 2825 attain-
ing a steady 65-66 m.p.h. Sileby, 7J miles,
was passed in 9.} min., and the next 10
miles were covered in 9 min. with a
maximum of 72. Even time was just
being attained when adverse signals com-
pelled a slowing, 'but even so the train
was at rest in Trent station in 22 min.
3 sec. for 21} miles. Five minutes had been
recovered from a 27 min. booking.
Disappearing L.M.S. Locomotive Classes

In reference to our recent paragraphs
on the L.M.S. "Claughtons," we are now
officially informed that the only one now
in service is No. 6004 "Princess Louise,' 1
a rebuild.

The 4-6-4 "Baltic" passenger tanks, the
first class built by Mr. G. Hughes when he
became Chief Locomotive Engineer of the
L.M.S. on grouping, also is nearly extinct.
The only one now left is No. 11110.

Third Class Only in the London Area
By order of the Minister of War Trans-

port, all steam and electric services
operating in the inner and outer London
suburban areas became "Third Class Only"
on 6th October. This change was made to
save labour and to provide the maximum
seating capacity during rush hours.

The region covered by the new arrange-
ment extends roughly to 30-35 miles in
all directions from Central London. As
many of the suburban trains on all lines
are made up into standard sets of vehicles,
which are never separated except when
heavy repair is needed, the first class
compartments continue to run but now are
available to all passengers. The figure "3"
will appear against the trains concerned in
the time-tables, and also on platform
indicators, to indicate that they are one
class only as regards ticket arrangements.

In certain cases long-distance and
country trains, which continue to provide
first and third class accommodation, stop
at some stations within the London zone.* ♦ * *

In the United States are 43 railways that
have more than 1 ,000 miles of track each.
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KENYA AND UGANDA RAILWAYS
The Government railways serving this important

British African territory are built to the somewhat
narrow gauge of Im. or 3 ft. 3j  in. They now extend
to 1,625 route miles, radiating from Mombasa, Kisumu,
Nairobi and Kampala. Construction is largely modern
and was costly in the extreme on account of the
tropica! and mountainous country traversed, Al
one point near the Equator an altitude of 9,130 ft. is
attained, the highest railway level in the British
Empire,

Gradients on the Mombasa- Kisumu route average
I in 33-50 for 90 miles, and 1 in 50-100 for no less
than 219 miles. Extensive use is made of up to date
Beyer-Garratt articulated engines of the 4 -8 -22 -8 -4
or 4-8—4—4-8—4 wheel arrangements, which provide
enormous power although the maximum weight on
any one axle is comparatively small I t  is interesting
to note that the orthodox 2-8-2 locomotives, with
one set of cylinders each 21 J in. diam. and of 28 in.
stroke, hitherto employed on the heaviest duties form
one of the most powerful types in the wdrld built for
the metre gauge.

Large quantities of maize, coffee, oil seeds, cotton
and other products are regularly conveyed its addition
tv passenger and general traffic

The new L.N.h.K. locomotive No. 6701 which recently completed successful trials on tne Mancnesicr, 8uuth
junction and Altrincham Railway. This locomotive is intended for use on the Manchester-Sheffield line when

this is electrified. Photograph by courtesy of the L.N.E.R.
THE TRANS-SAHARAN RAILWAY SCHEMES

REVIVED
There have long been projects under consideration

for railways in the French Colonial Empire by means
of which connection could be effected between Algeria
or Morocco, in North Africa, and Senegal, the Ivory
coast or other areas of French West Africa, These
would include a plan for a line lo the hiiportant port
of Dakar, on the Atlantic seaboard, towards which
the Germans cast envious eyes. It is probably under
Nazi influence that the Vichy Government is reviving
the explorations, and is undertaking certain extensions
of metre or standard gauge railways which now exist
near the coasts to be ultimately connected.

The latest schemes include the construction of some
1,250 miles of new standard gauge line across the
Saharan desert. The hot climate and stretches of
waterless country up to 500 miles across will entail
considerable operating as well as constructional
problems. IL is proposed to use large twin Diesel-
electric locomotives of large oil -carrying capacity.
These would be somewhat on the lines of two 4,400
h.p. machines which were built experimentally by the
former F.L.M. Railway in 1937.

OIL-FIRED * PACIFIC” LOCOMOTIVES IN IRAQ
Four powerful streamlined 4-6-2 locomotives have

recently been placed in service on the Iraq State
Railway for express passenger service at moderate
Speeds over the 330-mile route lie tween Tel Kotchek
and Baghdad. The total weight of engine and tender
is 159 tons, but in order to meet local civil engineering
requirements the maximum load on any one axle is
not more than 174 tons.

There are two outside cylinders of 21 in. diameter
and 26 in. stroke; the boiler pressure is 220 lb. per
sq. in., driving wheels 5 ft. 9 in. trailing truck 3 ft.

Successful Trials of L.N.E.R. Electric
Locomotive

As announced in our April issue, work on
the electrification of the Manchester-
Sheffield line of the L.N.E.R, was suspended
on the outbreak of war. The construction
of the electric locomotives for use on the
line also was stopped, but the first of
these. No. 6701, was so far advanced that
it was completed to make it available for
trial purposes. Tests have now been carried
out with in on the Manchester, South
Junction and Altrincham Railway, on
which direct current a t  1 ,500 v. supplied
from overhead wires is used, exactly as in
the projected scheme for the L.N.E.R.
electrification.

The trials were made with both goods
and passenger trains and were very
successful. A speed of 64 m.p.h. was
reached on one run of 5A miles with a train
of seven corridor coaches weighing 250
tons, and 60 m.p.h. was attained on the
return trip, although a signal stop was
made. On another run with a trailing load
of 273 tons 60 m.p.h. was reached in three
minutes from the start, and 36 m.p.h. was
reached with a total load of 700 tons.

A photograph of the new locomotive is
reproduced on this page. It is fitted with
four motors with a total of 1,860 h.p. and
is designed to haul an express passenger
train at 65 ni.p.h. on the level, or a goods
train of 500 tons at 40 m.p.h. on an incline
of I in 125. The speed with which it can
pull a 700-ton train on the same gradient
is 26 m.p.h. Current is collected from the
1,500 v. overhead line by means of either
of two pantographs. There is a roomy
driver’s cab at each end, with an un-
obstructed view from the front window,
which is provided with an automatic
wiper. The controls arc electrically operated
by means of 50 v. circuits, current for
which is supplied by a special 5 kW. motor
generator set. If this should fail ample
current for control purposes and for light-
ing is provided by a battery of 33 nickel -
iron accumulators. An electrically heated
boiler with a capacity of 750 lb. of steam
per hour is installed to provide steam for
heating passenger trains hauled by the
locomotive.

An interesting feature is a special switch
for use on starting, when the pull on the
train causes a transference of weight from
the leading axle of each bogie to the rear
one. The effect of the switch is to weaken
the field of the leading motors of the bogies,
and thus to prevent the wheel slip that
would follow on the loss of adhesion.

A L.P.T.B. Steam Express
One usually associates the recently con-

solidated L.P.T.B. railway service with
urban electric trains making frequent
stops. By virtue of its ownership of the
former Metropolitan Railway, which pos-
sessed an important route stretching out
from Baker Street to Aylesbury and
Vcniey June., the Board recently operated,
among passenger trains which are steam
hauled in the country sections of this
route, a fast southbound morning resi-
dential train that started from Aylesbury
and carried express head lights! The engine
was one of the large 4—4 -4Ts built for the
Metropolitan in 1920, with 5 ft. 9 in.
driving wheels and outside cylinders. These
engines now form L.N.E.R. class
numbered 6415-22. Speeds up to 75 m.p.h.
were attained down the steeply inclined
Charley Wood bank, in the course of the
longest non-stop run ever scheduled on
Metropolitan metals, 19 A miles. .

In November 1937 the principal Metro-

L.M.S. 4-4-0 “Precursor” class No. 659 “Dreadnought," as appearing in former L. & NAV. colours.

9 in., and bogie and tender wheels 3 ft. 3 |  in.
Walschacrts gear actuates steam distribution through
piston valves of liberal dimensions, and the firebox is
specially designed for burning oil fuel on the trough
system. The use of this fuel is natural, for Iraq is
an important oil producing country, over which Great
Britain has recently taken partial control for defence
reasons. • • < •

The southernmost L.M.S. locomotive shed is
situated at Bournemouth. This is more than 800 miles
from the company's norlherntnost motive power depot,
in the far north of Scotland, arid is actually on S.R.
territory, f t  is used by engines working from the
Bournemouth end of the Somerset and Dorset Joint
system, which is mainly L.M.S. operated.

politan steam locomotives were taken over
for operating purposes by the L.N.E.R.,
and by that time an additional stop had
been inserted at Rickmansworth. Before
the war non-stop electric runs were made
between Rick mansworth and Baker St.,
17 |  miles, but the 15 |  miles between Baker
Street and Moor Park is now the longest.

The Pullmans *' Mayflower" and "Gala-
tea," which for years ran in certain trains
to and from Aidgate, Baker St. and Outer
suburban stations, have been broken up.
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Easy Magic for the Christmas Party
By Norman Hunter (From Maskelyne's Mysteries)

BEFORE I begin to describe my tricks
for Christmas, let me just remind you

once again to try the tricks a few times in
private before you let them off in front
of an audience, because the easiest trick
needs a few rehearsals. Another point—
make your little entertainment amusing
as well as mystifying by cracking a few
jokes as you go along.

Now we will haul up the curtain and
begin with a topical sort of trick!

The secret. Very simple, but very
puzzling to the audience. There is a second
white label. Have this in your pocket and
get it  secretly into your right hand while
you are talking, by casually putting your
hand in your pocket. When you put the
cloth over the cord, lay the extra label
over the cord. The cloth will keep it there.
Now show both hands empty, reach under
the cloth and quietly tear off the white
label. Conceal the pieces in your hand and
bring out the duplicate white label. See
Fig. 1. You can now safely leave your
assistants to examine the cord and labels.

RADIOLOCATION
Of course it is nothing of the kind, but

this makes a very up-to-date setting for a
good trick. You begin by showing about
20 small squares of thin paper, about
3 in. square will do. All except one are
blank, but one has a message on it. A
simple phrase such as "Work hard for
Victory.” or "Save fuel,” will do. You
hand the papers to members of the
audience and ask them to roll each paper
into a loose ball and drop them into a hat.

"My job is to locate the message,” you
say, "and to do it I use a special sort of
radiolocation of my own." You show
your hand empty, take a ball from the hat
and unroll it. Sure enough it is the one
with the message.

The secret. Have an extra square of

rationing and registrations little mistakes
are apt to occur now and again," you say.
You place the slates together as you
speak, then separate them again. To
everybody's amusement the picture of the
pig now has a chicken’s head instead of
its own, and the pig's head is on the
chicken. "Dear me," you say, " I  wonder
what Lord Woolton would think about
that."

The secret. The slates are unprepared,
but there is a piece of thin card, painted
dead black on both sides, that will fit
snugly but loosely within the frame of
either slate, completely covering the slate.
If the slates are those made of black card-
board the loose flap will match perfectly,
but if you have to use real slates i t  is as
well to paint them with dead black paint.

Prepare the trick by drawing on one
slate a picture of a pig with a chicken’s
head, then draw a chicken with a pig’s
head on one side of the flap, as shown in
Fig. 3. If you are no better at drawing
animals than I am, you can trace down
suitable parts of pictures from a book or
magazine.

Place the flap picture side down on the
slate that has the drawing on it .  The slate
can then be shown to be blank on both
sides by keeping the flap in position with
your fingers. Now to perform. Show the
prepared slate and on the flap draw a pig,
complete with pig’s head. If you are no

FOOLING THE NAZIS
You show a length of thin cord and two

tie-on luggage labels. The labels have been
painted red and each has a black swastika
drawn on it. There is also a white label.
When these things have been examined
you thread them on the cord, the white
label being between the two red ones.

"This is the story of a British prisoner
of war,'* you say. “Here he is in the prison
camp with a guard at each side of him."
You get two people from your audience
to hold the ends of the cord, and you then
throw a large handkerchief over the
labels. "During the blackout one night/’
you go on, "the British prisoner escaped.
There was no lag in his off from the
Oflag you see, here he is free and un-
harmed." You put your hand under the
handkerchief and take out the white label
whole and undamaged. Then you whip

FIG 3
FlapSlate B Slate >4

Chickens head
(Other side blank)

Chicken uu/tk Slate blank
Pigs head (both sides)

(Other side blank)

paper with the same message written on
it. Screw this into a loose ball with a
little marble inside and tuck it under the
leather band of the hat. When the papers
have been dropped into the hat it is a
simple matter to lift the leather band
slightly and let the weighted ball drop in
with the others. The papers can now be
well shaken up but you can easily find the
prepared one by its weight. Conceal the
little marble as you open the paper, I t  is
not necessary to show the rest of the
papers after the trick, because even if the
audience were to suspect the presence of
another message paper, which is most
unlikely, they would still have no clue to
the mystery of how you located it among
the others.

THE CHIG AND PICKEN
Sounds like the name of an inn that’s

got a bit mixed! The trick is done with
two small slates. On one you draw in white
chalk a picture of a pig and on the other
a picture of a chicken, " In  these days of

artist you can have the drawing outlined
in pencil, which will not be visible to the
audience but will give you sufficient guide.
Now draw a complete chicken on the other
slate and put the slates together picture
to picture, with the flap slate underneath.
As you talk, turn the slates over. When
you again separate them do so by lifting
off what is now the top slate, and which
of course has the pig with the chicken’s
head on it. The flap will be left on the
other slate, covering the picture and
revealing the ’chicken with pig’s head.
Fig. 4 will make everything clear.

PASS THE NAPKIN
You begin the trick by showing two

paper napkins, one in each hand. “Will
someone please choose one of these colours,”
you say. Somebody, we will imagine,
chooses green. You crumple the green
napkin loosely into a ball and drop it into
a tumbler. You then roll the other napkin,
say a red one, in your hands and it vanishes.
Opening the green napkin you find the

off the cloth and the two Nazi labels are
still threaded on the cord, but of course
the prisoner has gone. "X now leave the
Gestapo to investigate everything," you
say, with a wave of your hands to your
two assistants.
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where the folk didn’t care for butter but
loved sugar. They in turn made arrange-
ments with "Homeleigh’' who had no use
for sugar but always enjoyed a nice cup of
tea as often as possible. So the final result
w*as that:

"The Grange" had the BUTTER.
"Homeleigh" got the TEA,

and
“No. 24" became the proud owners of

the SUGAR.

FIG.  7

of your waistcoat on the right side. Having
put the green napkin into the glass, turn
to pick up the red napkin, which should
be on your right. Pick it up with your left
hand, while with the right you get hold
of the clip, release it from your waistcoat,
and keep it concealed in your right hand.
Turn with your right side to the audience
and crumple the red napkin into a compact
ball. Attach the clip to it, make a throwing
movement with your hands, and let go of
the clip as your hands come down for the
throw. The elastic will whisk the red
napkin out of sight, and if you follow’ the
imaginary flight of the paper into the air
with your eyes, your audience will in-
stinctively do the same. The effect is quite
startling, the ball seeming to vanish in
mid air. See Fig. 6.

And now to finish up with here is an-
other topical sort of trick which I have
called:
FOR REGISTERED CUSTOMERS ONLY

This is a sort of story with conjuring
illustrations. You show the audience three
large tins or boxes each labelled with the
name of a house. One is "The Grange"
another bears the title "Homeleigh " and
the third is called simply “No. 24."
“These are the homes of three registered
customers/* you explain. ‘’They were all
registered with the same tradesman for
different tilings. "The Grange" was regis-
tered for tea, "Homeleigh" for sugar, and
"No. 24" for butter." After showing that
the tins are empty and ordinary, you
illustrate this part of the tale by putting a

FIG. 4

HOMELEIGH N0.24- THE GRANGE
on back on  back on bock

SLATES REVERSED

Slate B

As you say this you take the cover off
the tins and from the different receptacles
you take out the articles as you name them.
Everything has magically changed round.

The secret. In case you are beginning to
* liiink of highly mechanical boxes with five

false bottoms each, let me tell you that the
tins are quite ordinary and that there is
only one of each of the articles of food.
The dastardly secret lies in the fact that
each tin has another and different name on
the back. The three tins must be all
exactly alike and all the same size. They
should have loose lids, not hinged ones.
Begin by painting one name on each tin,
taking up only a small amount of space.
Now’ turn the tins round and on the
opposite side of the one labelled "The
Grange" paint "Homeleigh." On the op-
posite side of "Homeleigh" paint “No. 24."
On the back of "No. 24" paint "The
Grange." See Fig. 7.

The trick is quite easy. When you show
the tins in the first place your hand will
naturally cover the second name, as shown
in Fig. 8. Put the various things into the
tins and throw a cloth over them. Pick up
the tray on which the tins stand. Do this

Pig cutHi .
Chickens head

Chic ken a/ilh
Pig's head

Slate A

Ordinary pictures now hidden

vanished red one inside it.
The secret. There are two red napkins

and one green one. One red napkin is rolled
into a small ball and you hold it behind
the corner of the green napkin that you
are showing. Your fingers will easily hide
the ball, so the napkin can be shown on
both sides. It does not matter which
colour is chosen. If green, you crumple
the green napkin, first laying down the red
one. Bring your hand over the green
napkin and crumple it loosely round the
hidden red one, then put the parcel into
the tumbler. If red is chosen, simply lay it
down and say “Then we shall not want
the green one, so I'll just pop it into this
glass."

Now to make the red napkin vanish. In
Fig. 5 you will see a queer-looking appliance
consisting of a length of elastic with a
safety pin at one end and a bulldog clip
at the other. Fix the safety pin to your
trousers on the left side, just under the
edge of your waistcoat. Carry the elastic
round your waist, tuck it through the
strap on the back of your trousers, stretch
the elastic and attach the clip to the edge

pound of tea into the tin labelled "The
Grange," a pound of sugar into "Homeleigh"
and a pound of butter into “No. 24.“Of
course the articles are dummies. An empty
tea packet filled up with sawdust, for
instance, a sugar bag filled with sand, and
a block of wood painted yellow and done
up in grease-proof paper for the butter.

So that the audience can remember
where the things are you write them down
on a small blackboard or piece of card and
leave it in full view thus:

"The Grange" ....... TEA
'‘ Homeleigh" . . .  SUGAR
"No. 24" ...................BUTTER

“In due course the rations were de-
livered,” you explain. “But then some
organising took place.” You throw a cloth
over the tins as they stand in a row on a
tray and carry the tray over to another
table while you go on with the story.
“The people at  "The Grange" never drank
tea but they were frightfully keen on
butter, so they did a deal with "No. 24"

by grasping the front edge of the tray.
Carry the tray to the other table but go
behind the table and face the audience as
you put the tray down. This turns the
tray right round in a manner that rouses
no suspicion. All you have now to do is
to take off the cloth, open the tins and,
owing to the fact that the names have
been changed by turning the tins round,
the contents will appear to have changed
places. To prevent any member of the
audience from memorising the order of the
tins and noticing that they have changed,
place them one slightly in front of the
other so that the names are partly hidden,
not in a perfectly straight row.
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The World's Largest Aeroplane
Flying Laboratory for U.S. Army Air Corps

THE largest aeroplane in the world, the
Douglas B-19 bomber, made its first

flight on 19th June last, and is now under-
going the most thorough testing in the air
ever given to a new aeroplane. Eventually
it will be delivered to the United States
Army Air Corps, who will use i t  as  a flying
laboratory for assembling and checking
technical information. I t  will serve also as
a guide in the design and construction of
great air freight and troop transports of the
future. In addition to being the world’s
largest aeroplane, it  is claimed to have
the greatest load carrying capacity, longest
range, and the most powerful armament of
all aircraft. Armed with machine guns and
cannon, and carrying 18 tons of bombs, it
is a veritable aerial dreadnought.

A good impression of the great size of the
machine can be gathered from the photo-
graphs on this page. I t  has a wing span of
212 ft., roughly equal to the height of a
20-storey building, and its tail unit is 61 ft.
across. When resting on its three landing
wheels it is 42 ft. 9 in. high to  the top  of the
rudder. The four Wright "Duplex-Cyclone”
engines mounted in its wings develop a
total of at least 8,000 h.p, and drive 16 ft.
three-bladed airscrews. I t  has been designed
to have a long range and great striking
power rather than high speed, and to be
able to  fly above the effective range of anti-
aircraft guns. With the maximum fuel
load on board it can fly non-stop a distance
of 7,500 miles. This range is said to be
three times greater than that of the des-
troyers used bv the United States Navy in
the war of 1914-18.

The normal operating or flight crew of
this air giant totals 10 men, six of whom —
the commander, pilot, second pilot, navi-
gator, radio operator, and flight engineer—
are located on an upper deck in the forward
part of the fuselage. The other four are a
chief mechanic and three relief crew
members. Accommodation for the crew

The Douglas B-19 bomber, the largest aeroplane in the world, making its lirst test flight. Photographs by courtesy
of the Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc., U.S.A.

includes a galley and wardroom, and a
cabin with sleeping facilities for eight men
on full-length berths. These berths are a
necessity, as on long flights the bomber
may remain in the air for more than 48
hrs. For combatant duties the machine’s
battle stations can be manned by a fighting
crew, in addition to the flight crew, and
it is estimated that if equipped as a troop
transport the machine can carry 125 fully-
armed soldiers.

The contract for the
construction of the Douglas
B-19 was signed in 1937.
From then until nearly com-
pleted production of the
machine went on behind
huge, closely-guarded can vas
curtains hung from roof
trusses in the vast final -
assembly hangar of the
Douglas factory. The con-
struction was accomplished
by a group of picked workers
sworn to secrecy, and their
occupation was known to
their fellow employees only
as "Project Eventually
there came the thrilling day
when the military author-
ities sanctioned the lowering
of the curtains, and the
"hush-hush” job stood re-
vealed as the world's largest
aeroplane.

The construction of the
B-19 bomber set the Douglas
engineers and craftsmen
many difficult problems, but
they were helped greatly by
the experience gained in
producing the DC-4 air liner.

The B-19 is so huge that  a technique new
to the aircraft industry had to be devised
for its assembly. The wing and fuselage
centre section were assembled in one piece
in a vertical position in an elaborate cradle
or jig built of riveted structural steel and
weighing over 100,000 lb. This jig was more
than 48 ft. high and liad seven working
levels along its face, each equipped with
work benches and lined with electric power
and compressed air outlets for the tools.

When finished the huge wing had to be
lifted from its cradle and turned into a
horizontal position for splicing to the
fuselage nose and tail sections, which were
assembled near by and in the normal
horizontal position. Lead weights totalling
68,000 lb., and double the weight of the
wing and its accompanying fuselage
section, were suspended by cable from
the roof to  test adequately in advance the
rafters of the hangar. For the actual
lifting operation two electric winches were
connected by cables running through
pulleys in the rafters, and half of the steel
jig was cut away. Then with engineers
stationed a t  strategic points to ensure that
everything went smoothly, the signal was
given and the winches thrown into gear.
Moving almost imperceptibly the giant wing
structure rose from its jig, and was turned
into a horizontal position and gently
lowered into place between the nose and
tail sections of the fuselage. The whole
operation was completed within 5 hrs., and
so correct were the preliminary calculations
and arrangements that none of the three
sections had to be re-aligned for joining.

The fuselage is 132 ft. long and the two
main landing wheels of the retractable tri-
cycle undercarriage are 8 ft. 4 in. in diam.
The nose wheel is 4 ft .  6 in. in diameter.

The great height of the machine is well brought out in this view of the
fuselage nose and landing gear.
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the price, Postage on different books varies, but any
balance remaining will be refunded,

“A Book of Trains”
By W.  J -  BASSETT- Low!<« and F,  E .  CcwRTXEY

(Penguin Books Ltd. 6d.)
Young readers who want to know how

railways began and how trains are run
cannot do better than read this excellent
Puffin Picture Book. Mr, W. J. Bassett-
Lowke is an expert on railways, both real
and model, so that the information he
gives is well selected and accurate; and
Mr. Courtney's pictures are a great help
in explaining railway matters. In the book
we read how roads and wheeled traffic
began and how the steam locomotive
was invented. The story of George
Stephenson's ’'ReWiri'” is told, and
then we see how engines have im-
proved since the time of that great
pioneer. Stations, signals, track, the
carriage of mail and many other
railway features, including great
bridges, are well explained, and
there are sections dealing with rail’
ways below ground and in the air,
famous trains, and miniature rail-
ways. A delightful little book.

“Engineering Workshop Manual”
By E.  Pun. (Technical Press. 5/- net)

This is the ninth edition of this in-
valuable manual, of which over 100,000
copies have been sold since it was first
published. We reviewed the 8th edition in
our October issue, and the contents of
that have now been supplemented by
chapters on lining out and fitting, keys
and key fitting, the milling of bearings and
the fitting of bearing brasses. I t  is not
surprising to learn that many large firms
are using the book as a basis for training,
for both engineering beginners and
munition workers, for with its 228 illus-
trations and many useful tables it makes
a very complete and reliable guide to
workshop practice.

“U.S.S.R. Air Fleet”
By J .  STROUD

(Rolls House Publishing Co. Ltd. Price 6d.)

The splendid defence of Soviet Russia
against the invader and the great part
played in the fight by her gallant and
efficient Air Force make the publication of
this chart very timely. On one side it gives
three-view drawings of 30 types of aircraft
in service in Soviet Russia, and on the
reverse is a list of over 50 U.S.S.R. aircraft,
with dimensional and other details. Brief
accounts of the 30 types dealt with in the
three- view drawings also are provided, and
there is interesting information on the
colour schemes, national marking and code
Letters of U.S.S.R. machines. The whole
forms a useful survey of Russian aircraft.

“The Trumpeter of St. George”
(Harrap. 1/6)

This booklet is issued by the publishers
in association with the Royal Society of
St. George. It originated in an engraving
made 16 years ago by Stephen Gooden,
A.R.A., of a trumpeter mounted on a
lion blowing ”a silver-throated summons"
to the waiting world below him. Mr.
Rostrevor-Hamilton discovered in it some-
thing symbolic that he has explained in
very fine verse. The trumpet call is
interpreted as a challenge to all of us to
maintain freedom in heart and soul, at
whatever cost, and so to make our war-
ravaged earth into a place of joy. The
engraving is excellently reproduced as a
frontispiece and on the cover of tins finely
printed pamphlet.

“Introducing Charles Dickens”
By MAY LAMBERTON BECKER

(Harrap. W/6 net)
The right time of the year for boys

and girls to be thinking about Dickens
undoubtedly is Christmas, the season
of goodwill and jollity about which
he has written so finely in “zl
Christmas Carol" and elsewhere.
Here is a book that will help them to
know the creator of Sam Weller and
Pickwick, Little Nell, Oliver Twist
and a great host of others whom
most of us know well enough to look

on them as friends. I t  is a book that helps
in other ways too, for royalties on it are
being given to the “Cratehit Fund" for
the relief of "Little Londoners" and families
in shelters, and the American royalties have
provided the Red Cross Ambulance named
"Charles Dickens” that is now at work
in London.

The book is rightly named "Introducing
Charles Dickens," for in it we meet Dickens
himself, instead of merely reading an
account of his life. We see him as a boy,
an odd little figure with large dark blue
eyes that revealed in some measure the
original and unusual power that he was
to show. We follow him from one house
to another in London as the family fortunes
fade away, and picture him in a dingy
corner of a warehouse down by the Thames,
pasting labels on pots of blacking, or in
the debtor’s prison that claimed his genial
father. By then we know that nothing can
hold the boy back, and are not surprised
when he eventually emerges as a star
reporter, full of life and vigour, and as a
great story teller.

So throughout the book we go on from
triumph to triumph until we reach his last
unfinished story, written in the home that
he created for himself in fulfilment of a
boyhood dream. Then we realise how much
of Dickens himself there is in his books,
with their wide humanity and their fiery
indignation against wrong. In the author’s
own words "a  ruthless genius used him . . . .
and left him. But it also left his novels.”

The book is well illustrated by 15 full
page plates and many line illustrations.

□□□□□□□□□□□QannananGnannmonanannDman
Owing to difficulties that  have arisen as the result of war
conditions it is impossible to guarantee the immediate delivery

n np of books ordered in accordance with the scheme explained at j-j
the head of the first column on this page. For this reason readers
who order books must be prepared for some delay, but every Cl

n p
effort will be made to ensure speedy despatch.

□□□□□□□nnnnnnnunnncnnnnEiannncnnnnana

'‘Dick Seaman”
By PntXCK Cue  LA

(G. T .  Foulis and Co. Ltd.  8/6 net)

Dick Seaman was perhaps the greatest
road racing driver that this country has
ever produced, and the story of his brief
and wonderful career as a racing motorist
could scarcely be better told than by
Prince Chula. With “B. Bira,” his cousin,
the author has been closely associated with
motor racing in this country and abroad
for many years, and he needs no intro-
duction to readers of the WM.AL," to
which lie has contributed fine articles on
the sport.

Seaman lived for motor racing, and in
this volume we see how his love for it grew
while lie was still a boy, and later at
Cambridge, where he devoted all his spare

time to his cars. When he left Cambridge
he plunged straight into the sport, in
which he could see a fine career; and he
had not long to wait for his first success,
which came in his fourth long-distance
race a t  Berne, in Switzerland. He went on
from one triumph to another, and it is
thrilling to read Prince Chula’s first-hand
accounts of race after race. His greatest
triumph was his success in the German
Grand Prix of 1938 at the Nurburg Ring,
for up to that time only two foreign drivers
had beaten the Germans on their own
ground. It was not only natural genius
for racing that brought Seaman his
victories; he studied photographs and
cinematograph films incessantly to discover
means of improving on his methods.

Then came tragedy. While leading in
the Belgian Grand Prix at Spa, a race run
in pouring rain that made the roads wet
and slippery, his car went into a terrible
skid at a turn, ran into a tree and burst
into flames, Seaman was stunned, so that
he was unable to get out, and he was so
badly burned that recovery was impossible.

Every detail of the .magnificent career
thus brought to an untimely end is given
by Prince Chula, who not only describes
every race but also takes us belli nd the
scenes and enables us to realise to the full
that Seaman, in his own words, '* tackled
the job properly and thoroughly deserved
ail his success.” The fine photographs
reproduced as full page illustrations are a
specially attractive feature of the book,
which is a fine addition to the literature of
motoring and motor racing.
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A Rudderless Light Monoplane
The "Skyfarer,” a high wing monoplane

produced in the United States, has a tail
unit with two fins but without a rudder.
In flight the pilot turns the machine by’
the ailerons and elevator, which are
operated by a hand wheel in the cockpit.
Another unusual feature of the machine
is that its three-wheel undercarriage is of
the fixed type, and the nose wheel is
steered from the pilot's hand wheel. The
"Skyfarer” is a two-seater, with a Ly-
coming 75 h.p. engine, and can attain a
speed of 100 m.p.h. Test flights of the first
of these machines have been carried out.

Paratroop Carriers for Netherlands East
Indies

The first batch of a fleet of Lockheed
"Lodestar” transports ordered by the
Netherlands East Indies Government have
been delivered. The machines are modified
for use as parachute troop transports, and
those already delivered are in service in
Batavia as parachute troop trainers.

Each of these "Lodestars” can carry 20
soldiers and their equipment, in addition
to machine guns, food, and medical sup-
plies. The troops occupy cushioned benches
along each side of the cabin. The machines
are fitted with twin 1,100 h.p. Wright
"Cyclone” engines, and with full load have
a top speed of at least 250 m.p.h. The
service ceiling is 23,400 ft.

United States Air Force Re-organisation
In the United States all military air

activities are now consolidated under a
new Command called the Army Air Forces,
with Major-Gen. H. Arnold in command,
assisted by an air staff organised on the
lines of the General Staff of the United
States War Department. The U.S. Army’
Air Corps retains its name and duties, and
Major-Gen. G. H. Brett still commands it.
An Air Force Combat Command has been
formed from the former General Head-
quarters combat organisation.

♦ ♦ » ♦

The Fairchild M-62 monoplane has been
chosen as the new trainer for the Empire
Air Training Scheme in Canada. The first
batches of these low-wing machines will be
produced in the United States, and are
expected to be delivered early next year.

A fine Hight photograph of the new Boeing B-17E, the latest version of the famous "Flying Fortress" heavybomber. This photograph and the upper one on the next page are by courtesy of the Boeing Aircraft Company, U.S.A.

AIR NEWS
engines fitted in this great machine have
not been released.

Both the Seattle and Wichita factories
of the Boeing Aircraft Company have been
greatly enlarged to increase the production
of "Fly’ing Fortresses,” and preparations
are being rushed forward for quantity
production of the B-17E by the recently-
arranged Boeing-Douglas-Vega joint pro-
duction pool, which provides for the
manufacture of completely assembled
identical aircraft at the Douglas Aircraft
Company’s new Long Beach plant and the
Vega Airplane Company’s factory at
Burbank, in addition to the two Boeing
factories already mentioned.

* * * ♦
A first batch of 15 of 100 air pilots from

Turkey recently arrived in England. The
men are being sent here for specialised
training in the R.A.F.

* * ♦ ♦
A Free French regular air service between

Brazzaville, French Equatorial Africa, and
Cairo was inaugurated in October last.

The Blackburn “Botha**
The chief output of Blackburn Aircraft,

Limited, lately has been the "Skua” dive
bomber, which has earned a great reputa-
tion in the hands of the Naval Air Service,
commonly called the Fleet Air Arm. The
"Skua” was flying and was a familiar sight
before the outbreak of war.

Just before war there was a big review
of Service aircraft for the benefit of foreign
Air Attaches, and our own members of
Parliament, at the R.A.F. Station at
Northolt. After it was all over two
machines, both twin-engine types, shot
across the aerodrome, quite low down,
coming apparently from nowhere and
disappearing in the same direction. One
of these we came to know afterwards as
the "Botha.” I t  was intended to be a
medium bomber, but it has been developed
as a twin -motor trainer, in which pilots
of single-motor aeroplanes are taught to
fly with two engines before passing on to
operational training units with bigger and
faster machines. The "Botha” is used also
for coastal reconnaissance. Our cover this
month shows a Blackburn "Botha” flying
over a convoy, and is reproduced by
courtesy of Blackburn Aircraft Limited.

Latest “Flying Fortress’*
The upper photograph on this page

shows the' latest version of the well-known
"Flying Fortress” heavy bomber. The new
version is classed as the B-17E of the U.S.
Amy Air Forces and the "Fortress” I I
of the Royal Air Force, and the first
machine made its first test flight at
Seattle, U.S.A., on 5th September last.
The B-17E is 5 ft. longer than previous
types in the series, and the loaded weight
is about 5 tons more than that of the
B-17D. The fin of the tail unit has been
extended forward along the top of the
fuselage to increase the stability of the
machine at  great heights, the tailplane has
been redesigned and increased in span, ]
and the weight of internal armour is
greater. A third power-operated gun turret
has been added, and the B-17E has one
on the top, another underneath the
fuselage, and one behind the tall fin and
rudder at the stem. Details of the Wright

Building "Bristol" Bcaufightcrs. Here women are seen equipping the pilot's cockpits with the many auxiliaryitems, which nelude switches, dials, and indicators on the dashboard, and pneumatic and hydraulic controls.
Photograph by courtesy of The Bristol Aeroplane Co. Ltd.
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the flight being
55 hrs. 49 min.
R.A.F. Officers

for United
States

During recent
months official
observers from
the U.S. Army
Air Corps have
been attached
to the R.A.F.
for periods of
duty. Arrange-
ments have now
been made for
a limited num-
ber of R.A.F.
officers, with
spec i a l  ex -
pe r i ence  of
active service in
bombers and
fighters, to be
attached for a
short period to
units of the
U.S. Air Forces
corresponding
to those with which they have served
in the R.A.F. In this way a direct ex-
change of knowledge between the two Air
Forces is achieved.

The first six R.A.F. officers chosen for
this interesting duty all have distinguished
records. They include Group Capt. J .  N.
Boothman, A.F.C., who was a member of
the British team that won the famous
Schneider Trophy outright for Britain in
1931. Another of the officers is Wing
Commander H. I. Edwards, the 26-year
old Australian who won the Victoria Cross
for a daring raid on Bremen last July.
Wing Commander A. G. Malan, another
of the chosen, holds the D.S.O. and D.F.C.,
and is Britain's top score fighter pilot, with
35 German aircraft officially to his credit.
Another "ace" fighter pilot included is

At  work on one of the two hydrostabilisers for a Boeing 314A "Clipper” flying boat.
The hydrostabilisers are stub wings that ride on the water when the flying boat is

taxying, and give i t  lateral stability.

A Night Fighter Motto
A snarling leopard with teeth bared

ready for the kill has been chosen as a
badge by an R.A.F. night fighter squadron
whose victories over German bombers
have already reached double figures. The
squadron had a number of "kills" during
the heavy raiding on Glasgow earlier in
the year. The motto of the badge,
“Caedinrus Noclu," is interpreted by the
squadron as: "We strike down by night."

Recent Outstanding Flights
At the end of August last three new

Douglas DC-3 air liners were delivered by
air to Inter-Island Airways Ltd., of
Honolulu. The aircraft took off from
Oakland, California, and it is claimed that
by covering the 2,100 miles to their
destination in 13 hrs. 55 min. they set
up a new commercial landplane record for
a flight from the United States to the
Hawaiian islands. Each machine has
seating for 24 passengers, and on the
delivery flight was manned by a crew of
four. The new air liners supplement the
company's fleet of Sikorsky S-43 am-
phibians, and are being used on air services
linking up the six main islands in the
Hawaiian group. These services have a
total route mileage of about 400, the
greater part over water.

A pilot of the U.S. Army Air Corps
returning to America from the Middle East
in a four-engined bomber flew 3,400 miles
of the way, from Takoradi, on the Gold
Coast, to Belem, Brazil, in 13 hrs. 45 min.
This long non-stop flight was accomplished
in daylight and is claimed to be the
longest distance ever flown between sun-
rise and sunset.

Another recent flight claimed as a record
was made by a Consolidated "Catalina"
flying boat. It was flown from the United
States across the Pacific to the Netherlands
East Indies in a flying time of 16 hrs.
50 min.

Paul Codos, the well-known French

Qantas Empire Airways Give Helping Hand
Under an arrangement just brought into

operation crews of Qantas Empire Airways
are flying a proportion of the Empire air
journeys from Sydney as far as Karachi,
instead of handing over to a British Air-
ways crew at Singapore. This operation
saves the British crew having to fly beyond
Karachi, and enables them to have a
longer rest there before taking over a
westbound aircraft that normally they
would receive at Singapore. The plan has
been introduced owing to the increased
demands on the pilots available for the
British Empire air services.

Air Training Corps News
Cadets awarded an Air Training Corps

proficiency certificate and star, and now
entering the R.A.F., are having specially
speeded-up classes at Initial Training
Wings, the R.A.F. instruction schools
where the first stage of air crew training
is given. As more Cadets come of age for
R.A.F. service it is planned to open special
Initial Training Wings for them so that
they can pass on more rapidly to the
further stages of their training.

The A.T.C. proficiency certificate and
star are awarded to Cadets who have
passed tests in Morse, mathematics,
physical training, and one special R.A.F.
trade subject, and who have had at least
six months' training with the Corps.

“Venture Adventure,” the first film about
the Air Training Corps, is ready and will
soon be released. It was recently given a
pre-view a t  a gathering of Senior R.A.F.
and A.T.C. officers, who included Air
Commodore Chamier, the Commandant,
and Mr. Wolfenden, Air Ministry Director
of Pre-Entry Training. The film was made
by the Crown Film Unit in co-operation
with the R.A.F. and A.T.C., and in 7 min.
of stirring action pictures it shows boys
of all walks of life answering the call for
air preparedness. There are intimate
"shots" of the Cadets at work and play,
and of their visits to Air Force Stations
where they see "the real thing"—opera-
tional aircraft of the R.A.F. going into
action.

* ♦ * ♦
Aircraft built or assembled in Canada

since the outbreak of war total 3,749.

The Short "St i r l ing, ”  one of the new types of  heavy bombers that have taken part in very successful R.A.F.
night raids on Germany.

pilot, recently flew from France to French
Somaliland and back in four days. He
took off from Marignane aerodrome for
Jibuti on 16th September, and setting off
back from Jibuti in the early afternoon
of the 19th he landed at Marseilles next
morning. Codos has made many long
flights, and is probably best known by his
flight on 5-7th August 1933, when he and
JMaurice Rossi broke the non-stop distance
record by flying 5,657 miles from New
'York to Rayak in Syria, their time for

Wing Commander R. R. S. Tuck, with 27
enemy aircraft officially to his credit.

Bomber Pilots* Mascots
Many members of R.A.F. bomber crews

carry some personal possession with them
whenever they fly over Germany. There is
usually a story attaching to these objects.
One bomber pilot keeps in his pocket a small
splinter from a bomb that wrecked his
home. Another carries a cigarette holder
bought in Berlin before the war.
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image where the concentrated colour is
required, such as the picking out of flowers
or coloured patterns included in the print.

I have found it an excellent practice to
sepia tone my prints before tinting, as
this gives a ground work for the colours,
and it certainly makes a good impression.

Many prints will require only a very small
amount of tinting; a portrait needs just a
touch of Ilesh tint on the face and hands,
a spot of a deeper tint on details of the
dress or uniform, and very little else. Do
not strive to colour everything in a
landscape; a pale wash on the sky to
make it look like a summer blue sky, a
wash of green on the grass patches, and a
deeper green for the trees with a touch of
brown for the trunks, usually gives the

Photography
Tinting Your Photographs

By John J. Curtis, A.R.P.S.

NEVER before has photographic tinting
had so many devotees. It is a most

popular pastime with men in the Forces,
especially the Navy; men and women are
finding it a most interesting way of spend-
ing their time in A.R.P. stations; and the
A.F.S., in between their calls of duty, are
to be found putting a spot of flesh tint on
the faces (photographic ones!) of their
comrades. Further, there is many a house-
hold which, just as soon as the evening
meal is cleared away, bring out the box of
tints and start working on some of the
prints they have selected for Christmas
cards and calendars. Tinting gives every
photographer a chance to put a little
sparkle of life into his prints.

The best sets of tints and the most
popular are those sold in boxes containing
nine little square bottles each full of a
concentrated aniline dye. The colours are
blue, scarlet, crimson, yellow, brown,
flesh, orange, green and violet; a range
that will satisfy the needs of all. When one
realises that each of these is capable of
mixing with any other or others in the box,
it will be understood that it is possible
to get any shade or tint desired, Let me
give one or two examples of the lines on
which to experiment. If you take a brush-
ful of yellow and another of blue you will
obtain green; and if you use more of one
than the other the shade will be different.
Take a spot of crimson and one of yellow
and you will get a scarlet; or blue and
red will give violet. If you desire to use
a shade of grey, take equal parts of

yellow, crimson and blue, and you will
find the result is a neutral grey; this can
be changed by the slight increase of any
one of the three colours over the other
two. This mixing is in itself a very in-
teresting part of the
work and one on which
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it is wise to spend a
little time. Be sure not
to use the dyes at their
fu l l  s t r eng th ;  t he
majority of failures result
from trying to use the
colours too strong. You
hardly ever want the
bottle strength, and it
is surprising how much
water the tints will
stand.

Now a word about the
preparing of a print for
tinting. Do not attempt
to work on a dry print;
you will give i t  up in
despair or make a very
poor job of it. The print
must be soaked in clean
water and, if it happens
to be on paper coated
wi th  a ve ry  ha rd
emulsion, you may have
to give it a bath of hot
water. You all know
that gelatine is used in
the  manufacture of
photographic paper, and
with some of the glossy-
types this is specially
hardened so that the
actual surface is like a sheet of glass and
is almost as hard. When the print has
been soaked the surface is in a condition
that allows the tint to sink in, and this
is the condition you require for the best
work. All surface water must be blotted
off with clean blotting paper, and it is
advisable to lay the print on a piece of
glass or other hard substance. If the
room in which you are working is very
warm you may find the print will dry
before you have finished the tinting. Then
you must take your piece of blotting
paper, soak it in clean water, and lay it
gently on the print for a few seconds.

Preparing the colour is done by placing
a spot or two of the tint in the paint
saucer and adding two or three brushfuls
of water until you have diluted it to the
depth required. Do not be afraid of using
it in too weak a colour. The colour should
be applied by means of thin or weak
washes. Each application should be blotted
and another application made over the
previous one; and this is then blotted and
the operation repeated over and over
again until the required depth of colour
is gained. You will soon see that this has
many advantages, the firsts of which is
that all hard outlines of colour are avoided
and it is possible to get "fading away’*
on certain parts of, say, the sky or sea.
So do not be afraid of water and blotting
paper. I t  is only on tiny parts of the

BLUE

SCARLET

CRIMSON

YELLOW

BROWN

FLESH

ORANGE

GREEN

VIOLET

The light shade represents the colour named at top of each column, while the
dark shade indicates where the colour named on the left has been superimposed.
For example, the fifth square in the first column on the left is tinted first with

blue all over and is then coated on one half with brown.

right effect. If the print has a white
cottage with some flowers growing in the
garden, leave the cottage as it is and put
colour only on the Howers.

Finally a little advice about the brushes.
I t  definitely pays to get some good sable
hair brushes, and I suggest one each of
numbers 0, 1 and 3 with which to start.
These cost about 9d. to 1/3  each at
present. You will find great help from a
chart showing the effect of superimposing
one tint over another. The accompanying
illustration shows the idea. The chart is
made by ruling a sheet of drawing paper
into 81 squares. The names of the nine
tints are written along the top of the
chart, and down the left-hand side in the
same order. Each square is then covered
with the tint named at the top, and when
this is dry one half of the square is treated
with the colour named at the left-hand
side. This work is done with the concen-
trated dyes, and when the chart is finished
it shows the effect of superimposing each
colour over each of the other eight, and
also the result of two applications of the
same colour.

The hints given in this article are the
result of an experience of tinting extending
over many years, It is possible, however,
that some readers who take up the hobby
may come across difficulties that there has
not been space to deal with. In such cases
the Editor will be glad to give advice.“The Yoke.'* Photograph by M. W. Taylor, Southall.
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and the road is slightly inclined,
so the coal trucks run by gravity
to the pit bottom. On the smaller
roads engines are used for hauling
the trucks. Each district in turn
is divided into workings, where
the roads are very narrow, and
here ponies do the hauling. In
this pit there are 130 ponies,
which are looked after very well
indeed.

Some of the districts are several
miles from the pit shaft. After
walking with my guide along a
narrow passage we came to a
blank end, where the coal seam
was 6 ft. thick. Branching off at
right angles was a low tunnel
about 2 ft. high, and here were the miners,
clad only in trousers and crouched in al]
sorts of positions. The heat was intense,

although a huge fan
runs day and night
a t  a t r emendous
speed to ventilate
the mine. I t  was cool
at  the shaft bottom,
and for probably a
mile away, but as the
air travels through
the workings i t  be-
comes very warm.

Every few yards
along the roads were
short props to hold
up the roof. The
main roof was sup-
ported by steel arch
girders costing £1,200
per mile, but most
miners prefer the
wooden props because
they creak and give
a warning if the roof
moves. The men dug

forward all the time, and as they dug
out the coal, the earth and rock was
packed in behind them.

The narrow roads are continually
lengthened to keep up
with the miners. As an
empty truck reaches the
shaft bottom the cage
is opened and the trucks
arc pulled through to
the sout h side. They are
hauled by an engine to
the various distr icts
where they are filled,
and are then hauled to
the north side, where
they run down the in-
cline to the foot of the
shaft, to be pulled into
the cage. All the engines
are driven by compressed
air and the telephones
and electrical fittings
are .sparkless, so there
can be no danger of
igniting any gas and
causing an explosion.
Danger also might arise from coal dust,
and stone dust is sprinkled daily to
reduce this risk.

DENNis TATE (Eiland).

The tide mill at Pembroke, South Wales. This is the only one of
its kind now working in Great Britain. Photograph by K. W.

Green, Heswall Hills.

Britain’s only  Tide Mi l l
The deservedly famous castle at Pem-

broke, South Wales, lies alongside the
Pembroke River at a point where this is
tidal. Of the thousands of people visiting
the Castle every year few do more than
glance at  the bridge spanning the river,
little realising that upon it stands a most
unusual mill. As can be seen from the
photograph of the mill on this page, it
forms part and parcel of the bridge. This
in itself is most unusual, but the mill also
has the distinction of being the only one
in Britain worked by tidal action.

The structure actually is a dam that  is
pierced on the left by a gate, through
which the incoming tide runs to flood the
mud flats further inland. At high tide the
opening is closed and the water is trapped
until the sea level falls. Then other doors
are opened so that the water flows back to
the sea through the hole seen beneath the
building, turning as it does so a large
water wheel built inside the structure.

This ancient mill was in full working
order at the time of my visit. As the
power was not then required for driving
the wheel the water was being allowed
to escape, and it can be seen as it rushes
back to the sea. K. W. GREEN

(Heswall Hilts).

A DartBoardSecret
Have you ever won-

dered what dart boards
are made of ? Of course
you know there are the
cork, wood and rubber
types, but have you
ever examined one made
of paper? I happened to
come across one a few
months ago, when I
lived in Egypt, and
thought I would unroll
it. I succeeded in strip-
ping off 250 yds. of
paper 2 in. wide, which
made the pile 5 ft.
high shown in the ac-
companying photograph.
I t  is difficult to believe

that there could be so much paper in
an ordinary dart board. The result of my
experiment certainly startled me.

PETER WRIGHT (BirminghamJZ).

A steam wagon that looks like a petrol-engined lorry with a funnel. Photograph
by C. Temple-Browne, Tottenham, N.17.

Paper unwound from a dart board made of
that material made a pile 5 ft. high. Photo-
graph by Peter Wright, Birmingham 5.

From Our  Readers
This  page is reserved for articles from our readers. Contributions not exceeding 500 words in  length
are invited an any subject of which the writer has special knowledge or experience. These should be
written neatly on one side of the paper only, and should be accompanied if possible by original photo-
graphs for use as illustrations. Articles published will he paid for. Statements in articles submitted
arc accepted as being sent tn good faith, but the Editor takes no responsibility for their accuracy.

An Unusua l  Steam Wagon
Until recently the strange type of steam

wagon seen in the accompanying photo-
graph was used extensively in North
London. As can be seen from the photo-
graph, the resemblance to a petrol -engined
lorry is remarkable, for with the exception
of the funnel it is an exact outward copy
of one. I t  is however, a "Clarkson" three-
ton steam wagon. The bonnet covers a
vertical boiler, and the radiator is really
a condenser in which the exhaust steam
is condensed at  atmospheric pressure.
This of course serves two purposes. In the
first place i t  conserves the water for re-
use, and in the second it lessens greatly
the back pressure in the engine cylinder,
thereby increasing the power of the  engine.
The fuel used was coke, so that  there was
very little smoke from the engine.

I am afraid that the example shown in
the photograph is the last that  will be seen
of these interesting combinations on the
road, as to the best of my knowledge the
company owning it was the only one
running them in recent years.

C. TEMPLE-BROWNE (Tottenham N. 17).

A Visit  to  a Coal  Mine
As mining is playing such a vital part

in our War effort I was thrilled to have the
opportunity of visiting a Yorkshire colliery
where about 1 ,500 men are employed,
including surface and underground workers,
and 1 |  million tons of coal are produced
annually. I was given a miner’s lamp and
then descended the 1,992 ft. deep shaft.
Normally the cage is lowered in 40 sec.,
at a speed of about 35 rn.p.h., but for the
visitor it descended in 50 sec. and even
then the sensation was far from pleasant.
I was interested to note that I was handed
a number check, so it  was impossible for
me to be left in the pit bed.

The underground is divided into districts,
which are reached by a maze of small roads
branching off the main haulage road. This
is four miles in length, with high -white-
washed walls and a single row of electric
lights above. There are eight sets of rails
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a loose Pulley
on the Rod of
Gear 8. The
other end of
the Cord is
fastened to a
J" Bolt lock-
nutted to the
boss of the
Pawl.

The dep th
gauge 15, for
measuring the
depth of the
hole dril led,
is a 5" Rod
held in position
by two Collars.

Par t s  required
to  bu i ld  mode l
Coal Cuttert 2 of
No. 5; 2 of No. 6;
1 of No. 6a; 2 of
No. Sa; 2 of No.
9a; 4 of No. 9b;
3 of No. 9d; 2 of
No. 9f; 1 of No. 10; 6 of No. 11; 4 of No. 12; 1 of
No. 13a; 1 of No. 14; 1 of No. 15; 3 of No. 16; 5 of
No. 16b; 3 of No, 17; 1 of No. 18a; 2 of No. 18b;
4 of No. 20; 1 of No. 22; 1 of No. 23; 3 of No. 23a;
2 of No. 26; 2 of No. 26a; 2 of No. 27a; 1 of No. 29;
3 of No. 31; 1 of No. 32; 93 of No. 37a; 76 of No.
37b; 65 of No. 38; 1 of No. 40; 1 of No. 48a; 1 of
No. 53a; 1 of No. 58; 17 of No. 59; 3 of No. 62; 1
of No. 62a; 1 of No. 62b; 1 of No. 69a; 4 of No. 72;
2 of No. 77; 1 of No. 79a; 1 of No. 80c; 1 of No. 94;
2 of No. 96a; 1 of No. I l l ;  3 of No. 111c; 4 of
No. 115; 2 of No. 125; 1 of No. 126; 1 of No. 129;
9 of No. 133a; 1 of No. 136; 1 of No. 147a; 2 of
No. 176; I of No. 179; 2 of No. 186; 1 of No. 188;
1 E l  or E l  20 Electric Motor.

The match-box holder shown in Fig. 3
is an interesting little model. I t  is con-
structed by fixing a 4" Rod in the boss
of a 3" Pulley that forms the base. A
Boiler End, a Coupling and a Collar are
then mounted on the Rod in that order.
The tray for holding used matches consists
of a Wheel Flange bolted to a Bush Wheel,
and on the Rod above it are a Collar, an
Octagonal Coupling, another Collar and
finally a Large Fork Piece. Two 21"
Triangular Plates grip the match-box.

Parts required to  build mode! match-box holder:
1 of No. 11; 1 of No. 15b; 1 of No. 19b; 1 of No. 24;
6 of No. 37; 3 of No. 59; 1 of No. 63; 1 of No. 63a;
2 of No. 76; 1 of No. 116; 1 of No. 137; 1 of No. 162a.

Fig. 3. A useful match-box
holder.

New Meccano Models
Coal Cutter—Match-Box Holder

THE model shown in Fig, 1 represents
one of the many different machines used

for cutting coal in mines. It is not designed
for construction from any particular Out-
fit, but it is quite easy to build and
requires only a moderate number of parts.
A close-up view of the gearing of the
model is shown in Fig. 2. The second of
this month's models is a neat and useful
match-box holder shown in Fig. 3.

The construction of the coal cutter is
best begun by building the chassis. For
this two 91" Angle Girders are spaced apart
at their rear ends by a 2V Angle Girder
and a 44*x24* Flat Plate, and at their
forward ends they are connected by a

engagement with a 1" Gear 8 fixed to a
3* Rod that carries also a f* Sprocket.
This Rod provides a pivot for the jib,
which consists of two 4f* Angle Girders.
At the head of the jib is a 4" fast Pulley
mounted on a 1" Rod journalled in 1*
Corner Brackets bolted to the 4V Angle
Girders. A flat is filed on Rod 14 through-
out its length.

The jib is elevated and lowered to
adjust the drilling position by Cord
attached to a winding drum driven from
the 4" Pinion 9, which meshes with a
57-teeth Gear on the drum. A length of
Cord fastened to the Rod by a Cord
Anchoring Spring is passed over the jib

head pul ley
and fastened to
a 3" Screwed
Rod that joins
the sides of
the gear-box.
A Coup l ing
forming t he
drill is fixed
on one end of
the 6* Screwed
Rod 14, and
two bolts are
fixed in its
tapped bores.
Th i s  Rod
carries a J*
Sprocke t
driven from a
s imi l a r
Sprocket on
the Rod of the
Gear 8. The
Sprocket on
shaft 14 car-
ries a 5/32"
Grub  Screwthat is screwed down so as to bear lightly

on the flat filed on the Rod.
A brake for preventing the drum from

unwinding too rapidly is formed by
mounting a V fast Pulfey on the drum
shaft and coupling it to the Screwed Rod
by a Driving Band. A ratchet device
is used to maintain the jib in the desired
position, and this
cons i s t s  of a
sp r ing - loaded
Pawl lock-nutted
to the jib and
arranged to en-
gage the teeth of
a Rack Segment
16 bolted to the
gear-box.

When  i t  i s
desired to lower
the jib the Pawl
is released by
depressing a foot
pedal 13. The
latter is a Flat
Bracket pivoted
to the chassis and
fastened to one
end of a length
of Cord  t ha t
passes round a
Threaded  P in
f ixed  to  t he
chassis and over

Fig. l .  A fine model of an electrically-operated coal-cutting machine.

Fig. 2. A close-up of the gearing of the coal cutter shown in Fig. 1.

2J" Angle Girder and a 2 | "x l | "  Flexible
plate. The 4J* x 2|" Flat Plate is extended

by a 24"x2p  Flat Plate, which is
bolted to it together with an E l  or E l  20
Electric Motor.

A 2 j" Driving Band is passed around
the armature shaft of the Motor, and
a 1* Pulley is mounted on a 2" Rod
journalled in Corner Brackets bolted to
the Motor side-plates. The 2* Rod carries
also a Worm that meshes with a Pinion
on a second 2" Rod fitted with a Con-
trate 1. The Contrate forms one member
of the reversing gear train. The other
member is a -J* x Pinion 2 fixed to a
3" Rod 3, which is slideable in its bearings.
The Pinion 2 remains in constant mesh
with a similar Pinion on another 3" Rod 4,
which also is slideable in its bearings.

The gear selector levers 10 and 11 are
identical. The former is connected to an
8* Rod, and the lever 11 to a 64" Rod
carrying a Collar fitted with a Threaded
Pin at its front end. Bearings for the-
two Rods are provided by two Angle
Girders. The Pinion on the Rod 4 moves
into and out of mesh with a 57-teeth
Gear 5 and a 1" Gear mounted on the
front axle, which is a 3" Rod 6. The
Gear 5 is mounted on a 3* Rod, which
carries a 1* Gear 7 and is arranged to
slide in its bearings by moving a lever
built up as shown.

The Gear 7 moves into and out of
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(530) A Novel Three-Speed and
Reverse Gear-Box

(S. Tonkin, Bristol).
The compact gear-box shown in Fig. 530

employs only a few gears, but provides
three different forward speed ratios and
one in reverse. A suitable casing for the
mechanism, such as that shown in the
illustration, should first be constructed.
The driving shaft is a 3* Rod 1 that carries
a V x J* Pinion 2, a f Pinion and a 1"
Gear, which are fixed to it in the positions
shown. A J* Pinion is pivoted on a f Bolt
fixed to the casing, and meshes with the

Suggestions Section
By "Spanner"

(532) A Useful  Momentum Motor
(“Spanner”)

When neither a Clockwork nor an
Electric Motor is available for driving
models a good substitute is a momentum
motor of the type shown in Fig. 532. This
gives a very powerful drive and is quite
capable of operating models of the lighter
kind, such as windmills, simple engines
and road vehicles. The power of the motor
is derived from the momentum produced
in a heavy flywheel caused to revolve at
high speed by turning a handle. A clutch
is fitted on the handle shaft so that when a
sufficiently high speed is reached the
handle can be disconnected from the drive
and the motor allowed to run freely. The
bearings for the various shafts should be
designed to suit the requirements of the
model in wliich the motor is incorporated.

The flywheel is a Meccano Flywheel,
part No. 132, and it  is mounted on a Rod 3
that carries also a J* Pinion 5 meshing with
a 57-teeth Gear. The latter is fixed on the
inner end of a Rod that carries a J* Pinion
4 at its other end. This 4* Pinion meshes

(531) Intermittent Rotary Striker
(“Spanner”)

Distance indicators, revolution counters
and such-like recording instruments usually
inc rporate some form of intermittent

striking mechanism. This may be a
simple ratchet movement, or one that
is more complicated. One of the simple
devices suitable for the purpose is
shown in Fig. 531, and in this example
it is applied to a distance-recording
apparatus. In this model the axle of
one pair of road wheels carries a Worm
that meshes with a 4* Pinion driving
a short vertical Rod. The Rod is
journalled in one of the holes in the
Flanged Plate forming the base, and
also in the centre hole of a 24* x
Double Angle Strip secured under-
neath the Plate. A 1* fast Pulley is
fixed on the Rod so that it  bears lightly
against the Flanged Plate, and above
it is fixed a Coupling.

A Centre Fork in the unoccupied end
of the longitudinal bore of the  Coupling
forms the striker, and as it rotates i t
engages with the teeth of
a 2* Sprocket Wheel, one
tooth being "picked” for

every revolution of the
striker. The Sprocket Wheel
is carried on a 2* Rod jour-
nalled in bearings similar to
those that carry the striker
Rod. At its lower end the
Rod is fitted with a second
2* Sprocket Wheel that acts
as a ratchet, the pawl being
formed from a 2|* Strip bent
to the required shape and
attached to the base of the
model by two nuts and bolts.

Two circles of thin paper
are cut and pasted to the
base plate, as shown in the
illustration, and they are
graduated according to the
size of the road wheels. If 2"
Pulleys with a thin strip of
paper pasted round their rims
are used as the road wheels,
the striker will rotate once
for every 10 ft. of travel. The
paper disc corresponding to
the striker may therefore be
graduated into 10 spaces each
representing a foot, and these
can be subdivided into 12
spaces representing inches.
The disc for the Sprocket Wheel must be
divided into 36 spaces, corresponding to
the number of teeth on the Sprocket; and
each space will then correspond to 10 ft.
When calibrated in this way the device is
capable of measuring distances up to
360 ft. without repetition.

This mechanism is applicable
to a very wide range of models,

and with a few ad-
justments is suitable
for incorporation in

such models as cyclo-
meters, bell striking
devices and clocks, where

it could be adapted to serve
as an escapement.

Fig. 530.

Pinion 2. The layshaft, which is also the
driven shaft, is a 4* Rod 3, and it carries a
I" Gear and two If*  Corner Brackets 4
spaced from each side of the Gear by
Washers and held in place on the Rod by
two Collars. This Gear meshes with another
1" Gear 5 that is free to rotate on a T
Screwed Rod held in Corner Brackets. Two
Springs bolted to the Corner Brackets pass
around a 3" Rod and are then attached to
the gear-box casing.

The Corner Brackets 4 are also attached
to a T Screwed Rod, on which is a Large
Fork Piece that is lock-nutted by means of
a 1 |*  Bolt and Nuts to the boss of a Swivel
Bearing. The Swivel Bearing is attached
to the selector Rod 6, the lower end of
which is inserted in a Universal Coupling
fixed to the casing by a Threaded Pin.

To engage a particular gear train the
selector is first moved to the right, as  seen
in the photograph, thus releasing Gear 5
from engagement. For a lower gear or for
reverse ratio the selector is then moved
away from the operator, while for a higher
gear ratio it  is pulled towards him.

The drive may be transmitted from the
driven shaft 3 to the model in wliich the
mechanism is incorporated by meshing a
j* x Pinion, mounted on the Rod with
a similar Pinion fixed on a Rod journalled
at one of its ends in the gear-box casing.

The advantages of this type of gear-box
over the more usual kinds are that gear
changing is silent while working at any
speed, and there is less wear of the teeth of
the gears than in the more conventional
types where the gears are slid
into mesh while rotating.

Another interesting
feature of this gear-
box is that the Gears
and Pinions are held
in mesh by two Springs,
which prevent any tendency
of the teeth to "climb” under
normal loads. Fig. 531.

Fig. 532.

with a 24* diam. Gear fixed on one end of
a Rod 2 bearing at  its other end a |* Pinion
driven from a 24* diam. Gear 6 on the
shaft of the winding handle 1. To this
shaft is fixed a l*  Pulley from which the
final drive is taken. The handle, formed
from Couplings, is attached to a 4* Circular
Plate bolted to a Bush Wheel, which is
loose on the winding shaft. The Circular-
Plate is caused to contact the diam.
Gear 6 by pushing the driving handle
inwards. This action compresses a Spring
placed between the Gear and the Circular
Plate, and in so doing causes the shanks of
two j* Bolts fixed in the Circular Plate to
engage with holes in the 2j* Gear SG
that it rotates with the Plate.
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work. Actual models must not
be sent.

The competition will be
divided into two sections; A,
for readers living in the
British Isles; B, for readers
living Overseas. Section A
will be closed for entries on
31st January 1942, but Section
B will remain open until 30th April
1942.

The following prizes will be awarded
in each Section of the Contest. First,
Cheque for £2/2/-; Second, Cheque
for £1/1/-;  Third, Cheque for 10/6.
There will be also five consolation
prizes, each of which will consist of

Two prize-winners in
Meccano competitions.
Above. W. A. Kirby,
Haslingden; Right, H.
Coleman, Leicester.

I t  i s
powered
by a No.
1 Clock- '
work
Motor, which is used to raise and lower
the sign and fire the shells. The letters
forming the slogan are built up from Strips,
and are raised and lowered by Cranks
driven by the Motor.

MECCANO COMPETITIONS
By "Spanner"

GRAND "CHRISTMAS" CONTEST
In order to  ensure that every

model-builder shall have an oppor-
tunity to exercise his skill during the
Christmas holidays 1 am organising
a grand Christmas model-building
competition, in which models of al]
kinds may be entered, and splendid
prizes will be awarded for the best
and most interesting submitted.
These prizes will be cheques and
postal orders.

The rules of the Contest are few
and simple. There are no entrance
fees to  pay or forms to fill in, and
readers of any age can take part.
Models may represent any desired
subject, and may be constructed
from any size of Outfit or number
of parts, but it is wise to remember
that simple well-built models will be
more favourably considered by the
judges than complicated structures
that are scrappily built.

I advise intending competitors to
try to incorporate in their models
some ingenious use for a Meccano
part, or a new Meccano movement.
Models displaying originality of this
kind, no matter how simple they
may be, will have the best chances
of winning the prizes. When the
model is completed a photograph of
it should be prepared, but if this is
not possible a good sketch will do.
The competitor's age, name and
address should be written on the
back of the illustration, and it should
be sent, together with a brief des-
cription of the model, to "Christmas
Model-building Contest, Meccano Ltd.,
Binns Road, Liverpool 73.”
there is to do.

Each model sub-
mitted must be the
competitor's own

That is all September 1941 issue of the
and the prize-winners are as follows:

1st Prize, Cheque for £2/2/- : P. Winterbum,
Osset t; 2nd, Cheque for £] 1/-:  D. Frankish,
Boston, Lincs.; 3rd, Postal Order for 10 6-.
P. Cussins, Whitby.

Postal Order for 5 . - :  J .  Kennett, Gerrards
Cross; B. Williams. Newport; R. Middleton,
Hull; S. Barton, Stafford.

In this Contest competitors were
asked to build models incorporating
the ‘'Victory V" symbol, but no res-
trictions were placed on the kind of
subjects suitable for models or the
number of parts to be used in building
them. This freedom allowed com-
petitors to give their imaginations full
rein, and many ingenious models
resulted. For example, P. Winterburn,
Ossett, Yorkshire, built a model
howitzer that displayed the "V” sign
in a very interesting manner. Every
time the gun is fired the slogan ”V
for Victory” appears from behind a
screen arranged on the chassis. The

gun fires shells consisting of Couplings
attached to Collars and is mounted on

'i. S8

J. Matthews, Exeter,
ahove, and W. E.
Houghton, Daventry,
left, have both won
prizes in Meccano

Contests.

a chassis fitted with rubber tyred wheels.

A fine model of a cruising yacht built by H. Lee, Ardrossan.

a Postal Order for 5/-. In the fine model bridge that won Second
Prize for D. Frankish, Boston, the "V”
motif stands out very clearly, but is so
cleverly incorporated that it is not too
obtrusive. The carriageway of the bridge is
constructed of 51* x 2)/ Flexible and
Flanged Plates, bolted at each side to
5 j*xU*  Flexible Plates. In the centre of
the bridge the Morse signal for letter V,

, is represented by 1J* Discs and
Flat Trunnions, and on each side of these
2j* Strips are bolted to form a ”V.,J The
Piers also are in the form of V’s. They
consist of 12 J* Strips fixed at their upper
ends by means of II* Strips to the roadway,
and at their lower ends to 3 !* x 2K Flanged
Plates. The model is completed by an
ornamental arch consisting of Strips and
Curved Strips bolted to two Angle Girders.

The Third Prize was awarded to P.
Cussins, Whitby, for an imposing model
hall stand. This is constructed from Angle
Girders and Flexible Plates, and is approxi-
mately 2 ft. 6 in. in height, in this model,
as in the previous one, the sign is out-
standing, yet it takes its place neatly in the
general construction.

Among other interesting entries were
neat motor car mascots, musical instru-
ments, cranes and penracks of various
kinds, all of which incorporated the “V”
sign in a more or less ingenious manner.

Prize-Winners  in  the “Victory V”
Contest

This Contest was announced in the
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!k Club and Branch News
Elgin.— Railway operations are the main features

of the weekly meetings. Meccano Model- building also
is carried on and other pursuits followed include
Stamp Collecting. A verv successful Exhibition has
been held, and a further display and a cinematograph
show are being arranged. An excellent Library of
railway books and magazines has been formed.
SecrWarv; L. M. Hay, 175, High Street, Elgin.

Rockport {County Down).—Splendid progress is

Club  Notes
Plymouth M.C.- -Model-building is enjoyed by all

members, and other pursuits actively carried on
include Model Aeroplane Construction, Printing and
Hornby Train operations. 'Talks on First Aid also
are given by members, and Lantern Lectures have
been enjoyed. .Membership is increasing rapidly,
owing to the interest and
variety of the Club pro-
ceedings, and four meetings
are hehl each week. Club
roll: 113. Secretary: M. Alien,
11, Rosedale Avenue, Pe ver-
ell, Plymouth,

Acton M.C.- The position
of the Club has been re-
viewed and the rules revised.
Models recently constructed
include miniatures of rail-
way locomotives in con-
nection with a special contest.
The Club stock lias been
overiia ulf,‘d . Posters a rid show
cards have been used to
decorate the Club room.
Other meetings have been
devoted to Games, and of
course the. construction of
the new Hornby 'J'raiLi lay-
out and operations on i t
continue steadily. Club roll:
26. Secretary: S. W. Sim-
mons, 37, Derwent water
Road, Acton, London W.3.

Barnard Castle M.C. -More
space is now available, and
excellent models built have
included a fine cargo vessel,
a workshop and a railway
breakdown crane. A Track
Gang has been formed for
the purpose of taking care
of the Club’s Hornby Rail-
way, which has been im-
proved by the Introduction
of many accessories. Mem-
bers of the Branch have
been engaged in making
scenery. Models are being
built, and a special layout
is being developed, for use
at an Exhibition that is to
be given. Secretary: R. Churchill, The School, Barnaul
Castle.

AUSTRALIA
Melbourne M.C.—Members <4 the Club helped to

arrange a display of Meccano models and Hornby
Trains at a Hobbies Exhibition in Preston Town
Hall on behalf of a fund for British Bombing Vit tims.
The Mayor of Preston, who opened the Exhibition,
commented favourably on the size and high standard
of the exhibits. A model grain elevator has been
built and operated by members. The Leader puzzled
members by a train that ran in a locked room, but
was under complete control. The secret was not
revealed to members, who arc eager to solve the
mystery. At other meetings timetable operations
have been carried out, and on one occasion Io trains
were included in the running programme. Club roll:
12. Secretary: I... Ison, 8, Hayes Street, Northcote,
N.16, Victoria, Australia.

NEW ZEALAND
Ashburton M.C. -Steady work continues; A new

Meccano Set has been purchased for Club use. Keen
interest is taken in the Annual Mode I- building Contest
with the Christchurch M.C., the present holders of 11ie
Shield competed for by the two Clubs. Ashburton
M.C. were leading at the end of the first half of the
present year, and are keen to win the Trophy for
1941. Club roll: 50, Leader: Mr. G. C. Bishop, 103,
Eton Street, Ashburton, New Zealand-

Branch News
Rochdale and District —This Branch has now

received incorporation. A good track has been laid
out, and splendid operations with 10 engines and 32
trucks have been enjoyed. During a railway visit a
locomotive was examined and a signal box inspected,
the working of points being carefully explained. A
Magazine is to be published, and each member is to
be asked to contribute. Secretary: A. Morgan, 5,
Ash Grove, Rochdale.

Beech Hall (Macclestieldj. The first meetings of
this newly incorporated Branch have been very
enjoyable. Express passenger services have been
arranged, with a Hornby “Royal Scot” and an
L.N.E.R. 4-4-2 as locomotives. Goods services also
have been run. The layout incorporates a terminal
station, with a halt, and new tracks are being planned.
Secretary: J .  Cheetham, Viarbye, Barlow Road,
Romilvy, Cheshire.

A group of members of the Ctapham Common Branch No. 389, Mr. S. Salmon,
Chairman, K. Maycock, secretary. In our photograph Mr. Salmon is in the middle
of the back row, and Mr. L, E. Mason, Vice-Chairman and General Manager, is
on the right of the middle row, with the secretary on his right. The Branch was
incorporated in March 1940, and an excellent layout has been built up on which
enjoyable time-table operations are carried out. A very successful magazine is

issued monthly.

A Mer ry  Chr i s tmas!
A Merry Christmas to every member of the Guild

and of the H.R.C. '1 bis is our third wartime Christmas,
but there is every reason (or the exchange of the
cheerful greetings that characterises this season of
the year. Indeed our wishes for a merry time should
be more cordial than ever, for so many of our members
are now serving in the Forces both a t  home and
overseas, and they will treasure the goodwill of their
friends a t  home.

A Model  Suggestion
I have been greatly interested in the use made of

models to raise money for funds for the purchase of
aircraft, the provision of comforts for the troops, the
Red Cross or any of the other good purposes for
which money is now needed. Meccano and Hornby
Trains lend themselves splendidly in such efforts,
for everyone admires a well built model, a battleship,
an aeroplane or a locomotive for example, or an
efficient layout on which trains run smoothlv and
well, and all would be ready to make a small con
tri  billion in recognition of the effort made in arranging
a display or exhibition of a good piece of work livery
Guild and H.R.G. member should try to think out
some novel scheme of this kind. Club efforts can
be planned on a large scale, but the lone member
need not be discouraged, for every little helps.* * • *

Don’t forget the “3LM. Harmonica Fund for the
R.A.F." Subscriptions are now coming in. Have
you sent yours?

being made, 12 new members having been enrolled.
The layout is temporary, but is sat is far lory in use.
Cardboard scenery has been made, and lineside
features now under construction include mines and
quarries, to provide coal and stone as loads, and a
saw-mill to deal with logs transported from the
forest that forms part of the surroundings of the
layout. Secretary: T. W, U. McMillian, Rockport,
Craigavad.

Ackworth School. I l  was decided to relay the
track, and several designs were considered before this
was done. Meetings are now held weekly, and when
the track is completed new members will be accepted
to make sure that all posts are filled during operations.
Secretary: | .  Mayo, Ackworth Schoo], A- kworth, Yorks.

Seaton Delaval. A largo track has been laid down,
and operations of an interesting character carried out.
At one meeting the running of goods and passenger
expresses was the chief feature; a t  another stopping
trains were worked on a single line, providing various
connecting services. I he track and ail accessories
were completely overhauled a t  a third meeting. More
members are required. Sirrc/arvj S. O’Donnell, 104,
Asttey Road, Seaton Ddaval.

West Hunsict. Successive meetings were devoted
to shunting operations and to extensive relaying.
Local passenger services also have been provided on
the layout. A new electric layout has been brought
into use, and a scheme for providing automatic control
is under consideration. Mr. G. Hodgson, secretary of
the York Branch, paid a welcome visit, during which
he explained the layout of the York Branch track and
described opera lions on it. Secretary: W. Hall, 20,
Addington Street, Dewsbury Road, Leeds l l ,

Dunblane. Busy scenes have been witnessed at
meetings, the running of trains and the marshalling of
goods rolling stock being carried out in a very realistic
manner. A loopline has been constructed a t  the main
station. A new signal box to house all the point and
signal levers has been planned, and it will be con-
struct! d after certain necessary alterations to rhe track
itself have been carried out, A Social Evening has
been held, at which Mr. J .  Williamson, Leader, gave
a talk on signalling and railway yams were exchanged.
Secretary: J. Williamson, Jun., Backcroft, Dunblane.

Goudhurst School. The stock has been overhauled
and a new track laid down. A new secretary also has
been elected. Enjoyable meetings are now being held,
and members are showing more keenness in operations
and generally in Branch working. Secretary: D. B,
Giesncr, Goudhurst School for Boys, Bethany, Goud-
hurst, Kent.

M. B, Carter is the newiy-dected President of the
Leas School M.C., Leader Mr. J .  F. G. Bigland. This
fine school Club was affiliated in May 1928, and has
always arranged attractive programmes of Model-
building Competitions, Lantern Lectures, Film Shows
and Visits. A special feature also has been made of

the construction of large demonstration models.
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For Hornby-Dublo Enthusiasts
Special Traffic and Unusual Trains

I N our Du bio article last month we
described the locomotive working

arrangements for hauling a series of
trains giving a regular service on a
Hornby-Dublo layout. In addition
to traffic that has to be handled

or if rolling stock is limited. On an
extensive system with plenty of
vehicles a complete train of, say,
Meat Vans might be run. A train of
Vans representing a "perishables”
special is shown in the upper illus-

earlier stages of the journey from the
supposed loading point to a con-
centration yard where additional
Vans could be taken on. Then for
the main line run the 4-6 2 could
take charge, and finally the last
stage of the run, perhaps to dis-
tribute the Vans to different points,
might again be a Tank engine job.
Operations of this kind are carried
out every day in real practice.

Similar locomotive working ar-
rangements might be made for other
kinds of special traffic working.
Suppose we have a cattle special to
run. If we have several Dublo Cattle
Trucks it is unlikely that they will
all be concentrated at one place. So
we have to work them "empty,”
either by means of a pick-up goods
train or even by attaching an odd
vehicle to a passenger train, to the
station where they are required.
Even in real practice quite a small
load may be seen on a cattle special
so that the miniature train shown in
the upper illustration on the next
page is quite reasonably made up of
two Cattle Trucks and a Goods
Brake Van.

Among other specials there may
be coal trains, and for composing
these on a Dublo railway the High-
Sided Coal Wagon is the first choice.
This represents the standard 12-ton
mineral wagon in common use on
the L.M.S. and the L.N.E.R., and it
can be supplemented by the ordinary
Coal Wagon. Each of these Coal
Wagons has a realistic load of
imitation coal. At times of special
"traffic pressure” the High-Capacity

Passenger and goods trains on a Homby-Dublo railway. The goods train represents a “perishable” traffic special
as described in this article.

according to regular working time-
table requirements, the miniature
railway "Manager” may introduce
attractive variations into his opera-
tions by imagining traffic demands
that make it necessary to run special
or unusual trains. In this article we
deal with various services of this kind.

Special traffic has not only to be
fitted into the working scheme with-
out upsetting regular trains, but
also has to be provided with the
necessary rolling stock and engine
power. If a spare engine is not
available, the special working will
provide an extra item of duty for
one of the engines already at work.
"Light engine” running may be
necessary in order to work a loco-
motive from point to point either
before or after the special run.
Similarly the vehicles composing the
train may have to be worked in one
direction as "empties” so that they
may be available when required for
the special run or to be ready after
it for the next regular train. The
exact details naturally will vary
with each.

The wagons or vans employed will
depend on the nature of the special
traffic that has called for the running
of the train. The conveyance of
foodstuffs, for instance, is always
important, and here the Dublo Meat
Van, Fish Van and the ventilated
12-ton Goods Van can all be used
together if the "load” is miscellaneous

tration on this page waiting for the
signal to start.

For engine power, as we saw last
month, it is not an unusual thing
nowadays for a streamlined 4-6-2 to
be seen on an express freight train,
so that the splendid Hornby-Dublo
streamlined "Sir Nigel Gresley” can
be employed, especially if the run is
supposed to be a long one. Alter-
natively the handy standard 0-6-2
Tank can be used, at  all events for
part of the journey. It would be
interesting to arrange for a change
of engines to take place at some
intermediate point in the run.

One possible scheme would be for
a Tank to do the work over the

A Hornby-Dublo ’‘mixed” train about to leave a branch line terminus. Note the Tank Wagons in the foreground
on the siding reserved for this kind of traffic.
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Another method of train working
that is found on branch lines and on
local “light” railways, is the running
of “mixed trains.” These consist of
both passenger and goods vehicles,
an arrangement that allows the
traffic to be handled with the least
possible number of engines “in
steam.” A railway of this kind is

maining on the footplate.
For "pull and push" operations on

a Dublo layout the Articulated Unit
can be employed to form the train
and the engine will of course be the
useful 0-6-2 Tank. The guard’s and
luggage compartment of the com-
posite vehicle of the Unit can be
supposed to contain the “remote

Wagon, which represents a bogie
vehicle of 30 tons capacity, can also
be pressed into service. Although
really intended for brick traffic, as
the marking of its sides indicate, the
High-Capacity Wagon can also be
used for coal traffic, stone and
similar “rough’' freights.

Bricks are in great demand nowa-
days and a “brick special 0 would be
an interesting train to represent on a
Hornby-Dublo railway. In addition
to one or more Brick Wagons, the
Open and Coal Wagons also can be
used, the imitation loads being
removed and a load of “bricks"
substituted. This can be arranged by
making a cardboard shape like the
lid of a box that will fit neatly into
the wagon body. This can then be
painted red and lined to represent a
cargo of bricks. Ordinary water
colour paints and pencil lining will
be quite satisfactory7.

Petrol and oil specials will give
plenty of employment for the attrac-
tive Dublo Tank Wagons.

In addition to special traffic a
great deal of fun can be enjoyed by
running trains that are unusual in
some respect. Local traffic of the
lighter kind, as opposed to the
familiar suburban “rush hour0

operations, can be dealt with very
effectively by means of “pull and
push 0 train. These consist as a rule
of one or two coaches and in the
one direction the engine travels
normally pulling its train. For the
return journey the engine is not un-
coupled and “run round,0 but pushes

A cattle special. Hornby-Dublo Cattle Trucks have a most realistic appearance with the characteristic openings
at the top of the sides.

control” driving arrangements, so
that the engine should be attached at
the other end of the train. A “motor
train” arranged in this way will
form a useful unit for light suburban
or branch line traffic. Running round
at the end of each journey is done
away with, and the length of plat-
form necessary for a train is reduced.
This is quite an advantage, particu-
larly at  a junction station where the
branch train is accommodated at a
“bay” platform as in the lower
illustration on this page.

invariably laid with single track
only and the lineside equipment is
of the simplest kind. A scheme on
these lines can be worked out in
addition to the usual main line
system, or perhaps, in the case of
portable railways, as a change from
the normal course of operations.

In the make-up of a mixed train
the passenger stock, usually one
vehicle only, is attached next to the
engine; then follow one or two goods
wagons or vans, and to complete the
train a goods brake van can be added
at  the rear. In miniature a mixed
train has an unusually fascinating
appearance as will be seen from the
lower illustration on the previous page.

Another type of mixed train that
is sometimes seen on main lines con-
sists as a rule of a number of passenger
vehicles next to the engine, followed
by quite an ordinary assembly of
wagons. Such a make-up makes one
wonder what is going on. Actually
the passenger vehicles are empty and
are being worked down the line to
the shops for overhaul.

Where a complete train of pas-
senger coaches requiring overhaul can
be assembled, this is done. Such a
train does not differ greatly from an
ordinary train except for the unusual
combinations of vehicles that are
sometimes seen. Similarly, empty
carriage working in and out of
terminal stations in connection with
normal services at times accounts for
strange mixtures of stock, goods or
“perishable” vans or horse-boxes
being included in between corridor
coaches.

A junction station with accommodation for branch line trains at the “bay” platform on the far side. The branch
line train is operated on the “pull and push” principle.

the coaches. The engine is then
controlled by special means from
what is now the leading end of the
train where a driving compartment
is arranged. When the engine is
trailing therefore the driver rides in
this compartment, the fireman re-

When not required for “motor
train” working the engine can deal
with whatever goods traffic there
may be on the branch line, and it
can also shunt and make itself
generally useful in the yard of the
junction station.
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Fun With Your Hornby Railway
Getting Ready for Christmas Traffic

ABOUT this time of the year most
/ \ Hornby railway owners begin to
look forward to an enjoyable spell
of railway operation during the
Christmas holiday. In most cases it
is the custom to give the railway a

will deal satisfactorily with slight
oiliness, but if the deposit is well
caked on, a slight moistening of the
rag with petrol is advisable. Paraffin
should not be used for this purpose;
it  will remove the deposit, but when

rails are loose they should be
tightened up again by squeezing the
web or the flat centre part of the
rail section immediately underneath
the pins. Any hollow rail ends that
require treatment in a similar manner
should have a spare rail connecting
pin inserted in the hole in order to
prevent the latter from being closed
up too tightly or deformed.

The gauge of the rails should be
tested by means of the combined
Screwdriver, Spanner and Rail Gauge
that is packed with Hornby Loco-
motives. The rail gauge portion is
slid along between the rails and will
show up any tight spots immediately.
If any are found the rail should be
eased gently apart at the points
concerned. Curved as well as straight
rails should be tested, and the
curves should be examined specially
to see that no kinks have developed
that would give a jerky sideways
motion to a train.

Points also require attention, par-
ticularly the moving or switch rails.
Special care should be taken to see
that the leading or tapered end of
each switch rail is hard up to the
fixed or stock rail in either position
of the points lever. Similarly the
trailing ends of the switch rail units
should be in perfect alignment with
the fixed rails at their end of the
points. A slight bending this way
or that will frequently make all the
difference to the smoothness of
running.

Crossings, Level Crossings and
other track parts such as Turntables
should be treated in a similar manner

A busy yard on a Hornby railway. The background scenery provides a realistic setting for the Goods Platform
and the various trains in the yard.

special cleaning up in readiness for
“Christmas traffic/’ and in this
article we deal with various points
that require attention on either
permanent layouts or on portable
railways that have to be put away
when finished with.

On a permanent line, examinations,
adjustments and cleaning are gener-
ally carried out at more or less
regular intervals, so that probably
little more than a general clean up
will be necessary. Where stock,
track and accessories have to be put
away after each period of running,
however, they are more likely to
require attention. This is particulaily
so with the track which, when laid
on the floor, as it  has to be on most
portable lines, is liable to damage.
Also the frequent connection and
disconnection means a great deal of
handling and unless special care is
taken it is possible for damage to
occur during the period of storage.

Whichever tv pc of layout we have,
it is best to clean the rails first. All
model railwaymen will be familiar
with the oily deposit that invariably
collects along the inner edge of the
rail head. Whether this is moist,
or a dry caked-on deposit, it hinders
the running of the trains, in the
first case by causing the engines to
“slip” and in the second by increasing
the “drag” on the wheels. A clean
dry rag rubbed along the rail heads

dried off it always seems to leave a
greasy film on the rails that causes
slipping and loss of power with the
engines. Sandpaper or emery cloth
should never be used on the rails;
in time they remove the protective
coating on the rails and render them
liable to rusting when not in use.

Once the rails are clean they
should all be examined, particularly
if the layout is of the portable type.
Rail ends may get slightly damaged,
and from frequent connection and
disconnection the hollow rail ends
may be a little distorted. A small
pair of pliers is useful for any
adjustments required. Where any of
the rail connecting pins of tinplate

An interesting corner of a simple layout, with a passenger train passing round the goods yard situated inside
the main track circuit.
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the bogie spring a little when these
overhauls are taking place so that it
is compressed slightly when the
engine is standing on the rails. This
assists the riding of the engine and
prevents the bogie from running
noisily.

For Hornby Electric Locomotives
the various points dealt with in the
instruction leaflets packed with the
engines should be attended to.
Cleanliness is of great importance for
efficient working with electric engines.
The commutator should be cleaned
as described, the collector shoes
should be wiped - and the brushes
examined to see that there is no
chance of their sticking in the brush
holders. Moving parts such as axles,
coupling rods, etc., should be dealt
with preferably with the “petrol
mop.” Any readers who are handling
a "Princess Elizabeth" model are
advised not to attempt to dismantle
the outside motion. This can be
brushed or rather mopped, and the
various pin joints re-oiled very
sparingly when the rest of the engine
is being lubricated.

The outsides of locomotives and
rolling stock will probably need
dusting and generally cleaning up.
Here again the dry “mop” paint
brush will be useful for getting into
corners. When all items are clean
they can be polished up very
effectively by means of a good

One of the best-known Hornby Locomotives, the L.N.E.R. “Hunt" class model “The Bramhatn Moor." Attention
to the locomotive as detailed in this article results in improved efficiency in operation.

to ordinary rails. The Rail Con-
necting Plates should also be looked
over, particularly when the railway
can only be put down temporarily.
Any slackness in fitting is usually
due to the back or base of the
Plates becoming bent so that the
Plates do not grip properly.

Where Hornby Solid Steel Track
is in use there is less chance of any
deformation of the rail itself having
occurred. Each piece of rail should
be examined, however, special atten-
tion being given to the fitting of the
switch rails of the points. On tem-
porary railways laid with this type
of track the fishplates may have
become slack through the repeated
parting of the rails after running
operations are over. Such fishplates
therefore should be removed from
the rails and very gently squeezed
with pliers to close up  the gap along
the top of each. This is best done by
using the pliers at the centre of each
fishplate, not by attempting to close
up the gap by working from one end.

It  probably will be found that
some of the sleepers have had the
enamel coat worn off in places. Such
places should be patched with black
enamel.

Now we can turn our attention to
the locomotives and rolling stock.
To a certain extent the wheels of
these tend to collect round their
treads a deposit similar to that
found on the rails, and a clean dry
rag will remove the accumulated
“mud.” This can be done by turning
the vehicles upside down and re-
volving the wheels slowly with one
hand while the rag is held in the
other. Where the amount of stock
is large it is probably better to
remove the wheels and deal with
them in turn. This method has the
advantage that, while the wheels are
off, the wheel frames, bearings and
so on can be cleaned. If oily they
should be wiped with a rag, but if

simply dusty, brushing with a “mop”
paint brush kept for such jobs will
do w*hat is required.

When the wheels are refitted a
little drop of Meccano Lubricating
Oil should be applied to each axle
bearing; vehicles fitted with axle-
boxes can have Meccano Graphite
Grease applied to the boxes if
preferred. At the same time a
general examination of each vehicle
should be made, the couplings
receiving special attention to see
that they can pivot freely and that
the hooks are not bent, that they
are set to the right level, and that
the coupling loops work easily.

A great deal of the dust and grit
that locomotives pick up on their
working parts
can be removed
by the use of
a “mop” paint
brush already
re fe r r ed  to .
Th i s  can  be
used to “dab”
p e t r o 1 i n to
the  inside of
a c lockwork
mechanism that
has  become
d i r ty .  Whi l e
this operation
is in progress
the  whee l s
shou ld  be
turned in order
to work out the
dust from the
moving parts.
Coupling and
connecting rods on the bigger engines
can be removed; this makes it easier
to wipe clean the rods themselves and
to deal with the coupling rod pins
and so on. Engine bogies can be
removed and cleaned separately, and
the underneath of the foot plating
generally brushed or wiped clean.
It is not a bad plan to stretch out

A local goods train crossing over from a branch line on to the main track. This
illustration includes an interesting layout of Hornby Solid Steel Track Points.

quality wax polish. ■
L incside accessories of various

kinds should be looked over, par-
ticularly those of the working type
such as Signals, Platform Cranes, etc.
These will need to be dusted and their
working parts lightly oiled even if
there is no adjustment or straighten-
ing up required.
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SECRETARY.
Memor ia l  Hosp i ta l  Ha i l .  Woolwich .  LONDON S .E .18

An  ajipruv«l sheet from our limited nwmfier
wil l  fie rent on revest.COX.  17, STONELEIGH PARK ROAD,  EWELL

A FEW ATTRACTIVE BARGAINS
CORONATIONS:  Complete 202 values, mint  42/6 (mounted in  album 46/-), used 52/6.
CROWN COLONIES:  135 values, m in t  19/6. used 22/6, For Coronations and Jubilees
(single sets) ask for special l is t .  GREAT BRITAIN:  K.G.VI.  2/6, 5/-. 10/-, superfine
copies-4/-. NEW ZEALAND:  Chamber o f  Commerce, m in t  3/-, MOROCCO:  Edward
V I I I ,  I l  values, m in t  I / - .  WESTERN SAMOA: 1939 Stephenson complete, m in t  12/6,
used 13/6, ZANZIBAR: Jubilee m in t  complete, 2/-. AUSTRALIA: K.G.VI £1, used 9/-,

100 different Pictorials Whole Wor ld ,  4/3 per packet.
Postage extra on  al l  orders under 10/-. Cash w i th  order.

Want  lists solicited.

A.  LANG,  Ph i la te l is t ,  9 .  Char les  I I  S t ree t .  St .  James ’s ,  LONDON S .W.1
For other  s tamp adi

For SERIOUS COLLECTORS
Our Bargain "Discount" Approvals contain a fine range of picked
Modern and New Issues, Pictorials and Commemorative*, etc., from
1d.-6d. each, less a generous discount. (General selections only),
Approvals or details are post free, and we do NOT send again
unless requested. State whether you want British Colonials,
Foreign or both POSTAL BUSINESS ONLY

THE B IRKDALE STAMP CO.  (P.T .S. ) ,
Dep t .  M ,  104 ,  L i ve rpoo l  Road.  Sou thpo r t ,  Lancs .

in£s see page 396
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next, so that monotony is avoided as the
album leaves are turned over. No two
succeeding rows on the page should con-
tain the same number of stamps.

Unfortunately album leaves are not
easy to get at present, and they are
expensive. Reason-
able economy, there-
fore, is essential,
but it is not neces-
sary to carry the
economy to  the
point of crowding
the album pages.
The  number  of
stamps on the page
can be increased to
ITom 30 to 36 and
the  symmetr ica l
arrangement still
retained. All the
stamps of a long
issue can go on one
page, and perhaps
still leave room for
a short one at the
foot. Provided that
care is taken, the
increased number of
stamps on the page
need not create the
jumble.

The principal effect of this will be to
make compression of the
"writing up" even more im-
portant. With this in mind
it is necessary to decide
beforehand just what is to
be written. The wording
should be jotted down on
paper first, and then studied
to see whether it can be
shortened without spoiling
the sense. We carry this idea
rather further, by deciding
on the wording of our des-
criptions before even mount-

■ ing the stamps on the page,
so that the little panels of
won!ing can be made to fit
with good effect into the

general design of the page.
If the descriptive matter is very extensive,

as it is for several "entires," or complete
envelopes, that we have included in our
collection, the wording is written on the
back of the preceding page, where it faces
the
one
will
for
tell
ing
the

W E promised last month
that we would devote

our next talk to "writing
up" the stamp collection.
We have never really cared
for the expression "writing
up"; it sounds almost
frightening to the young
collector in its suggestion
of laborious study and
preparation
Actually the process is
nothing more than giving
a simple description of each
stamp, explaining it and
its purpose, so that all who
album may understand what it lias to tell
them. And what a difference this makes!

The amount of descriptive matter to
include, its nature, and the style of writing,

plain or decorative,
must be decided by
each collector for
himself. But there
is one golden rule—
every word must
have its purpose.
Each fact must be
stated as briefly as
possible, for after
all the stamp is the
important thing, and
the accompanying
words are merely
supp lemen ta ry .

Sometimes, it is necessary to explain some
particular stamp at length, however, and
this should have a special page devoted
to it. If it is not important enough to
justify such prominence, it is not important
enough to justify a long explanation.

The facts that are essential for every
stamp are the country and date of issue,
the watermark if that is different from
the one usually employed by the country,
and the perforation gauging. The illustra-
tions accompanying this article show how
the writing-up of individual stamps should
be carried out, the

series first appeared
different  da tes .  Grea t
Britain’s new stamps in
lighter shades, which are
now being issued at in-
tervals, are examples of
this. In such cases details
that are common to all
stamps in the series should be
placed at the head of the page
and those that are special
to individual stamps should
be  en t e r ed
immed ia t e ly
above  t ha t

particular stamp. Thus the
heading for the page devoted
to these lighter wartime
stamps of Great Britain would
have four lines in it, as follows:
"GHEA  T 13 HI  T J 7/V";
"1941-42 IFar/zw issues of
King George VI”;” Lighter
Shades employed to save Dye-
stuffs”; "'Designs as 1937
Issue.” Then would follow,
in order of appearance, not
of value, the stamps that
have already been issued,
and later issues as they be-
come available. The date of
be written above each stamp.

Before we go fur-
ther, the general use
of the blank page
of the loose-leaf
album may be dealt
with. As we said
last month , the great
advantage of this
type of album is
that it permits
proper display of
the stamps by en-
abling the collector
to use as many
pages as he wishes
for a par t icular

country. When album pages are easy to
purchase, and are not expensive, it is

each page to

on

GREAT BRITAIN: 14th
September 1936, Id.  Pair
showing freak perfora-
tion, due to faulty
delivery from vending

machine.

appearance of a
of details.

DOMINICA: June 1918, Ad, hsue of
1908-19 overprinted for compulsory

----- taxwar
look at the

use.

ST.
Wmk.

Government

issue should

HELENA: 1912-16, Ad.
Multiple Crown CA.

House. Perf. 14.

NEW BRUNSWICK:
1860-63,  5c.  yel low-

green. Perf. 12.

envelope to which it refers. We have
album in which almost every specimen
require a description of this length,

it contains entires and stamps that
interesting stories of post office work-
in war conditions. In many instances
full facts of the story cannot yet be

discovered. For instance, one cover in
this growing collection is an air mail
envelope posted in Sweden to an address
in England. On the back is a cancellation
mark, known as a "backstamp/’ applied
in Baghdad! Obviously the letter travelled
by way of Russia to Iraq, but how it
journeyed from

FIJI:  1916-19, Ad. War
Stamp. Issue of 1912-23
overprinted for compul-

sory war lax use.

simple captions under
them giving the
essential facts for
each. If these facts
a re  common to
several stamps, as
for example the
complete set of a
par t i cu la r  issue,
they should go at
the head of the page,
where the name of
the country will go
automatically.

There are occa-
sions when stamps
that are part of a

Iraq to England cannot
be told until after the
war. The story will be
one worth setting out in
detail, however.

Finally we must deal
with the style of "writing
up" the page headings
and the simple notes.
Simple methods are best,
and we favour ordinary
handwriting for the
notes and hand -printed
capital letters for the

(ConrinweJ pdjje 392)

sound practice to devote
only one issue, or to
two short issues, and
not more than 16 to 18
stamps should be placed
on the page. If one
issue contains more than
this number, a second
page should be used
for the higher values.
The stamps should be
arranged symmetrically,
and the layout for each
succeeding page should
be different from the

STAMP
COLLECTING

Explaining the Stamp Collection

STRAITS  SETTLE-
MENTS:  Trengganu :
October 1917 Red Cross
Issue, 2c. on 8c, Issue of

1910-17 surcharged.
INDIA: 1937 Pictorial series, 6a. Wmk.  Star.

Perf. 14. P. and 0 .  mail steamer.
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Stamp Collecting '(ContinweJ f rom page 391)

Stamp Gossip
and Notes on New Issues

headings. The collector who is able to
add simple embellishments, such as Old
English lettering for his headings, should
adopt them. They add a touch of per-

sonality to the page,
and wherever pos-
sible the collector
should infuse his
album with his own
personality. I t  is
best always to pro-
ceed on cautious
lines, and if there is
the slightest doubt
as to the effect of
a particular style,
it should be dis-
carded in favour of
something simple
that can be carried

out successfully anti consistently. There
is nothing so unsightly as an album that
starts off ornate!y and tails off into
blotchmess.

Different coloured inks may be em-
ployed for different features, but they
should be used sparingly to avoid clashing
with the bright colours of the stamps
themselves. Red ink particularly should
be used very little, for if overdone it
becomes very distracting and tends to
pull attention away from the stamps
instead of directing it towards them,
which after all is the principal object of
"writing up.” We use only one colour
other than black, a light blue that is used
for headings of pages and, only occasion-
ally, for the heading of a special panel of
explanatory matter.

New Belgian Issues
News of new stamp issues in enemy-

occupied countries still leaks through very
slowly and almost all the information
available comes via the United States.
Recent issues of the American stamp
magazines tell of two interesting charity
issues from Belgium.

The first consists of 10 stamps bearing
portraits of members of the reigning house

in the 15th to 18th

Irish Rising Commemorative
We illustrate on this page the 2Jd.

stamp issued in Eire on 27th October to
commemorate the Easter rising of 1916.
Tiie design represents an Irish volunteer
and the building in the background is the
General Post Office at Dublin, the first
building to be stormed by the rebels.

The seemingly curious postmark faintly
visible on the stamp is part of a pictorial
cance l l a t i on  a t
present in use in
Eire. I t  shows an
ear of wheat accom-
panied by the slogan
"Grow more wheat."

War Slogan
Cancellations

In our last issue
we r e f e r r ed  t o
interesting patriotic
slogans employed in
Canada and this
month we illustrate
the “V for Victory”
slogan. We show
also two other interesting items. One is
a slogan mark from Australia bearing the
timely reminder "Don’t IT'rite about Ships.”

The other is the special souvenir

centuries, when the
bounda r i e s  o f
European  S t a t e s
were just commenc-
ing to assume a
settled shape. It
gives an interesting
g l impse  of t he
v i c i s s i t udes  of
Flanders and the
Low Countries, for
the portraits include
those  of Mar i a
Theresa, 1717-80.
daughter of Charles
VI of Austria, on

the 10c. value, Charles of Lorraine, 1712-
80, on the 35c., and Margaret of Parma,
1522-86, on the 50c. The other portraits
are: 60c., Charles V of Spain, 1500-1558;

cancellation applied to mail posted by
the Czechoslovak forces in Britain
on 28th October, Czechoslovakia's
National Day. This cancellation is in
red, and in consequence the postage
stamp appears to have been stuck over
the cancellation.
The British Post Office Still Leads

Our recent note on the introduction
in the United States of the  "mailomat,”
a postal facility that  the "M.M.”

1 fr., Joanna of Castile, 1479-1555; fr. 1.50,
Philip the Good of Burgundy, 1396-1467;
fr. 1.75c., Margaret of Austria, 1480-1530;
fr. 2.25c., Charles the Bold, 1433-77;
fr. 3.25c., Archduke Albert, 1550-1621; and
fr. 5, the Archduchess Isabella, 1566-1633.

The second series was issued in aid of
the funds for the restoration of Orval
Abbey, the fifth such issue for this purpose.
There were 12 stamps in the series, each

forecast several years ago, has led
one reader to write to us about the
" backwardness” of our G.P.O. There are
many features of the service provided by
the British Post Office that have no
counterpart in the United States, however.
For instance, the United States does not
provide slot- vending machines that enable
one to buy a postage stamp at ordinary
prices after the post offices have closed.
We have had those in Britain many years.
Then the British Post Office will buy back
unused current stamps a t  a small discount,
provided the quantity is worth a t  least
/1 and the stamps are clean. This practice
is not followed in the States,

A “V”  Stamp for Norway
The current photogravure stamps of Nor-

way have been re-issued
with an overprint in the
form of a large capital V.
Thus do the Nazis try to
stem the rising tide of the
Victory campaign; by
adopting the V symbol
for themselves they hope
to kill its meaning as a
symbol of encou rage-
ment to the oppressed
peoples of the occupied
countries of Europe.

A collector who has a good sense of
colour could venture on the use of colours.
Only a few days ago we examined a
collection of air mail stamps in which six
colours had been used in writing up and
in drawing maps to illustrate the routes
of various air services. Every page of the
albums sparkled with life, but few could
have achieved so successful an effect.

The Prisoners of War Post
One of the less-known activities of the

International Red Cross at Geneva, head-
quarters of the organisations that see to
the welfare of the prisoners of war of all
countries, is the organisation of mails that
keep the prisoners in touch with home
affairs. The Red Cross have indexed the
names of over seven
millions of prisoners, of
whom only two millions
are civilians. The vast
volume of mail passing
to and from these
prisoners can be readily
imagined. Only a small
proportion of. it is actu-
ally handled at  Geneva,
but even so some 60,000
pieces of mail are dealt
with daily.

GREECE: 1927-35, 80
lepta. Corinth Canal.

bearing a premium in aid of the funds, and
five designs showing various activities of
the monks of the abbey.

New South African Stamps
The new South African war stamps

bearing patriotic designs, to which we
referred to in the a month or two
ago, are now making their appearance.
The ordinary pictorial stamps are appearing
in a greatly reduced size as* a measure of
paper economy, and we hope to have
specimens available for illustration next
month.
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COMPETITIONS! OPEN TO ALL READERS
A LOCOMOTIVE FIGUREWORD CONTEST

of this letter is 6, and the first row has to be
completed by letters making up the name
of some locomotive part beginning with F,
which contributes 6 to the first horizontal

total of 79 and to the first
vertical total of 45.

Competitors should copy
the diagram out on a sheet
of paper, a very easy mat-
ter, and should fill this in
with letters satisfying the
conditions of the contest.
They must not cut out the
diagram on the page; if
they do their entry will be
disqualified. An entry may
be made as ornamental and
original as desired, and in
the event of a tie for any
one of the prizes the judges
will take these features
into consideration.

Entries should be ad-
dressed “Christmas Figure-
word Contest, Meccano

Magazine, Finns Road, Liverpool 13.“
There will be the usual separate sections for
Home and Overseas readers, and the lists
of prizes and closing dates in these are
given in the panel at the foot of the page.

December is a busy month for all readers,
with the holidays in prospect and prepara-
tions to make for the Christmas season,
but alt will be able to spare time for the
easy puzzle we are setting
for this month. AU that is
required is a pencil and
paper, and there is the
added attraction in the
Home Section that the
closing date has been fixed
so that the winners will
receive their prizes, con-
sisting of postal orders,
before Christmas itself. In
addition to the main prizes
there will be consolation
awards, so here is a
splendid opportunity of
increasing pocket money
for Christmas,

In the diagram on this
page there are seven rows,
each consisting of seven
blank spaces, and the
spaces are to be filled with letters that make
up the names of seven locomotive parts
when read horizontally- To each letter a
number is given in alphabetical order. A
being represented by the figure 1, B by the

figure 2, and so on, down to Z, the value of
which is 26. When these figures are sub-
stituted for the letters, the numbers in each
row must add up to the horizontal totals

F 79

77

STY

67 rr

94 U

98 H

96

77 c

45 103 66 86 84 75 129

VERTICAL TOTALS

marked on the right, and the numbers in
the vertical columns must give the totals
shown underneath.

Readers are given a start by the insertion
of the letter 1' in the first row. The value

Christmas Price Code Competition December Photographic Contest
This is the last of our 1941 series of

photographic competitions, in which com-
petitors are asked to submit photographs
of any kind that they have taken them-
selves. An entry may consist of more than
one photograph, but each print submitted
must have on the back of it a title. If a
photograph is given a general or fancy title
the real name of the place shown also must
be written on the back, while the com-
petitor's name and address, and age also
must be given.

It is not necessary that the developing
and printing should have been done by the
competitor. These can have been carried out
professionally, so long as the entrant
himself has made the exposure. Com-
petitors should take care to  avoid including
in their photographs any scenes or objects
of military, naval or Air Force interest.

Entries will be divided into two sections,
A for readers aged 16 and over, and B for
those under 16. They should be addressed
"December Photo Contest, Meccano
Magazine. Binns Road, Liverpool 13.“
There will be separate sections for overseas
readers. Prizes and closing dates are given
in the panel on the left.

During the next few weeks toy shops
and the toy departments of large stores
will be happy hunting grounds for all our
readers. There they will examine every-
thing, and at the end of these exciting
weeks they will know all about the many
good things on offer for the Christmas
season. We are joining in this splendid
game by giving readers an interesting
detective problem. This introduces a price
code, one of the kind based on the use of a
word or phrase consisting of 10 different
letters, which in order represent the
numbers 0 to 9, In many shops prices
marked on tiny cards attached to articles
are entered in the code in use in the shop
concerned and we want readers to imagine
that they are in a toy store, in which the
prices in shillings and pence of the articles
in the list below are marked in this manner.
All they are asked to do is to discover the
prices of the good things in the list and
the code word used.

This is easier than it looks. A little
consideration will soon show what numbers
one or two of the letters represent, and
this will give the positions of the letters
in the keyword. By various other different
methods more can be added to these until
the word itself is revealed. It will be a
great help to keep in mind the values
placed on the actual articles, for clearly
a tricycle is more valuable than a games
compendium, and this will cost more than
a packet of balloons.

The solution to be submitted should
give the code word and the actual prices
of the articles in the list. The prizes in this
contest are all in cash, and the closing date
in the Home Section has been arranged to
enable the winners to receive their prizes
before Christmas.

There will be two sections, for Home and
Overseas readers respectively, and entries
in each should be addressed “Christmas
Price Code Contest, Meccano Magazine.
Binns Road, Liverpool 13.“ Closing dates
and prizes are given in a panel at  the foot
of this page. If there is a tie for any prize
the judges will make their award on neat-
ness and originality.

THIS MONTH’S PRIZES
AND CLOSING DATES
"Figureword11 and "Price Code"

Competitions: In each of these
contests there will be two sections,
for Home and Overseas readers
respectively, and in each cash
prizes of 21/-, 10/6 and 5/- will
be awarded for the best entries,

"Photographic Contest": In each
section of both the Home and
Overseas contests cash prizes of
15/- and 7/6 will be awarded.

Consolation Prizes will be awarded
for other meritorious entries in
all contests,

Closing Dates: Home Sections, 22nd
December; Overseas Sections, 30th
April 1942,

COMPETITION RESULTS
HOME

July "Figitreword" Contest. — L A.  B. PARTRIDGE
(Northampton); 2 .  T .  D. TASKER (Barnsley); 3.
H. BROWN (Glasgow, W.4). Consolation Prizes: B. R.
CLARK (Stoke on  Trent); M, Curtis (Berkeley); G,
L. Tp  Kn WELL (Wolverhampton).

August "Novel Engine Names” Conte s t .  — Joint
1st, 2nd and  3rd Prizes: K.  DxwsoN (Duffield);
R. P,  WALFORD (Lust Leigh); J .  R .  SMITH (Hudders-
field). Consolation Prizes: B. A. JOHNSON (Dorking);
Miss B. BvRRELL (Bristol).

August "Engineering Nightmares’1 Contest.—
I .  P .  F ,  Mrstmi (Kidderminster); 2 .  G. LATHAM
(Walton -on Thames); 3. G, WELLS (Wellingborough).
Consolation Prizes: M. Kearns (Liverpool, 18); K.
MiLTON (Leicester); W.  WHITAKER (Dewsbury).

September '‘Questions’ ' Contest. - 1 .  K. Mi t t s
(Kcarslcy); 2. C. E .  WRAYFORD (Bovey Tracey);
3. L. B. SMITH (Lincoln). Consolation Prizes:
T .  J ONES (Dagenham); G. LiMR (Birmingham).

Tricycle TDD
Christmas Tree PP/A
Doll PU D
Dart Board UI/S
Football UP /A
Games Compendium E/L
Aeroplane T/UU
Motor Car T/D
Book C/D
Christmas Stocking L/A
Packet of Balloons D/A
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This Bombing Business

(Connnut-d from page 368}
of ours, armed with their heavily-armoured
four-gun Frazer-Nash turrets, are as near
being self-protecting as an aeroplane can
be. As the German aeroplanes are armed
with cannon-guns we may assume that the
big bombers also carry movable cannon-
guns in self-defence. Obviously asking a
whole battery of short-range machine guns
to stand up to cannon -guns would be
absurd. So we can say, I think, that not
only have we the best and biggest, but also
the safest bombers in the world.

“Warplanes” No. 2
Our advertisers Real Photographs Company have

followed up their recent successful handbook on the
identification of British and enemy warplanes by a
second that gives interior details of the more out-
standing of the aircraft dealt with In the first issue.
" H’ar/rtam’s" .Vo. 2, as the new booklet is called,
contains full-page, half-tone sectional drawings of
these famous machines, with the main features clearly
marked and labelled. On the opposite page in each
case there are fine photographs of the machine dealt
with, and a brief but interesting, summary of its
development, together with details of dimensions, per-
formance and armament.

The new handbook is an excellent supplement to
“ M'ar/daws” ;Vo. 1, and is of a size that can be
slipped easily into a coat pocket for reading a t  any
leisure moment. It costs 1 /6  post free from the
publishers, Real Photographs Company (Dept.W.P.2),
Tulketh Chambers, Southport, or  can be ordered from
any bookseller or  bookstall.

The Sun is very Hot !
We are very much astonished when we

learn that the atmosphere exerts a pressure
of about 14 lb. on every square inch of the
Earth’s surface, especially when we realise
that this means that every square inch
of our own skin is supporting this weight.
We do not sink under the load because
there is an equal pressure on surfaces
within our bodies.

The pressure is very small in comparison
with that exerted at  the centre of the
Earth, which is about 20,000 tons per
sq, in. Under such a pressure the hardest
rock will flow, if not like water, at  least
like pitch or some other thick liquid, but
huge as the pressure is. it is only a frag-
ment of that at  the centre of our Sun,
although that is gaseous. The greater
part of the mass of the Sun is concentrated
towards its centre, and the pressure in the
core is 1,700,000,000 tons per square inch.

These figures are the results of the most
recent calculations that have been made
of conditions within the Earth and the
stars. The calculations have given results
for temperatures that are even more
astonishing, for they show us that the
central temperature of the Sun is
25,700,000 deg. C. The temperature only
one sixth of the way in is well over 1 ,000,000
deg. C., and half way down to the centre
it has risen to 5 A million degrees.

The matter in the core of the Sun is so
dense that a cubic foot weighs more than
three tons, but even this is small compared
with the density of a dark star that forms
a companion to Sirius, the well-known Dog
Star. Every cubic foot of this star weighs
nearly 1,500 tons.

Monastic Survivals in Printing
It  is interesting to realise that the part

played by monks in pioneer printing
centuries ago can still be traced in words
and customs of the printing trade. I t  was
in monasteries that the greatest use was
made of printing when the art was intro-
duced. Composing was often carried out in
monastic chapels, and such rooms are called
chapels to this day, while the trade union
representative in a printing works is
always the Father of the Chapel. The word
font, used now for styles of type, originated
with the use of fonts in churches and
chapels as receptacles for wooden blocks,
and the place where bad type is put is still
called the hell-box. I t  was the duty of the
old-time apprentice to clean out the hell-
box, and probably because of this he
became known as the printer’s devil,
another term that has survived until to-day.

Further evidence of the connection is
given by many Latin words regularly in
use in printing, such as brevier, the size of
type originally used for setting up  monks'
breviaries, compositor and asterisk.

COMPETITION RESULTS
HOME

September "Photographic” Contest.- -First Prizes.
Section A, C. A. RKADEa (Guildford); Section B
A. RosE fl ' !version). Second Prizes, Section A,
J .  MiTCHEn. (Bradford); Section B, \V. M. TAYLOR
(Southall). Consolation Prizes: B. CHULiNDRA (Rock);
R. HOLLAND (London, E.12.); H.  R. J .  HUNT (London,
N.I 5); J. G. ScoTT (Burnley).

September "Crossword Puzzle” Contest.—1. T.
CHAiu.iN (Cambridge); 2. D. GRIFFIN (London.
N.W.7); 3. A. HoNEY (Helper); Consolation Prizes:
W. NACiNGTON (Liverpool, 6); R. D. T. ONIONS
(Oxford); A. M. ToMPSETT (Lewes).

OVERSEAS
March "Crossword Puzzle” Contest.—1. J .  H.

GARNER (Capetown, S.A.); 2. R. STROUD (Lucknow,
India); 3. P. A. Ginas (Durban, S.A.); 4, L. WATT
(Victoria, Canada).

April "Missing Words” Contest.—1. K. SiMPSox
(Johannesburg, S.A.); 2. K. BoococK (Oxford, New
Zealand); 3. J .  CHAPPELL (New South Wales); 4. D. R.
BROWNE (Auckland, N.Z.). Consolation Prize: L.
BARTON (Hong Kong, China).

February "Cipher" Contest—1. W. HYLAND (Dar
gaville, N.Z.); 2. HELEN BALL (Cape Province, S.A.):
3. D. A. WiLSON (Wanganui, N.Z.); 4. G. B. MILLING
(Ontario). Consolation Prizes: N. BERRY (Zululand,
S.A.): D. C. MARSHALL (Pretoria. S.A.).

ELECTRADIX
BARGAINSNew and secondhand Books on every subject.

Stock of nearly three million volumes.
JOIN THE CHILDREN'S BOOK CLUB!

113 -125 .  CHARING CROSS ROAD. LONDON W.C. 2
Telephone; Cjerrard 5660 (16 lines).

Cabinet for Home-made
Radios. Tudor Oak, 13 |
in. by 7 in. by 7 in. Fitted
condense r s ,  3 -wave
switch, valve-holders,
wiring, and 10 terminals,
16/- (as illus.), post and
packing 1/6.
Crystal Sets. Mahogany
B., 15/-. Post free.

To HORNBY FANS and
MODEL RAILWAY ENTHUSIASTS
Set of four magnificent Plates of Railway Engines in
their correct colouring and details;

1.- LALS. "ROYAL SCOT"
2.- L.N.E.R. "ROYAL LANCER"
3.—G.W.R. “KING EDWARD Vll"
L—S.R. "LORD NELSON"

Each plate 14 ins.by9 ins. beautifully printed on stout
cartridge paper. Set of 4 complete, post free 1/3.

F.  WARNE & CO. LTD.. 1 ,  Bedford Court, LONDON W.C. 2

Buzzers. Practice buzzers, 3/6. Brass-cased Buzzer,
4/6. Heavy type, Bakelite, 5/6.  D.3 Buzzers, no
contacts, 5/-. Townsend High Note, 10/-.
Valves. "Weco” Triode general purpose, I volt
midgets, 4 -pin, 3/6. 6 volt Power Triodes, 4/6. Neon
Lamps, 230 v. tetters, 2/6. Pocket Thermometers in
metal case, 2/6. Ceiling Roses, porcelain, with con-
nectors for light or phone, 6 |d.  Variable Condensers,
3/6. Metal clad Microphones, 5/-. Mike Buttons,
G.P.O., 2 6. Morse Keys. Type B.l, 5/-. Type M.,
6/6. Type P.F., 9/6. Type IV, 12/6. Special Fuller
Service Key, few only, 17/6.
Scouts' Telescopes with tripod, 5 lens, 1 draw 12 in.
5/6. Postage 9d.

ESPERANTO
is a neutral, simple, international language
already in  wide use throughout the world.
It develops international friendship, and its
widespread use wil l  help to promote belter
understanding. Prepare yourself now; a com-
plete correspondence course, including text-
book and correction of exercises costs only 5Z-.

Full particulars free from
THE BRIT ISH  ESPERANTO
ASSOCIAT ION,  INC . ,  Dept. P .82

Esperanto House ,  Heronsgate
Rickmansworth,  Her ts .

MODEL LORRY K ITS
AIRCRAFT and WOOD TOYS,  e tc .

Send for lists,
a BOYCE

2,  BELLE VUE ROAD, ANDOVER, HANTS.
(Trade enquiries invited).

Thirty Fathoms Deep
COMMDR.  E. ELLSBERG

” A truly fine story with an unusual
and interesting setting.”-—B.O.P.
The author is a U.S. NaVy Diver
who has done some fine submarine
rescue work. Illustrated, $/-  net

The Runaways
CONOR O 'BRIEN

Adventure on a yacht and some
exciting rock climbing in the
mountains of Skye, as well as a

full-blooded plot.
Line Illustrations. 5/-  net

-----  HARRAP BOOKS ------

Micro Motors A.C. Split phase squirrel cage rotor.
Dog-clutch drive to reduction gear. 2,000 revs, to
58 r.p.m. Voltage 15 to 20 volts, 50 cycles, new. Suit
model drive, remote control switching, tuning drive,
etc., 8/-.
Dynamos. 110 volts, .8 to 1 amp., D.C., ball-bearing,
semi-enclosed, 1,850 revs., 15 lb., 6 in. by 5 in., cheap.
Carriage paid, 15/6. 200 volts, 1 amp., 21/-.

Please add postage on all mail orders. Send stamped
envelope with all enquiries.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
19 ,  BROUGHTON STREET

Queenstown Road,  Battersea

LONDON S .W.8
----— Phone; Macaulay 2159 .
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THAT STOPPED HER!
The newly rich woman was trying to make an

impression: "1 clean my diamonds with ammonia,
my rubies with Bordeaux wine, my emeralds with
Danzig brandy, and my sapphires with fresh milk.”

“1 don’t clean mine,"' said the quiet woman sitting
next to her; when they get dirty I just throw them
awav." • • * *

He was very hungry, so he pushed open the swing
doors of the restaurant and entered. It was a rough,
ill-smelling place, but he thought he would try a cup
of coffee and something to eat.

The waitress brought coffee in a thick heavy cup.
“Where’s the saucer?” he inquired.
“We don’t give no saucers here," replied the girl.

“If we did, some ill-bred ignoramus would come
blowing in and drink out of his saucer, and we’d lose
a lot of our sweilist customers/’

♦ * * •
He was charged with begging.
“I’m not a lazy man, sir," he pleaded. “I  work

when I can get work, but I've been out of a job.”
“Look at his hands, sergeant/’ said the magistrate.
The sergeant looked a t  the prisoner’s hands.
"Why sir, it must be years since the old scoundrel

did any work. His hands are as soft as mine!”
* • • •

Letter from Dentist: “Dear Sir. Unless the denture
you had from me is paid for without delay, I shall be
obliged to insert the following advertisement in the
local paper: ‘Excellent set of false teeth for sale.
To be seen a t  any time a l  Mr. Smith’s, 5, Det tone
Terrace’/' .

The teeth were paid for the same day.
• • • •

At the Christmas party, the little boy had been
eating steadily for an alarming length of time. When
he asked for another helping the hostess spoke to him
earnestly.

“Willie/’ she said, “I’m quite serious. If you take
another helping of trifle, you'll burst."

Willie listened, alarm spreading over his features.
He hesitated, and gazed at the dish of trifle. Finally,
he sat erect, a study of heroic resolution.

“All right, then," he said, “gimme another helping,
and stand clear.”

♦ • • ♦
Sam Simpson worked hard. All day long he carried

heavy iron baulks and girders. Towards evening he
said to the foreman, who was a notorious slave-driver:
"Boss, you am suah got me down on dal pay-roll, yeh?"

The foreman glanced a t  his list.
"Yes,’’ he said, “here you are, ‘Sam Simpson.’

That’s right, isn’t it?"
"Yaas, boss, but Ah thought mebbe yuh had got me

down here as Samson."
• * * *

"What do you think would go well with my purple
and green golf stockings?"

“Wellington boots."
♦ « * *

“Yes," said the mountaineer, " I  always have a rope
round my waist. It has saved my life more than once."

“ I t  must be pretty awful to find yourself banging
from a rope/’ said his friend. “Don’t you feel nervous
sometimes?”

"Well, not exactly nervous— just highly strung."

FIRESIDE
“\FUN ,

VERY THOUGHTFUL
Passenger: “Why, didn’t you sound your horn when

you saw the man in the road?"
Driver: "Well —er—I thought it would be more

humane if he never knew what hit him!”

TOO DEEP FOR HIM
A motorist coming to a short piece of flooded road

asked a country lad how deep the water was. Getting;
the reply: “Oh, just about two inches/’ he started
cheerfully through , only to run down a dip so steep
that he had to climb through his sunshine roof.
Remonstrating angrily with the lad for saying “about
two inches/' the lad replied: “Well, that’s all it cums
up on our ducks."• • * •

The following correction was found in a provincial
newspaper: "Our paper stated last week that Mr,
John Doe was a defective in the police force. This was
a typographical mistake. Mr. Doe is really a detective
in the police farce,"♦ • « •

The vicarage children were saying their prayers one
Saturday night and mother asked little. Jane to
choose a'hyrnn, and she chose “Ere our Sabbath close."

“But that is a hymn for Sunday," said mother.
“No!" said Jane. "We air our Sunday clothes on

Saturday.”
* • • •

“ 'Ow do you like your new neighbour. Mrs. ’Arris?"
"Not much. She’s ’aughty, and if there’s aught I

'ate it’s ’aught/* • * • «
“Are you a clock-watcher?" the employer asked a

man applying for work.
"No, 1 don’t like inside work," replied the applicant,

calmly, " I 'm a whistle-listener/’
• * * *

A man advertised a donkey for sale, and when a
prospective buyer called, the door was opened by a
small boy.

" I  have come to enquire about the donkey for sale,"
said the visitor.

"Father, you’re wanted/’ called the boy.

The school visitor found one boy in a room by
himself, evidently in trouble. "What’s the matter,
my boy?" he inquired.

“Palpitation and insomnia" was the reply,
“But you can't be suffering from those things.”
" I t  isn’t suffering, sir. I t 's  spelling."

Would-be diner: "Waitress, please find out if your
colleague from whom 1 ordered a steak some time ago
is Still employed here?”

Mistress: “I’ve asked Mr. and Mrs. Smith to dinner
at seven, Mary; but I think we'll give them a quarter
of an hour's grace.”

Man-: “Well, ma’am. I’m religious myself but
think that's rather over-doin’ it!"♦ • * •

The car was crowded and the conductor was irritable.
“Where’s the fare for the boy?" he snapped, as the

father handed him one fare.
"The boy is only three years old."
"Three years! Why, look a t  him. He's seven if

he’s a day."
The father leaned over and gazed earnestly a t  the

boy’s face. Then he turned to the conductor.
"Can 1 help it if he worries?” he asked.

“Can I trust Jigger?"
“Trust him! Why, he’s so crooked that the wool

he pulls over your eyes is half cotton/’

'*  No  —I ’ve  had  no  exper ience  of  aircraft  work ;
bu t  I ’m  red ho t  on  Meccano ."

[Courtesy " Aeronautics.’’)

"Yes, I know fish is brain food, but I don't care so
much for fish. Isn’t there some other brain food?”

"Well, there’s noodle soup.”

ON SIDE
Magistrate (to motorist): "And which side of the

road was he on? "
Motorist: "The suicide."

• • * •
He was up from the country and "was doing himself

proud."
In a restaurant one evening he watched a man

opening a bottle of champagne, and cried out in
astonishment as the foam spurted out when the cap
was removed.

"Well, what’s so remarkable about that?” asked
bis companion.

"Oh, I’m not surprised about the way it  comes
out, but how do they get it in?"

* • • •
Some tourists at an hotel in a small Spanish town

were looking through the menu when a waiter came to
their assistance.

"The ham is not, and the chicken never was,” he
explained, “so will you have your eggs tight or loose?"

♦ * • •
A Scotsman had bought some b<x»ts. After a month

he returned to the shop and asked if the boots could
be stretched, as they were tight.

The salesman tried on the boots and exclaimed:
"Why, man, they are a perfect fit.”

Said the Scotsman: “Och aye, they’re no sae bad for
me, but they’re very tight for ma brither on the
nicht shift." ’ • • « •

On the closing day of a rainy fortnight the seaside
visitor read through the hotel bill to the last detail.
Then very quietly he remarked: "Well, I’m very glad
you have benefited so greatly by my holiday.”

TRY THESE
I chased a big black pug pup up Upper Parliament

Street.
Are you copper-bottoming 'em? No. I’m aliu-

minitiming ’em, Mum.
Kris Kringie crushed crispy chocolate cracker

crumbs.
Soldiers’ shoulders shudder when shrill shells shriek.
Shot striped silk shirts shrunken short.
Thirty thirsty thieves swallowed thirty soothing

sips.

Captain: "Bit of a swell to-day, sir."
Passenger: "It’s very nice of you to say so, but

you ought to see me on Sundays."
THIS MONTH'S HOWLER

People go to Africa to bunt rhinostriches.
Distraught mother: "Georgie, Georgie, for pity’s

sake, run round in circles and make him giddy."
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Aeroplanes:—Blackburn “Roc,” 84, 115; Boeing
“Stratoliner.” 6; '‘Bristol” Beau fighter, 272;
"Bristol” Beanfort, 241; C-0 "Plying Wing," 48;
Curtiss- Wright 21-B Fighter, 345; Douglas B-19,
World’s Largest, 376; Douglas Bombers, Producing,
216; Fairey "Albacore” and "Fulmar,” 117;
G. A. “Owlet,” 315; Lockheed P-38 Fighter, 208

Air Chute, Irvin, in Action. 144
Air News, 8, 44, 80, 114, 154. 184, 212, 248, 282, 306,

338 378
Airport, Building La Guardia, U.S.A., 238
Air Raid Shelter. Jerusalem’s, 347
Aquarium Tanks, World's Largest, 38
Books to Read, 13, 46. 82, 124, 250, 287, 310, 344, 377
Brake, Girling, for High Speed Vehicles, 12
Bricks without Clay, 362
Bridge, World’s Largest Floating. 286
Charcoal Burning Industry. 52. 76
Ciphers, More About, 16, 106
Competition Pages, 35, 71, 167, 133, 171, 203, 235,

267, 299, 331, 361, 393
Conjuring Tricks for Christmas, 374
Cowes Chain Ferry, 59
Crystal Palace Passes, 182
Dams:—Bonneville, 370; Norris, 316
Editor, With the:—Gresley, Sir Nigel, 141; Hele-Shaw,

Dr., 73; Leaders in the War: Barra tt, Sir A. S.,
173; Bowhill, Sir F., 1; Brooke, Sir A., 73; Brooke-
Popham, Sir H. R. M., 109; de Gaulle, Gen. A. J .
M., 205; Joubert de la Ferte, Sir B., 237; Longmore,
Sir A., 37; Moore- Brabazon, Lieut.-Col. J .  T. C.f
269; Peirse. Sir R. E. C„ 301; Smuts, Field Mar-
shal the Rt. Hon. J .  C., 333; Stalin. J .  V., 365;
Tovey. Admiral J .  C., 141; Use of Cameras, 109

Engineering News, 11, 47, 85, 123, 153, 187, 215, 245,
278, 314, 348

French Indo-China, 284
Gibraltar, Empire’s Strongest Fortress, 2
Grenville Steam Carriage of 1875, 316
Gresley, Sir Nigel, 141, 152
Hong- Kong, 304
Horn by- Du bio Layouts:— Layout with Lineside

Effects, 195
Homby-Dubto Railways:—Adding to a Lavoi.it, 66;

Coal Train Running, 167; Dinky Toys and Hornby-
Dublo Railways, 30, 259, 324; Goods Train Running,
102; Here and There in Hornby-Dublo, 226; Loco-
motives "At Home,” 166; Locomotives at Work,
354; L.N.E.R. Great Central Section, Reproducing,
258; L.N.E.R. Operations, 194; Signalling, Electric,
292; Signals, How to Use, 31; Special Traffic, 386;
Stations and Other Buildings, 134

Position Levers, 94; Trolley for Tramcars, 289;
Wool Winder, 321

Mine, Canadian Underwater, 165
Morse by Yourself, Practicing, 186
Motor Vehicles, Unusual Types of, 111), 146
Nature: — Hunting for "Flying Tigers,” 120; "Kee-

Kee,” My Kestrel, 346; Snails, Past and Present,
29; Usefulness of Bats, 369

Navigation, Interesting Instruments of, 150
Navy. Royal:—Guns and Gunnery, 270; Warship's

Speed, Measuring a, 308
Photography:—Combination Printing and Patch work,

83; Developing and Printing, 116; Down on the
Farm, 156; How to Avoid Disappointments. 214;
Looking for Interesting Subjects, 244; Making
Gaslight Prints, 279; Table-lop Scenes, 10, 341;
Tinting your Photographs, 380; Toning, Trimming,
□nd Mounting Prints, 311; Trick Photography, 43

Railway Locomotives:—"Channel Packet," S.R., 173,
183; Diesel-Electric Streamliner, U.S.A., 337;
Diesel- Engined Railcars, G.W.R., 19; Diesel,
"Hunslet,” for South America, 53; Ivatt G.N.R.
“Atlantics," 112; L.N.E.R. “Atlantic” Performance,
Fine. 188; Midland Compound, Story of, 79

Railway News, 14. 50, 88, 118, 148, 180, 220, 242.
274 f 312, 342, 372

Railway Runs: — East Anglian Express Running,
210; Overtaking the “Coronation Scot,” L.M.S., 4;
Sheffield -Leicester, L.N.E.R., 189; Watford-
Euston Steam-Operated Services, I..  M.S., 40

Railways: Australian, 246, 280; "Banking” of Trains
up Steep Inclines, 74; British. Wartime Facts
about. 218; Chicago and North Western "400,”
101; Clayton Tunnel Accident in 1861, 251; New
Zealand, 302; Railcar Fleet, G.W.R. New, 19;
Rail Detector Car, Sperry, 219; Trans- Iranian,
309; Sou th wold, 42

Royal Air Force - -Jobs of the Commands, 174; This
Bombing Business, 366; Seaplane Tenders for, 122

Russia, Transformation of, 252
Singapore. Wonder City of the East, 176
Stamp Collecting:—Commencing on Right Lincs, 359;

How to Distinguish Stamps that Look Alike. 27;
How to Make. Stamp Collecting Pay, 63; Propaganda
in the Stamp Album, 131; War Stamps are worth
Collecting, 99; War Stamps of the Allies: —Greece,
163; Poland. 263; Russia, 295, 329; United States,
231; Yu goslavia, 199

Submarine, War Patrol in a, 178
Tanks and Bren Gun Carriers, 206
Tunnel. Bankhead Underwater, U.S.A., 276
Welding, Electric, Repairing Ships by, 78

INDEX
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Hornby Gauge O Layouts:— Btackfriars School
fl.R’.C. Branch, 33, 326; "Hebble Valley Railway,1*
168, 326; Layout with Sectional Control, 196;
"Xitlland Railway." 261; "Rockcry Railway,” 293;
" Wellington-Christchurch," 327

Hornby Gauge O Railways:— Brake Vans and their
L-scs, 260; ’ Christmas Traffic, Getting Ready for,
388; Goods Train Running, 356; G.W.R, Practice
in Miniature, 69; Interesting Train Operations,
136; "Locomotive Department,” The, 228; Rolling
Stock, 32, 68, 169; Southern Suggestions, 357;
lank Engines, Fun with Four-Wheeled, 229;
Unusual Loads on Hornby “Specials,” 104

Life-Boats: —Searchlights for, 340; Service in war-
time, 70, 240, 332

Loaves by the Thousand, 334
Malta. Story of, 142
Meccano Competition Models, 23, 58, 95, 126, 159,

192, 224, 256, 290, 322, 352, 384
Meccano Models*—-Balance, 320; Ballista. 157;

Barber and Customer, 91; Big Wheel, 125; Cargo
Boat. 222; Carriage and Horse, 288; Cement Mixer,
254; Conveyor. 57; Cranes, 21, 54, 92; Dumper
Car, 222; Gun, 57; Hammers, 57. 288; Horse
Coach, 350; Invalid Chair. 21; Lathe, 20; Loco-
motive, 320; Monoplane, 21; Roundabout. 350;
lower Wagon, 91: Tractors, 190, 254; Windmill
Pump, 157; Woodworker, 288

Meccano Suggestions Section:—Aircraft Locator, 321;
Automatic Hoist, 126; Centrifugal Clutch, 126;
Control Levers, 289; Crane Mechanisms and
Devices. 126, 158, 223, 321, 351; Crosshead, 255;
Drive Transmission Devices, 22, 56, 191, 223;
Eccentric, Built-up, 255; Egg Whisk, 22; Free
Wheels, 94, 126, 191; Friction Differential, 255;
Gear Boxes, 22, 56, 158, 289, 351: Governor, Fly-
wheel, 351; Hoisting Drum, Automatic, 191;
Indoor Clothes Line, 94; Intermit tent Motions,
22, 56; Pulley Block. 255; Retractable Under-
carriage, 158; Rotor for Water Motor, 289; Steering
Devices, 191, 351; Switch, Simple, 223; Three-

STAMP ADVERTISEMENTS—continued from page 390

STAMPS AT  WAR D ISCOUNTS

I COLONIALS, FOREIGN or AIR MAILS. Pick any from our celebrated I
APPROVALS. 20/- worth as priced for 5/-. and pro rata. OLD AND RARE I
STAMPS BOUGHT. SAUNDERS & CO.,  51 .  Draycot t  Avenue, HARROW |

EDEE | Long Dutch set to  1 g., including commems., high values (15 different)iKCE « to  approval applicants Prices from one-tenth catalogue. 2id. stamp
please. L D. HAMILTON, B.P.A., 8 ,  LANSDOWN TERRACE, CHELTENHAM

FREE AMERICAN AIR MAIL applicants for my special approvals.
2id. for postage. J.  B .  0 .  COTTER,  c /o  104 .  Strand Road.  LONDONDERRY

Cata logued  10d . ,  2 /6 .  6 / -  — penny each !  Approval, 3d. postage please.
J. Bagulcy, Weston Colville, Climbs.

THE A.B.C of  VALUE for  your £ s. d.
ALGERIA:  16 1936 large pictorials LL 1/4. JAPAN:  Special value packet 50 diff. I/-.
AUSTRALIA:50ditL5/-;9d.P13typusU.3d. L IBERIA:  10 diff. large pier, tnangs. 1/3;
AUSTRIA:  30 diff. 3d.; 11 192 1 Zoocomp, to 75c. 1/6; 30d>ff.

16 1934 Peasant costumes U.  1/9. Zoo and triangs. 3/6.
BELGIUM: 30d<ff.4d.;3scarccChariues9d. LIBYA: 6 1912-18 complete to 20c. 1/-.
BR.  EMPIRE (No G.B.): L IECHTENSTEIN:  20 diff. including

100 diff. I/-; 200 3/6; 300 5/6. 11 large pices. IL.
CANADA:  3 1939 Royal Visit U. 2d.; MONTENEGRO:  5 1902 Prince Nicholas

50 diff. IL. to 5k r. M. 9d.
CEYLON:  10 ditf. 2d.; 20 diff. 6d.; NEW  HEBRIDES:  3 1941 Free French M. 4/-

3 Coronations LL 7d. NORWAY: 25 ditf. 4d.;
CYPRUS:  Fine pkt. 10 diff. 6 1937 U. inc. 40 and 60 ore 4d.

including large picts. 6d, ORANGE FREE STATE:  1900 2d. and 6d.
DENMARK:  20 ditf. 4d. in M. corner strips of three, one
DUTCH INDIES:  22 1913-30 to Ig. U. 1/-. stamp with “no stop” variety,
EGYPT:  3 Ophthalmic Exhib. cat. £2 7s. 9d.~7/6.

on F,1 cover 3/-. PORTUGAL: Fine packet of 50 diff. 1/6.
FRANCE:  50 diff. 6d.; RUSSIA:  8 1917 Arms type to 5r. UL 6d.;

5 Commemoratives 9d. 5 1935 Scouts U.  9d.; 5 Architecture
GERMANY:  lOOdiff. 6d.: 8d.; 30 diff. 1/-

11 1934 Airs comp. LL to 3m. 5/6. ROU MANIA:  4 Carol portrait 3d.
GREECE:  12 picts. 9d.; SAAR: 8 hrgc pkts. U.  8d.; 4 ditto 4d.

6 1932 Navarino Battle U. lOd. S. AFRICA: 12 1923136 Picts. U. 9d.
GT.  BRITA IN:  50 dtff. inc. vaL. to 5/— 216; SPAIN:  20  diff. 4d.;

4 Jubilee 8d. 12 1928 Pope and King M. 1/3
GWALIOR: 1912 Ir. U.  cat. 3/-“6d. SWEDEN: 20 ditf. 4d.
HOLLAND:  30 diff. 4d.; SWITZERLAND:  30 diff. 3d.;

3 1939 Winter Charity set U.7d. 1 lot. Lab. Bureau U.  2d.
HUNGARY:  30 diff. 3d.; 50 diff. 6d .  TRANSVAAL:  1904-9 5/- and 10/- LL 2/6.
IND IA:  50 ditf. including i l  Geo. VI 1/.. U.S .A . :  25 diff. 3d.; 3 1940 Defence U. 3d.
I TALY:  30 diff. 4d.; VENEZUELA:  3 1896 Miranda

6 1926 St. Francis of Assisi M. 2/-. large maps M. 6d.
Specia l  O f fe r :  50 diff. Comments, and Pictorials 2/6.
Please include postage. Approval against cash.

FREE! Pcrf. gauge and 6 worth while pictorials to all new clients. Money back
guarantee to all purchasers. J. PATERSON,  M INERA,  Nr .  WREXHAM

Meaane
Medels

and the plane you have just made has
a pilot at the controls. Your Tank
models traverse real is t ic  rough
ground made in “Plasticine” . . , In
short, there are scores of ways in
which this pliant, colourful material
can bring " l i fe ”  to your Meccano.
Available in 16 colours. Limited

quantities available.

HARBUTTS PLASTICINE LTD., 99 ,  BATHAMPTON, BATH
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GREAT NEW WARTIME BOOK OPPORTUNITY FOR READERS OF THE "MECCANO MAG.!

THE SECOND YEAR OF

WAR.
PICTURES

OVER

400
AMAZING

PHOTOGRAPHS

rotation. Owing to war-time paper restrictions
supplies are limited You must forward the
Order Labels below, with remittance, AT
ONCE! This work contains 320 pages, over
400 photographs and a vivid, nearly 19,000-
word commentary more thrilling than fiction.
Look in the panel below a t  some of the
hundreds of tremendous events this great
book shows you.

Actual size of the volume is 71 in. wide bv
10 in. deep. For the STANDARD EDITION,
bound in Blue Bookcloth, embossed in Gold,
all you send is only 4 6 ,  which includes car-
riage, packing, insurance, etc. For the DE
LUXE EDITION, bound in Scarlet Leather-
cloth, embossed in REAL 22-CARAT GOLD,
all you send is 5, 6 ,  which includes carriage,
packing. Insurance, etc.

DO THIS NOW
Fili in the Order Labels below - Be sure to in-

dicate Edition required and affix a Penny Stamp
to space provided on Label ”B”  for Special
Privilege printed matter in connection with our
next big Book Opportunity and post at  once TO-
GETHER WITH A POSTAL ORDER FOR THE
CORRECT AMOUNT according to the Edition
required to: ODHAMS PRESS LTD.. “SECOND
YEAR OF WAR IN PICTURES,” BOOK
DEPT., X.M.M.W., KINGS LANGLEY, HERTS.

Make Postal Order payable to Odhams
Press Ltd., and cross /& Co./. Write your
name and address on the back and keep
counterfoil carefully.

H ISTORY
in  te r r i f i c

ACT ION!
Wor ld -shak ing
events record-
ed in  amazing
photographs
taken on  the
spot. Pictures
taken at  the

risk of  l i fe! Photographs smuggled
out  of  enemy-occupied countries!
The  greatest  collection of  authentic
war pictures ever  amassed in  one
vo lume—  the  who le  s tagger ing
scene from the Glorious Ba t t l e  of
Br i ta in  to  H i t l e r ’ s  attack on  Russia.

That  is the “SECOND YEAR OF WAR
IN PICTURES"—great new Wartime Book
Opportunity which every reader of the
“Meccano Magazine” is this month invited to
accept. This entirely new work, never before
published, destined - to  be the most talked
about book of the year, is of such immense
historic interest that  you would expect to  pay
a t  least £1 Is.  Od. for such a book, but it is
available a t  an amazingly low price. All
applications will be dealt with in strict

CUT HERE—DO NOT SEPARATE LABELS --------------------------------

ODHAMS PRESS LTD. .
“The  Second Year of War in P ic tures"  Book Dept. ,

X .M.M.W. ,  Kings Langley,  Her ts .SEE HOW IT  ALL  i
HAPPENED!

Below are just a few of the tremendous events pictured in  this great work:
THE BATTLE OF BRITAIN -

U.S. Destroyers for Britain Berlin Feels the Blast of British Bombs
R.A.F. Bomb Channel Guns —

SMASHING HITLER’S INVASION PLANS -
R.A.F. Havoc at Kiel Japan Signs Up with Axis “Jervis Bay's”

Heroic Action -The  Martyrdom of Coventry—
THE GREAT FIRE OF LONDON, DECEMBER 29, 1940

British and Australians Storm Tobruk Italy's Crushing Defeat at ■
Matapan The Battle of the Atlantic Gcrm-.iy Attacks Yugo-Slavia l

and Greece German Brutality in Poland — I
HESS FLEES TO BRITAIN-  I

Vichy Sells Out to Germany The Battle of Crete— The Navy Sinks I
the “Bismarck" British Troops March into Syria— i

NAZIS ATTACK RUSSIA-  I
Britain’s Great Air Offensive Begins French Sign Syrian Armistice |
Flying Forts in Stratosphere Attack on “Scharnhorst”- Great Tank (
Battles on Eastern Front. ETC. ETC. ETC.

Penny Stamp
must be

firmly
affixed here

by you
Write below in
Block Letters

DE LUXE
EDIT ION

5 '6
STANDARD

EDIT ION Cross out  Edition Y
NOT required and \
enc lose  app ro -  f
priate Remittance )

IFAtrA includes carriage, packing, insurance, etc.

BOOKS WITH CARE
CARRIAGE PAID  HOME

W.P.2 NAME

Name

Address -

Town... .............

County
Offer applies only to Great Britain, N.  Ireland and Eire,
if nnaclivered return to Odhanis Press Ltd., Book
Sales Dept., Kings Langley, Herts.
(X.M.M.W., December 1941.:

FULL POSTAL ADDRESS

POST FOKMSAT 1MCE!\ (X.M.M.W., December 1941.)
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WE KNOW
I t  is difficult to  obtain our  products;
but  frankly,  we  are ,  at  the  moment ,
more concerned w i th  producing the
real art icle,  rather than the  model.
From t ime  to t ime  we  are able to
release small quantities of  models
to the home trade and your par-
ticular toy shop gets its fair share.

ASTRA PHAROS LTD.
Landor Works, Askew Road, London W.12

Telephone: ShepherJs Bush 2472

A Happy Christmas
to all our Customers!

We still have a large range of Model Locomotives and
Boats, Yachts and Ships' Fittings, also Model Aeroplane Kits,

Although supplies are limited we can stil l supply most of
our customers* requirements.

Make  the  Perfect Model
Ra i lway  T rack  w i th
Bond’s Parts. A l l  Hornby
Models wi l l  run  on this.

PRICES.  S tandard  Gauge  *OO'  and
‘O ’  Par t i  sui table  for Hornby  Models .
Rai l  Supplies very L imi ted .

l ive and a half miles net th = west of Coventry/ home of the
cycling industry, lies the Warwickshire village of /Meriden.
Here, amid sylvan surroundings, in the very heart of England,
is the simple obelisk erected to the memory of cyclists who
died in the Great War  of 1914=18. Touring cyclists from all
over the Kingdom journey t-o this spot to pay tribute to those
of l heir great fraternity who gave their lives for their country. * ‘OO"

2/6 doz. yds
2/- 100
4£d. doz
1/-  100
4Jd. pkt.
9d.  each

“O"
2/9 doz. yds
1 /6  100
41d. doz
3/- 100
9d. pkt.
1 /2  each

Steel Rail, sheradised finish
Cast Chaira, slide-on fit
Fishplates
Sleepers, stained
Pins
Track Gauge

7 his plaoue marks the house at £6 A fay
Street, Belfastt where in John Soyd
DCINLOP carried out the experiments
which led to his epoch-making invention
of the first practicable pneumatic tyre,
thereby revolutionising road mechanical
transport.

Al l  prices plus carriage.

BOND'S O' EUSTON ROAD LTD.
357 ,  Euston Road, London N.W.1

Telephone: EUSton 5441-2 Est. 1887
TH; 3 IQ
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The "WINSTON PREMIER W,NNEROF THE SKIES
A WAKEFIELD TYPE, 50 - INCH SPAN FLYING MODEL

Complete Kit ,  including Plan and Printed Sheets
19 '9  Post Free, Plan and Printed Sheets only, 3Z6 Post Free

SPITFIRES, HURRICANES,  etc.,  etc..  Flying Models, from 4 /6  Post Free

SOLID SCALE KITS OF EVERY KIND, FROM 1 '6  POST FREE

Send  3d .  for
New Cata logue
iUustrat ing
a fu l l  range  of
Kits  from
1'3  to 21 ' -

ELITE MODEL AIRPLANE SUPPLIES, 14,  Bury New Road, MANCHESTER 8
★

To all owners
''BRICKPLAYER

BUILDING KITS . . .
extra Tubes of Cement

are now available, to help you in
your model building

Apply to your nearest Brick-
player Stockist If any difficulty is
experienced in obtaining, write
to us direct.
PRICE PER TUBE 1 Z 1 j
INCLUDING PURCHASE TAX 3 id -  POSTAGE

Difficulty may possibly be experienced
in obtaining spare bricks owing to present
conditions, but remember, your toy dealer

CHEMISTRY
FOR CHRISTMAS

Select from our
range of Outfits

Prices
3'6  to £6  6$.

or choose any
Apparatus and

Chemicals
to suit your

requirements
from our

FREE PRICE LIST
Write to

RFCU ( Scientific Dept. G). 60 .  High St .
D tV iX  stoke Newington, LONDON N.16

Fighting Talk
If You’re Lazy you won’t read
far in this talk. If you’re not—if you have
the courage to face facts—you will want
to know what special effort on your part
will enable you to get on.

If You’re a Shirker you’ll
always wish for success but never do any-
thing about it. The earth is cluttered with
that kind of man.

But, if You’re a Fighter
you will set about doing something. You’ll
get the special necessary training that fits
you for a good position and good pay.
The I.C.S.—International Correspondence
Schools—offers you that training. There is
none better, none more convenient for the
student. Let us tell you all about it. Just
fill in the coupon below or write to us in
any other way.

-------------------- COUPON FDR FREE BOOKLET ------------------

CRYSTAL SET KITS, 6 Z11
Complete w i t h  inst ruct ions,  bu i l t  i n  30 m ins .  Endless
en te r t a i nmen t  and  no  f u r t he r  expense. I dea l  for
School o r  Co l lege .  Headphones 716. Al l  post f ree .
W. BUCKLE, 63 .  Avenue Approach. Bury S t .  Edmunds

35 mm.  Fi lms.  A l l  descr ip t ion  f rom 5/-. Baers, 176,
Wardour St . ,  London W. l .  H i r e  Programmes 7/6.

MODEL RAILWAYS
Give  h im  a BOOK o r  MODEL  fo r  XMAS
BOOKS:

"L .N .E .R .  Locomot ives”  1/ - ,  by  post 1 /3
“Mode rn  L .M.S.  Locos . ”  1 / - ,  by  post 1 /3
“G .W.R .  Eng ines ”  1 / - ,  by  post 1 /3
“Work ing  Mode l  Ra i lways ”  1 /6 .  by  post 1 /9
“Mode l  Ra i lway  Electr i f icat ion ’ 4 / - ,  by  post  4 .6
“Au to -E lec t r i c  Ra i lways ”  4/6 ,  by  post 5 / -
"Scnle Ra i lway  Mode l l i ng  To-day  ” 8 /6 .  by  post 9 / -

GREEN STREET, ENFIELD, MIDDX.

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.

Dep t .  218 ,  I n te rna t i ona l  Bu i l d i ngs
K ingsway ,  London  W.C.2

(Use PENNY Stamp on UNSEALED Envelope)
Please send me  free book le t  descr ib ing  I .C.S.  Course*
in  the  subject 1 have  ma rked  X .  I assume no  obl igat ion.

JOURNALISM
LETTERING
MARINE ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENG.
MINING
MOTOR ENGINEERINS
RADIO
SALESMANSHIP
SANITARY ENG.
SCIENTIFIC M’G’MENI
SECRETARIAL WORK
SHORT-STORY WRITING
SURVEYING
TELEVISION
TEXTILE MANUF’G
WINDOW DRESSING
WOODWORKING
WORKS MANAGEMENT

SCALE MODEL BUILDINGS:
Plate layer 's  Hu ts  ......................
Fogmen’s  Hu ts  w i t h  fire . . .
Coa l  Offices ......................
S ta t ion  and  Plat form

Postage 4d.  ex t ra .
Wa te r  Towers . . .  . . .
P la t form Footbr idges

00 0
1 /9 5 /6
2 /6 2 /6
3 / - 6 /6
8 /6 —

5/6 13 /6
17 /6 —

ACCOUNTANCY
ADVERTISING
AERONAUTICAL ENG,
AGRICULTURE
AIR CONDITIONING
ARCHITECTURE
BOOK-KEEPING
BUILDING
BUSINESS TRAINING
CHEMICAL ENG.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
COMMERCIAL ART
DIESEL ENGINEERING
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
ELECTRICAL ENG,
FRENCH AND SPANISH
GENERAL EDUCATION
HORTICULTURE
INSURANCE

EXAMINATIONS:
Technical. Professional. Civil Service. Matriculation

ALL Gauges, Makes and Types bough t ,  so ld  and  pan
exchanged.  Large  stocks. L ists f ree.  Wa t fo rd  Mode l
Exchange.  29. Queen ’ s  Road ,  Wa t fo rd ,  Her rs .

SCALE MODEL WOOD WATERLINE SHIPS:
Submar ine  . . .  . . .  . . .  8 i n ,  2/ -
Corve t te  ...................................... 53 in.  3/-
Ai rc ra f t  Carr ier  ...................................... 14 i n ,  4 /6

Postage 4d .  ex t ra .
Tyldesley & Holbrook. 109 .  Deansgate. Manchester 3“PENGUINS”  fo r  CHRISTMAS

H urricane 6'-
Hawker Hart 6'-
Gladiator 6'-

for t he  above amoun ts .

Spitfire 6'-
Hawkcr Hind 7'-
Miles-Magister 5?-

A l l  K i t s  packed and  ported
BOTTLED MODELS

Famous ships, made  i n  min ia tu re  and  sealed ins ide
bot t les .  No  special tools requ i red .  Booklet  of  expe r t

inst ruct ions w i th  d iagrams, 1/6 post f ree.
W.A.P . ,  "WAYSIDE,”  K INGSWEAR,  DEVON

GEORGE D .  CAMPBELL
M.  DEPT . ,  46 ,  H IGH STREET,  DUMFRIES

WILSON LORRIES I
THERE IS NO COMPARISON .

I 4 mm. scale Wilson kits from 2{6t ready
to roll lorries from 5 '6.  Post and packing
4d. Ideal Xmas present.

2. Leaflet describing new 0 gauge Monarchs
Id. post free. Full .3 -page illustrated
brochure 6d. post free.

DISTRIBUTERS: Bassett-Lowke Ltd.. Northampton.

D. MURRAY WILSON
SOUTH MORETON,  D IDCOT

State your Exam, here,.
Name  ........................
Address.................

Qreatest, largest and must
famous of all institutions de-
votedto spare-timetraining by
the postal method. Branches
in 30 countries, studentsin 50.
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Registered al G.P.O., London, for transmission 5v
Canadian Magazine Post.

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICE:
LIVERPOOL 13, ENGLAND.

Telegrams: "Meccano, Liverpool."
Publication Dak. The ".W..U." is published on

the 1st of each month and may be ordered from any
Meccano dealer, or from any bookstall or newsagent,
price 6d. per copy. It will be mailed direct from
this office, 4 / -  for six issues and 8/- for twelve iscues.

Readers’ Sales and Wants. Private advertisements
it.e., not trade) are charged Id. per word, minimum 1/ - .
lash with order. Editorial and Advertising matters
should not be dealt with on the same sheet of paper.

Small Advertisements. 1/6 per line (average seven
words to the Hue), or 16/- per inch (average 12 lines
to the inch). Cash with order.

Display. Quotations for space bookings, and
latest net sale figures, will be sent on request.

I ------------------------------------------------------------------,
] Th i s  Month’s Special Articles [
I Page (

READERS' SALES
AND WANTS

Renders should note that advertisements of current
products of Meccano Lid. cannot be accepted far this

column.
Wanted. One or two pairs of Dubin Electric points;

hand or electrically operated.— Remolds Jones.
"Evergreen," Church Hill Rd., Solihull. Warwickshire

Wanted. Model Railway, perfect working condition;
also Meccano Set. State full particulars, —Smithson ,
48. Lyme Road, Meir, Staffs.

Lantern (miniature) F4.5 lens with Binding Materials,
suit photographer, club; also some Bromide Paper,
Wireless Valves. Write- Rob Hobbs, 83, Curling
Crescent, Kings Park, Glasgow.

Wanted. One pair Dublo Electrically -operated
Points and Switches.—Thomas, Bryn-llwydwyn,
Machynlleth, Wales.

Sale. "Meccano Magazines," June 1939 to September
1941, 11 missing; also "Practical Mechanics," Mav 1939
to July 1940. two missing. Write for particulars.—
Gould, Fulbeck, Grantham.

For Sale. One Basset l-Lowke Clockwork gauge "0"
"Princess Elizabeth" Locomotive and Tender. No.
6201; as new; cost £8/8/-.— Middleton, Brampton
Manor, Cbesterfield.

Voigtlander “Bessa,” in. x 2J in. (8 or 16);
Voigtar f/7.7; Single "00," £3/12/6.— Rowley, 154,
Station Street, Burton on -Trent.

For Sale. Clockwork No. 2 Special, Coaches, Trucks.
! rack. Points, etc.; complete £6; accent £3, or sell
separately. Apply— Richards, 95, High Street,
ttnytoney, Mon.
■ Wanted. October 1940; in good condition.—

R. J .  M. Baron, Ferniti Bank, Whitlxmrnr, Worcester.
Sale. Book "Britain’s Wonderful Fighting Forces";

f ield Glasses; two postcard size Albums, each bolding
100? *'86 Real Photographs of aeroplanes.— Peate.
Nova Lane, Birstall, Yorks.

Wanted. Meccano Instruction Leaflets, Nos. 1, 4,
22, 24, 80, 32; good price paid if in good condition.—
Frank Rhodes. 22, Laverton Road, East Bowling,
Bradford.

Sale. "Meccano Magazines," 1925, 1930-1935, com-
plete, 3/- rear; 42 others 1924-1936, 7/-;  "Armchair
Science." Sept. 1936 April 1937, 2/-; 1,500 various
Cigarette Cards, 1924 1938—what offers?; "Electron"
Set No. 1, condition as new, 6/- or nearest.—Ludlow,
"Ashlcigh," Barton, Burton -on-Trent.

Sale. "Railway Wonders of the World," "Modem
Wonders," etc.; stamp for list.— Powell, Stanshawes
Fann, Yate, Nr. Bristol.

Wanted. Clockwork Boat Motor, suitable for a 40 in.
lM>al hull.—74, Millbrook Road, Southampton.

Wanted. Meccano E6 Motor, also Gears—M.
l.ittkworlh, Couckoids Cross, Whitwell, Hitchin, Herts.

Wanted. One Pair of Dublo Electric Points, baud
operated.—Mclndoe, 91, All Sainis Road. Kings
Heath, Birmingham.

Sale. Hornby Tank Train complete with Rails,
Trucks, Coaches, Tunnel, Points, Signals, Butters;
cost 90/- two years ago; very good condition; offers
wanted.—Sibson, Lexington, Manor Road, Cheadle
Hulme, Stockport.

For Sale. “M.M.’s", July 1928-Dec. 1931. m in-
stantaneous Binders (no covers); issues Jan. 1932 Dec.
1934, loose with covers; also odd parts 1923 1928.
without covers; offers. —Box M55.

'For Sale. Hornby Electric Railway, including eight
Trucks and Bassett-Lowke Engine, with four Points
and, 64 Rails.— M. Shore, Alureds, Northiam, Sussex.

Wanted. Dublo Points, electrically operated; 4 L.IL,
1 R.H.; also 4 R.H. and 5 L.H. Dublo Points hand
operated.—Lockwood, "Grange Dene," Burley-in
Wharfcdalc.

Wanted. "M.M.’s": 1938. 1939, Sale; "Hotspurs."
etc., jd.— -9, Roseacre, Blackpool, South.

W anted. Locomotive Stock Book for cither 1939 m
1940. write staling price and sear to—Dema in, 53,
Sdlotes Laue, Prestwick, Manchester.

Sale. 167 consecutive "Modern Wonders," 14 / -  post
free.- Johnson, 268, Kingspark Avenue, Glasgow S.4

Sale. “M.M.s,” Sept. 1932-Sept. 1941; complete,
perfect condition; £1. —44, Penwortham Road, Sander
>tcad, Surrey.

Wanted. Dublo electric.ally-operated’Points; switches
it ivoasibie. Send details and price to—Jaques, 28,
tyanor Drive, Upton, Wirral.

Sale. Hornby Rails, Rolling Stock, Accessories;
good condition; cost over £7; to clear accept £5; stamp
f(*r list.—Connold, Connys, Lewes Rd., East Grinstead.

Hornby Rolling Stock (electric) in splendid con
dilion. Wnte for particulars of genuine bargain.
Box No. M56.

Wanted. Dublo R.H. electrically-operated Points,
with switches if possible.- Atherton, 196, St. Amies
Road, Blackpool.

For Sale. Small Bedside Wireless, all mains; perfect
audition: £2/10/-.— D. A. Brown, Chancery Cottage,
Stabe Fleming, Nr. Dartmouth, S. Devon.

Wanted. "Magnets" copies before February 1936.
also a few later.—Shaw, 6, Colney Hatch Lane, Lon-
don N.I0.

Wanted. Collection of Starnj's. particulars and price
to— Price, 36, Tyrfran Avenue, Llanelly, x»uth Wales

I A Great United States Power Scheme 370 1
1 Air News 378 1
j Books to Read ... 377 '
1 Club and Branch News ... 385 ,
1 Competitions Page ...  393 |
1 Conjuring Tricks for Christmas ... 374 1
1 Fireside Fun .......................... 395 1
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1 Model-Building Competitions 384 1
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| Stamp Collecting and Stamp Gossip ... 391-2 I
1 Suggestions Section ...  383 1
1 This Bombing Business ... 366 '
J Usefulness of Bats . . . ... 369 i
I World’s Largest Aeroplane 376 |
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REAL PHOTOGRAPHS
AIRCRAFT. Naw List No. 13 ,  NOW READY,

1,500 titles of aircraft photographs. Latest
bombers, fighters, etc.

RAILWAYS. List  No. 18 .  2,500 titles of
engines, trains etc. (IncJuding pre-grouping), etc.

SHIPS. List Na. 4. 1,000 titles of naval
vessels, liners, motor torpedo boats, etc.

Any one of above lists sent with specimen
photograph and copy of "R.P. NAws," 6d. (post
free). All photographs (5|  :< 3J), 4 / -  per dor.
Real Photographs. Talketk Chambers. Soothpart

SKYEIRDS
The FIRST and still the BEST

1 /72nd TRUE TO SCALE Solid Model
AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTION

There are complete models o r  sets of  parts
for various c iv i l  and mi l i ta ry  machines,
including German as we l l  as Br i t ish.  There
is also a large range of  accessories for making
war scenes, c iv i l  a i rpor ts  o r  mode rn  service
aerodromes. This fascinating hobby has
captured the  imagination of  all persons who
are interested i n  aviation and aeronautical
model l ing.  I f  you mike a "SKYBIRD"  i t
w i l l  mean more  to you than a mere  shop-
made replica for  i t  w i l l  represent a personal

triumph.
Join the Skybird League of  Model  Ai rcraf t
Const ruc t ion.  There arc ove r  16,000

registered Members.

THE MOST POPULAR HOBBY TO-DAY
Send Stamps 21d. for latest i l lustrated pr ice
l ist  of  SKYBIRD Aeronaut ical  Models, M i l i ta ry

Models and Accessories.

Address :  SKYBIRDS (Desk  B)
9 ,  Southampton  P lace ,  Ho lborn

London W.C. l

Now Ready
"WARPLANES No. 2"

"Interior Details"
This 24 page booklet contains sectional draw-

ings of aircraft, photographs and constructional
details, particulars of engines and armament,
dimensions and performances. Price 1.6.

"WARPLANES No. 1," Tdentificatio of
British and Enemy Aircraft." Drawings, photo-
graphs, constructional details, etc. Price I 3.

Either of the above may be had from any
bookseller, all bookstalls, or post free from ns.

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS CO.
Tulketh Chambers. SOUTHPORT

READERS' SALES AND WANTS—continued
£9 worth Red-Green Meccano. What offers?— Lea.

Coppice House, Kembcrton, Shifnal, Salop.
Sale. 1935 Meccano Set No, 3 plus extras, I 0 /- , -

Fleming, St. Leonard's Hotel, Torquay.
£7. Heavy Steam Loco., oscillating type; two heavy

Coaches; long Track; 2 |  gauge. Exchange Cine Pro-
jector.—Talbot, 40, Harpenden Rd., West Norwood.

Sale. Assortment of Bonks, etc., cheap; stamp for
list.— P. Slatrher, 8, Bracken Edge, Leeds 8.

Wanted. Hornby Gauge 0 "Princess Elizabeth,"
good condition. 17. Corporation St., C lit hero?, Lams

Wanted. Frog Penguin Hcinkcl 11 IK, Dornier 215.
or Messerschmitt 110. Write, staling price, to W. Hill,
63. Dak Street, Bufton-on-Trenl, Staffs

Wanted. Photographs of British Narrow Gauge
Railway Locomotives. Details to—Duncan, Devon
Road, Sheffield.

Large private army, Load Soldiers, to day’s value
double; £3; list, S.A.E. Huge parcel thousands Cigar-
ette Cards, 12/6. Ten different sets, 5/-.—J .  Ragulcy,
Westoncolville, Cambridgeshire.

Sale. Diana Rifle-Bore Air Rifle; Stanley Gibbons’
"Centurion" Stamp Alburn; Tennis Racket and Press,
Hornby Dublo Tank Train Set. Offers? Stamp for
particulars. — Warner, 53, Nene Parade, March, Cambs.

Minic collector’s sale; cheap; as new. Stamp for list.
—Belcher, 25, Wessex Gardens, N.W.ll.

Wanted. Meccano Nuts and Bolts; also Gears; any
Brass parts? Send lists; will give good prices. Also
wanted, 8 mm. Films.— BM/GNJN, London W.C.l.

Sale. Number 2 Brickplayer (used tube of cement);
take 7/6.—Dickson, 93, Dalrymple Street, Girvan.

Wanted. "0"  Gauge Bassett-Lowke Steam Mogul,
fitted Walschacrts Valve Gear, in working order. —
league, 9, College Avenue, Plymouth

Wanted. Used Trix Motor Coach, or whole Train
(S.R.),— Wigdahi, Longcrofl, Devizes.

Wanted. "Meccano Magazines" Jan. to April (in-
clusive) 1941. -D.  Wright. 4. 'I he Parade, Claygate,
Surrey.

ROLLER SKATES
FOR BOYS
AND GIRLS FUN

FOR

POST
FREE

t. ’
Ball Bearing Wheels.
Rubbc r Cushions, T oe
Grips. British Make.

For A l l  Ages, 7-15.
HEDGE'S

CYCLE SPECIALISTS
NEATH. GLAM.

READERS' SALES AND WANTS—continued
Wanted. Recent copies “Modern Mechanic" maga-

zines. Send particulars.—Scrimgeour, Bankhead,
Fordoun, Scotland.

Sale. 46 “Meccano Magazines" from July 1936 to
January 1941; 3d. copy or 10/-  lot. Tri-ang III  Speed
Boat, 10/-. Both in excellent condition.—A. Linford,
15, Thornhill Road, Ickenham,

Wanted, Old numbers "Magnet,” "Gem,” and
"Schoolboys’ Own.” Particulars and price to—
Marshall, 17, Friar® Avenue, London N.20.

"Meccano Magazines" 1937-40, bound; other books;
sale, or exchange for gramophone. Particulars—Gill,
Snow Hill Grange, Wakefield.

Sell or exchange. "Flying Model Planes." Wanted.
Red-Green Meccano; 4-7 instruction Manual.—Fen-
wick Scott, 38, Newlands Road, Blyth.

Sale. Gibbons’ “Viceroy" Album containing 1,500
Foreign Stamps, all different, some rare; perfect con
<1ition'. Offers—Berrisford, 67, Lichfield Road,
Bloxwuh, Walsall, Staffs.
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£ GENOA!
MAf MORE rtf?
iR you Etc TRY
ANDKRIN&" "

744f

LlKE the Demon King of panto-
mime memories the War has
forced us to curtail production
of our well-known Chemistry
Outfits, Bricks, Stone Puzzles,
etc., so although supplies are
short, we are doing our best to
fairly distribute to Toy Dealers
everywhere, supplies of all lines

available.
The shop-keeper is doing his
best, so do not blame him if he

reports "sold out.”
It is hoped that further limited
supplies of Bricks and Chemistry
Sets will be available in the

New Year, so do not
give up hope.

,* 1  *< ", . ■ -

WATFORD RTS.-

meccanoindex.co.uk
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HORNBY TRAINS
for endless hours of pleasure
in the long winter evenings

Hornby Trams not only look like actual trains, but work like them The
Hornby Ra.lway system includes everything that is required to reproduce tn
miniature almost all the operations tha- are carried out day by day on the
eal railways. You can operate long-distance expresses with last passenger

locomotives, or local trams w.th splendid little tank engines, and lor freight
working there are vans and wagons of almost every kind.

GAUGE O'

provides a perfect home railway. W>th these wonderful
small scale models a complete railway can be
planned on a dining table. Ideal where space is limited
Available in Clockwork or Electric.
Bu»lt to scale. Realistic detail Simple
and safe. Automatic couplings. Remote
Control.

GAUGE OO

Ask your dealer
for p r i ce s  o r
wr i t e  t o
Meccano  L td . ,
B inns  Road  f
Liverpool  13 .
for  the  l a t e s t
p r i ce  l i s t .

Hornby -Dublo Electric
Trams operate on Diteci
Current at 12 volts The

current can be obtained from
Alternating Current Mams Supply
through a Dublo Transformer and a
Dublo Controller No. I

MECCANO L IM ITED - B INNS ROAD - L IVERPOOL 13

r i JULlSHI tb  MV MECCANO Ln .  . UfNNA Rn  A U. l . lv t4Fr»QL Ilf ENGLAND.
Air f nhh  Wti iJd <rn/  Ijoniftti.
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